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Teacher’s Guide and Program Overview
This guide contains lesson support for each of the 118 Wonder Readers 
nonfiction leveled books.  Lesson instruction for each title includes:
	 •	Before	Reading	
	 •	Front	loading	difficult	language	and	concepts
	 •	Pre-Reading	Discussion
	 •	During	Reading	support
	 •	After	Reading	and	Extension
	 •	1	Graphic	Organizer	for	each	title

Wonder Readers Program Components
	 •	36	Emergent	Level	Nonfiction	books-	Levels	A-E
	 •	44	Early	Level	Nonfiction	books-	Levels	F-I
	 •	38	Fluent	Level	Nonfiction	books-	Levels	J-M
	 •	9	Big	Books	for	Shared	Reading
	 •	Teacher’s	Guide	and	Program	Overview
	 •	Program	Assessment	Handbook
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	 Wonder	Readers	is	a	collection	of	118	nonfiction	leveled	books	to	
help	early	readers	who	are	learning	to	read	and	to	support	early	fluent	
readers	as	they	become	independent	readers.	
	 This	explicitly	written	and	leveled	program	was	created	in		
collaboration	with	National	Literacy	Consultant	Adria F. Klein, 
professor	emeritus,	in	the	Graduate	Reading	Program	at	California	
State	University,	San	Bernardino.	She	has	written	several	books,	book	
chapters,	and	numerous	articles	on	various	topics	including	emergent	
literacy,	Reading	Recovery™,	ESL,	integrated	language	arts,	staff		
development,	and	technology.	Adria	teaches	courses	in	language	arts	
and	literacy	and	directs	the	graduate	program	in	early	intervention	at	
Saint	Mary’s	College	of	California	where	she	is	a	Visiting	Professor.

Adria	F.	Klein
National Literacy Consultant

WELCOME
to
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  Before Reading
Before a book has been introduced to the 
group, it can often help to prepare students for 
the text they are about to read. Drawing on prior  
knowledge is a key preparatory activity, inviting 
students to share information and become familiar 
with the topic beforehand. In addition, implanting  
concept vocabulary will also make the reading more  
pleasurable. For example, if students are  
reading a book about the desert, writing desert on the  
chalkboard and helping to read and recognize it will 
implant the word and make it easier for students to 
recall the word when the book is presented.

            Pre-Reading/
        Introducing the Book
At this point in the lesson, the students see the book for 
the first time. The group is offered the opportunity to read 
the title and author’s name, as well as discuss the cover 
photograph. Introducing the Book should include an  
open-ended discussion (“What do you think about . . 
.”), as well as questions that elicit predictions (“What 
do you think will happen . . .”). Students’ answers can 
be recorded in graphic organizers to motivate reading.  
Introducing the Book is also an appropriate time to “set a 
purpose” for reading. Present specific information or pose a  
question, and encourage students to look and listen for this  
information as they read.

In addition, students should be encouraged to flip through 
the book to become familiar with the content and the  
placement of text. Preview the text by pointing to  
concept vocabulary words and challenging students to 
find those words in the text. Alternatively, students can 
respond to the photographs, exchange ideas about the 
book’s content, make predictions, and share relevant 
experiences.

      During Reading
The reading begins with a quick review of the title and 
book cover. Students are then encouraged to read the 
table of contents and to make predictions based on the 
chapter titles. The reading continues with the first page 
of text. Strategies for first readings will vary, depending 
on the topic, text structure, and photographs, as well as 
on students’ prior knowledge. It is usually helpful to read 

along with them for the first few pages. Once students 
seem comfortable with the text, quietly drop out of the 
reading, letting them read the text aloud on their own. 
Prompt as needed, but have them rely more and more 
on their own capabilities and knowledge.

    
After Reading

After reading the book, return to any lists or graphic  
organizers generated prior to reading. Together, make 
additions or revisions to their initial thoughts. Also  
encourage students to express their impressions of 
the book, explaining why they enjoyed the content or  
language. Challenge them to retell the information or 
main idea of the book in their own words, as well as ask 
if they would like to learn more about the topic.

Taking running records and retelling with individual  
students are basic assessment strategies to all  
guided-reading programs. Small group discussions 
before, during, and after the reading will provide ideal 
opportunities to assess students’ prior knowledge and  
comprehension of the subject and text, as well as of 
their current oral language and reading skills.

    Teaching Points
In guided-reading groups, teachers can be flexible in  
meeting individual needs by prioritizing and focusing on 
a few points at a time. 

These points can be found on the individual book  
teaching notes under Discuss the Challenges in the 
Text.  How students perform during the first reading and 
interactive with the group during rereading will inform  
teaching choices.  Note where students had difficulty.  
Which strategies did or can they use to help themselves?

Students who are reading comfortably with Emergent 
Level books have mastered the primary concepts of print 
and word decoding.  Teaching points, therefore, will 
often focus on more intricate language matters, such as 
analyzing compound words, exploring word meanings, 
identifying words, exploring word meanings, identifying 
types of sentences, and word building.

Teaching the Lesson
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Wonder Readers Components
Wonder Readers is made up of 118 Nonfiction Leveled Readers

• Emergent Levels

36	titles
Levels	A-E

44	titles
Levels	F-I

• Early Levels
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• Big Books
				There	are	9	nonfiction	big	books	in	the	Wonder	Readers	program.
				Three	each	of	Social	Studies,	Science	and	Math.

• Fluent Levels

38	titles
Levels	J-M
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• Program details including a lesson plan  
    and graphic organizer for each title

• Wonder Readers offers Diagnostic assessment for placing students in their 
    instructional level, Oral Reading Records for each title and Benchmark  
    Assessments for knowing when students are ready for the next level.

Teacher’s Guide and
Program Overview

- 184 -
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Desert Seasons
Sceince

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
•	 Word	count:	419
•	 Glossary	words:	amphibian,	cycle,	ecosystem,	hibernate,	migrate,	
	 monsoon,	pollinate
•	 Photos	complement	text
•	 High-interest	topic
•	 Headings	preview	upcoming	content
•	 Predictable	seasonal	format

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
•	 Up	to	eight	lines	of	text	on	a	page
•	 Compound	words:	southwest,	sunshine,	wildflowers,	butterflies,	rainstorms,	sometimes,	

mockingbirds,	woodpeckers,	underground
•	 Proper	nouns:	Sonoran	Desert,	United	States,	Arizona,	California,	February,	April,	Mexico,	May,	

June,	July,	August,	September,	December

Pre-Reading Discussion
1.	 Write	the	word	desert	on	the	board.	Have	students	supply	words	that	describe	the	desert,	such	as	

hot,	dry,	sandy,	cactus,	and	so	on.	Make	sure	students	understand	that	a	desert	is	a	place	that	gets	
very	little	rain.	Ask	them	if	they	think	the	desert	changes	with	the	seasons;	have	them	explain	their	
thinking.

2.	 Have	students	find	the	word	Desert	in	the	title.	Ask	them	what	seasons	are.	Have	students	
name	the	seasons,	and	then	ask	if	they	can	tell	from	the	photo	what	season	it	is	in	this	
desert.

During Reading
1.	 Open	the	book	to	the	title	page	and	have	students	identify	the	plants	in	the	photos	as	cactus.	Then	have	

them	read	the	table	of	contents.		
2.	 Turn	to	pages	2	and	3.	Have	students	read	the	section	heading.	Help	them	read	and	pronounce	

Sonoran,	as	well	as	California,	Arizona,	and	Mexico.	Have	students	read	the	pages.
3.	 Continue	in	a	similar	fashion	for	the	remainder	of	the	text.	Use	the	section	headings	to	establish	an	

organizational	framework	for	reading	and	discussion	of	the	photos	to	preview	any	difficult	or	unfamiliar	
vocabulary.

4.	 Encourage	students	to	reread	the	book	on	their	own.

After Reading
•	 Find	the	Sonoran	Desert	on	a	map.	Then	find	where	you	live.	Compare	the	two	locations.	Set	up	a	

two-column	chart.	Have	students	compare	the	seasons	where	they	live	with	the	seasons	of	the	Sonoran	
Desert.	Invite	students	to	share	anything	that	surprised	them	about	the	desert.

•	 Point	out	that	this	book	is	loaded	with	describing	words,	or	adjectives.	Select	sentences	from	the	book	to	
write	on	the	board.	Challenge	students	to	find	the	adjectives	and	the	nouns	they	describe.	For	example:	
There	are	many	amazing	plants	and	animals	that	live	here	(amazing/plants	and	animals).

- 20 -
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Apple Trees
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
•	 Word	count:	34
•	 High-frequency	words:	from, in, of, the
•	 Average	text	per	page:	one	sentence,	three	to	eight	words	each
•	 Punctuation:	period,	comma
•	 Good	photo/text	support
•	 Familiar	topic
•	 Consistent	print	placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
•	 Changes	in	sentence	patterns
•	 Two	sentences	turn	a	line
•	 Irregular	plural:	leaves
•	 Last	sentence	ends	with	prepositional	phrase
	•	 Concept	vocabulary:	apple, flowers, grow, leaves, lose, people

Pre-Reading Discussion
1.	 Have	children	say	the	word	apple.	Exaggerate	the	short	a	sound	at	the	beginning	of	the	word.	Ask	

children	where	apples	come	from	and	what	foods	they	like	that	are	made	from	apples.
2.	 Show	children	the	cover	of	the	book	and	ask	them	to	find	the	word	Apple.	Then	ask	them	to	read	

the	word	that	comes	after	it.	Talk	about	the	parts	of	an	apple	tree	that	are	shown	in	the	photo.	Then	
ask	what	other	parts	an	apple	tree	has	that	are	not	in	the	picture.	Invite	children	to	predict	what	they	
might	read	about	in	this	book.

During Reading
1.	 Open	the	book	to	the	title	page	and	help	children	recognize	the	book’s	title.	Then	turn	to	page	2.	

Challenge	children	to	find	the	words	apple trees	in	the	sentence.	Ask	what	they	see	on	the	trees.	Read	
sentence	one	aloud	to	confirm	their	answer.		

2.	 Continue	in	this	way	with	pages	3	and	4.	Have	children	use	clues	from	the	photos	to	figure	out	the	new	
words	at	the	end	of	each	sentence.

3.	 On	page	5,	have	children	identify	the	word	they	recognize	from	other	pages	(apples).	Help	them	figure	
out	the	other	words	in	the	sentence	and	then	read	the	sentence.	

4.	 Moving	on	to	pages	6	and	7,	invite	children	to	describe	what	they	see	in	the	photographs,	and	then	
read	the	sentences	with	them.	

5.	 On	page	8,	talk	about	what	has	happened	to	the	tree	in	the	photo.	Ask	children	why	a	tree	might	lose	
its	leaves.	Then	read	page	8	together.

After Reading
•	 Review	the	definition	of	singular	and	plural.	Look	for	singular	and	plural	pairs	using	words	from	the	text	

as	a	starting	point	(apple/apples,	tree/trees,	flower/flowers,	person/people,	leaf/leaves).
•	 Use	the	photos	in	the	book	to	review	the	seasons.	Have	children	find	pictures	that	show	what	an	apple	

tree	looks	like	in	the	spring,	summer,	and	fall.	Talk	about	how	an	apple	tree	looks	in	the	winter,	since	
there	is	no	photo	in	the	book.
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Desert Seasons
Directions: Use words from the book and what you learned about the Sonoran Desert to 

finish the web about the desert.

Sonoran Desert

Animals

Weather

Plants

Challenge
Draw a picture of the Sonoran Desert on the back of this page. Write the name of the 

season next to it.
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Apple Trees

Directions: Draw a picture to match each sentence. Use the photos in the book if you 

need help.

1. Apple trees grow leaves
2. Apple trees grow flowers.

3. Apple trees grow apples.
4. Apple trees lose their leaves.

1.                         
                           

                        

                          
                          

                    

4Write a sentence to go with each picture.3

2.                         
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Both Sides Are the 
Same Math
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
•	 Word	count:	190
•	 High-frequency	words:	a, an, and, are, as, at, be, has, have, if, is, 
 in, it, of, on, see, that, the, their, this, too, we, with, you, your  
•	 Average	text	per	page:	one	to	three	sentences,	three	to	21	words	each
•	 Punctuation:	period,	exclamation	mark,	comma,	apostrophe,	colon
•	 Good	photo/text	support
•	 Interactive	text
•	 Familiar	images
•	 Consistent	print	placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
•	 Four	lines	of	text	on	page	2
•	 Compound	words:	everywhere, butterfly, honeycombs, snowflake
•	 Words	with	three	syllables: symmetry, exactly, everywhere, butterfly, honeycombs, stadium
•	 Concept	vocabulary:	bridge, build, buildings, different, exactly, Ferris wheel, half, honeycomb, 

middle, mirror, nature, people, shape, sheep, snowflake, stadium, symmetry, train

Pre-Reading Discussion
1.	 Draw	a	square,	triangle,	rectangle,	and	circle	on	the	board.	Have	children	identify	each	shape.	

Then	draw	a	line	to	cut	each	shape	exactly	in	half.	Write	the	word	symmetry.	Explain	what	that	is	
and	how	the	drawings	illustrate	that.

2.	 Have	children	read	the	title	of	the	book.	Point	out	that	the	title	explains	the	concept	of	symmetry.	
Look	at	the	photo	and	discuss	how	it	shows	symmetry.

During Reading
1.	 Have	children	identify	the	symmetry	in	the	photo	on	the	title	page.	Read	the	table	of	contents	and	have	

children	predict	what	kinds	of	examples	might	be	included	in	each	section.		
2.	 Turn	to	page	2.	Have	children	read	the	section	heading	and	find	the	word	symmetry	in	the	text.	Have	

them	read	the	page.	Then	discuss	the	symmetry	in	the	photo.	Continue	in	a	similar	fashion	for	the	rest	of	
the	book.

3.	 On	page	16,	talk	about	possible	answers	to	the	final	directive	in	the	text.	Discuss	the	hint	at	the	bottom	
of	the	page	and	how	that	helps	the	reader.

After Reading
•	 Hand	out	lengths	of	yarn.	Use	the	yarn	to	show	the	line	of	symmetry	on	the	photos	in	the	book.	Then	

look	around	the	room	to	find	other	items	that	have	symmetry.	Have	children	use	the	yarn	to	check	
sample	objects.

•	 Write	the	word	symmetry	on	the	board.	Circle	the	letter	y	in	the	word.	Help	children	hear	that	the	first	
y	makes	the	short	i	sound	while	the	last	y	makes	the	long	e	sound.	Have	children	think	of	other	words	
that	are	examples	of	either	sound	of	y	(bicycle, oxygen, system, syllables /city, icy, tiny, gravity, hungry, 
angry, thirsty, many).
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Both Sides Are the SameDirections: Draw a line to show symmetry in each picture.

Directions: Finish each picture so that both sides are the same.

Directions: Draw three things that have symmetry. Draw the picture and draw the line 

of symmetry.

Challenge
Make a design that has symmetry. Draw it on the  
back of this page. Draw the line of symmetry.

1.
2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

Program Assessment Handbook
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carry to 
Running Record 
Tracking Sheet

non-
reading A–B C–D E–F G–H I–J K–L M–N

too challenging 
(3 or more words incorrect)

guided reading
( just below “too challenging”)

independent reading 
(1 or 2 words incorrect)

not challenging 
(no words incorrect)

A
–B pat

fox

cup

sit

map

neck

milk

stand

crib

make

E
–F sounded

thank

bloom

under

tooth

swam

hump

sticky

safety

chest

I–J puppies

hidden

won’t

moment

firefighter

charm

surprised

haven’t

remember

carefully

M
–N splendid

platform

trampled

hamburger

athletic

discovered

seventeen

wagging

crackers

slippery

C
–D shake

rule

white

speak

train

smacked

yawn

round

sheep

plump

G
–H hundred

better

shaggy

spoke

dollars

queen

squeaked

shown

unhappy

necklace

K
–L wrong

giant

spoon

whispered

animals

vacation

noisy

magazine

swimming

chocolate

QUICK DECODING DIAGNOSTIC form A

student:   class:      

instructor:   date:      

RECORDING

SCORING

Q
D

D
 

fo
rm

 A
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TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS: 

STUDENT RUNNING RECORD (S R R)

IN
S

T
R

U
C

T
IO

N
S

: S
R

R

This assessment is designed to provide a running record of 
student progress in decoding accuracy and oral reading rate. 
The assessment can also be employed to determine student 
readiness to progress to more advanced reading. The assess-
ments are divided into bands of two Fountas and Pinnell 
reading levels. Two forms of each assessment, A and B, are 
provided for each level band for repeating the assessment, 
if necessary.

In order to administer this assessment, you will need:
•	 the	student’s	Running	Record	Tracking	Sheet
•	 a	copy	of	the	Student	Running	Record	Selection
•	 a	copy	of	the	Teacher	Running	Record	Selection
•	 a	pencil	or	pen
•	 a	watch	or	stopwatch	to	measure	one	minute	accurately.

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

1. Assemble the necessary materials.
2.	 Sit	opposite	the	student	at	a	small	table	or	desk,	or	oth-

erwise	arrange	to	be	able	to	mark	the	Teacher	Running	
Record	Selection	out	of	the	student’s	sight.

3.	 Explain	to	the	student	that	he	or	she	will	be	taking	a	very	
short	test.	Say	that	there	are	no	right	or	wrong	answers,	
and that it is important that the student only do his or 
her best. Explain that you are going to give the student a 
short passage to read. Explain that he or she will have one 
minute to read silently as much of the passage as he or she 
can,	and	then	you	will	ask	the	student	to	read	it	aloud	for	
one minute.

4.	 Present	the	student	with	the	Student	Running	Record	Se-
lection	and	ask	him	or	her	to	begin	reading	silently.	Start	
the stopwatch or note the position of the second hand on 
your watch.

5.	 After	one	minute	has	elapsed,	ask	the	student	to	stop	read-
ing.	Ask	the	student	if	he	or	she	is	ready	to	begin	reading	
aloud.	When	the	student	is	ready,	ask	him	or	her	to	begin	
reading	aloud.	Start	the	stopwatch	or	note	the	position	of	
the second hand on your watch when the student begins 
to read.

6.	 As	the	student	reads	the	passage,	mark	any	word	the	he	or	
she fails to decode properly by drawing a line underneath 
the word.

7. If the student promptly self-corrects and decodes the word 
properly, draw a second line above the word.

8. If the student pauses for more than two seconds at a word 
(three seconds for level A–B), prompt with the correct 
pronunciation	and	tell	him	or	her	to	go	on.	Mark	that	word	
as incorrect with a double underline.

9.	 After	one	minute	has	elapsed,	ask	the	student	to	stop	
reading. Place a vertical line following the last word the 
student read, whether the student decoded the word cor-
rectly or incorrectly.

DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING

1. Write the number of words read by the student in the 
space	provided	on	the	Teacher	Reading	Card.	Also	record	
the number of incorrectly decoded words (underlined), 
words prompted (double-underlined) and words self-cor-
rected (overline).

2. From the total words read, subtract the number of words 
incorrectly decoded and the number of words prompted. 
Add the number of words self-corrected. Multiply the re-
sult	by	100.	Divide	the	result	by	the	total	words	read.	This	
is the decoding accuracy.

3.	 Divide	the	number	of	self-corrected	words	by	the	number	
of incorrectly decoded words. Multiply the result by 100. 
This is the self-correction rate.

4.	 Transfer	the	scores	of	the	assessment	to	the	Student	Run-
ning	Record	Score	Sheet.

total words read
T

words improperly decoded
I

words requiring prompts
P

words self-corrected
S

decoding accuracy

T - I - P + S( T ) × 100%  
%

self-correction rate

S( I ) × 100%  
%

Camels are large animals with humps. 

Some camels have one hump. Others 

have two humps. They live in the desert. 

Camels can go for a long time without 

word incorrectly 
decoded

word self- 
corrected

word required 
prompt

word  word time 
elapsed

45 

51 

58 

66
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STUDENT RUNNING RECORD level A–B form A

student:   class:      

instructor:   date:      

Do you like apples? 

They make a yummy snack. 

And they are good for you. 

Apples grow on trees. 

They can be red, green, or yellow. 

It is fun to pick them. 

But it is more fun to eat them.

0 

4 

9 

15 

19 

26 

32

S
R

R
 

le
ve

l A
–B

 
fo

rm
 Aword improperly decoded

word self-corrected

word required prompt

word  word time elapsed

total words read
T

words improperly decoded
I

words requiring prompts
P

words self-corrected
S

decoding accuracy

T - I - P + S( T ) × 100%  
%

self-correction rate
S( I ) × 100%  

%

carry to Running Record 
Tracking Sheet, column A–B:

decoding 
accuracy

total words 
read

AppLES

SCORING

MARKING KEY
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TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS: 

QUICK DECODING DIAGNOSTIC (Q D D )

IN
S

T
R

U
C

T
IO

N
S

: Q
D

D

This assessment is designed to rapidly estimate Fountas and 
Pinnell reading levels of students who read at Fountas and 
Pinnell levels between A and N (approximately K–2). The 
assessment will determine the level band at which the student 
can no longer independently decode 80 percent of the more 
difficult words. Within this level band, the student should 
be capable of guided reading. Below this band, the student 
should be capable of independent reading. Two forms of the 
assessment, A and B, are provided for repeating the assess-
ment if necessary.

In order to administer this assessment, you will need:
•	 the	student’s	Running	Record	Tracking	Sheet
•	 Quick	Decoding	Diagnostic	Student	Card	A	or	Student	

Card	B
•	 a	copy	of	Quick	Decoding	Diagnostic	Score	Sheet	A	or	

Score	Sheet	B
•	 a	pencil	or	pen

DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION

1. Assemble the necessary materials.
2.	 Sit	opposite	the	student	at	a	small	table	or	desk,	or	other-

wise	arrange	to	be	able	to	mark	the	Score	Sheet	out	of	the	
student’s	sight.

3.	 Explain	to	the	student	that	he	or	she	will	be	taking	a	very	
short	test.	Say	that	there	are	no	right	or	wrong	answers,	
and that it is important only that the student do his or 
her best. Explain that you are going to give the student a 
card with words on it, and instruct him or her to read the 
words aloud in order.

4.	 With	a	copy	of	the	Score	Sheet	ready,	present	the	Student	
Card	to	the	student.

5. If the student does not decode the 
word	correctly,	place	an	X	mark	on	
the score sheet.

6. If the student promptly self-corrects 
an error, score that word as correct.

7. If the student pauses more than five 
seconds	for	a	given	word,	mark	that	
word incorrect and prompt the stu-
dent to go on to the next word.

8. When the student incorrectly decodes three or more words 
in	a	group,	ask	the	student	to	stop	reading	at	the	end	of	
that group.

DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING

1.	 In	the	space	provided	at	the	top	of	the	score	sheet,	mark	
the level band at which the student was unable to decode 
eight or more words. This level band will be too challeng-
ing for the student. If the student was unable to decode 
eight words in the A–B level band, indicate that the stu-
dent is non-reading in that space.

2.	 In	the	space	provided	at	the	top	of	the	score	sheet,	mark	
the highest level band range at which the student was able 
to successfully decode eight or more words of the group. 
This range of levels is appropriate for the student for 
guided reading.

3.	 In	the	space	provided	at	the	top	of	the	score	sheet,	mark	
all of the other levels at which the student was able to 
decode eight or nine words of the group. These levels are 
appropriate for independent reading by the student. If the 
student was able to decode all ten of the words in the band 
preceding	the	band	marked	in	Step	2	above,	mark	that	
band as appropriate for independent reading.

4.	 In	the	space	provided	at	the	top	of	the	score	sheet,	mark	
the level band ranges at which the student was able to suc-
cessfully decode all of the words of the group. These levels 
are not challenging enough for the student.

5.	 Make	an	annotation	in	the	student’s	running	record	indi-
cating the level band for guided reading.

non-
reading A–B C–D E–F G–H I–J K–L M–N

too challenging 
(3 or more words incorrect)

guided reading
( just below “too challenging”)

independent reading 
(1 or 2 words incorrect)

not challenging 
(no words incorrect)

I–J puppies

hidden

won’t

moment

firefighter

charm

surprised

haven’t

remember

carefully

5393_working.indd   1 4/27/11   9:24:03 AM
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STEP 1: Make a double-sided copy of 
the page for each book. Cut along the 
dotted lines.

STEP 2: Next, place pages 4 and 5 in 
front of pages 2 and 7.

STEP 3: Fold the left side pages over to 
the right side pages. Crease all pages 
down the middle. Staple through the 
vertical fold.

• Access these downloadables at 
   www.capstoneclassroom.com/content/wonder_readers 

Each of the 118 leveled readers is available online to send home to 
parents to help support literacy development at home.

School     Home
Downloadable Books

to

FOLLOW	THESE	SIMPLE	

STEPS	TO	CREATE	YOUR	

DOWNLOADABLE		

TAKE-HOME	EDITION		

OF	EACH	BOOK!

This secure website offers activities and games 
to extend the learning in the Wonder Readers 
program.  Access 24/7 without a password.  
Another great resource for connecting classroom 
learning to the home.
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A Zoo Full of Birds
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 64
•	 High-frequency words:	I,	is,	of,	see,	the
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to six words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• High-interest topic
• One word change per page on most pages

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Different language patterns on first and last page
• Concept vocabulary: birds,	eight,	eleven,	five,	four,	nine,	one,	seven,	six,	ten,	thirteen,	three,	

twelve,	two

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Walk around the room and tap four children on the shoulder. Then ask each person tapped to stand 

up. Write I	see	four	children on the board. Repeat several times with different numbers of children 
each time. Have children count with you and guess the sentence you are going to write.

2. Show the cover photo on the book to children. Ask them to count the birds. Use the sentence from 
the previous step as a stem for writing about these birds. Ask children to use this sentence and the 
title of the book as clues to predict what this book might be about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children reread the title. Ask who knows what kind of bird this 

is (peacock). Then ask how many birds there are in the photo. Help children use the sentences stem I	see	
____	birds to write a caption for this photo.  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read the text on each page. Ask which page matches the title 
and which page matches the sample sentences they have been working on. Discuss the photos on each 
page and why they were chosen to go with each sentence. 

3. On pages 4 and 5, ask children how many owls they see, and then challenge them to find the word two 
on page 4. Have them read page 4. Repeat through page 15.

4. On page 16, talk about how the sentence is the same as the sentences on previous pages and how it is 
different. Have children read page 16 and then count the birds in this photo.

After Reading
• Look at the photos of birds in the book. Challenge children to identify as many of the birds in the photos 

as they can. Rewrite the book together, using the bird names they knew. I	see	one	eagle.	I	see	two	owls, 
and so on.

• Make a class mural using the text pattern from the book. Pick a theme, possibly one related to your 
current science or social studies unit, and assign a number to each student to illustrate. (For instance: 
The	ocean	is	full	of	animals.	I	see	one	whale.	I	see	two	sea	stars.	I	see	three	dolphins.) 

• Point out that zoo and two are rhyming words, even though they are spelled differently. Challenge 
children to come up with more rhyming words, and then note the variant spellings for the long u sound 
(blue,	few,	clue,	kangaroo, etc.).
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A Zoo Full of Birds

Directions: 

1.	 Finish	the	chart.	Fill	in	the	missing	information.

2.	 Use	the	book	to	help	you	spell	the	number	words.

	 Count

	 v vvvvvvv

	 uuuu

	 aa

	 bbbbbbbbb

	 kkkkkk

	 s s s s s s s s s s s s

	 lllll

	 n	n	n

	 WWWWWWWWWW

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 EEEEEEEEEEEEE

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 Q 	

 Number

    8                         

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	  7                        																		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 Word

 eight                   

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 eleven                   												

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Challenge

On	the	back	of	this	paper,	write	the	number	words	from	the	chart	in	order.	Begin	with	
the	lowest	number	and	end	with	the	biggest	number.
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All Kind of Signs
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 24
• High-frequency words: a
• Average text per page: one line, three words per page
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement
• One word change per page

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Silent letter g	in sign
• Phrases instead of complete sentences
• Understanding the meaning of signs
• Ending punctuation varies on last sentence: question mark
• Concept vocabulary: parking,	playground,	school,	sign,	train

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have children look around the room for signs. Talk about what these signs all have in common (they 

provide information using just a few words and/or a picture).
2. Talk about the sign on the cover of the book. Ask what information that sign gives and where you 

might see that kind of sign. Talk about why that sign is important. Have children find the word sign 
in the title. Point out the silent g in that word.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children identify the photo on the 

title page and talk about what that sign means. 
2. Turn to page 2. Have children identify that sign and where they might have seen one. Say the word stop 

and have children find it in the text.
3.  On page 3, have children identify the sign and tell where it might be found. Say the word train and ask 

children to find it in the text.
4. Have children identify the signs on pages 4 and 5, asking them to say where they would find each sign. 

Say the words school and playground and have them find those words in the text. 
5. Invite children to identify the sentence pattern in the text (A ____ sign.) Then have students identify the 

signs before reading the text on pages 5 and 6.

6. On page 8, talk about why the sign shows a picture of a deer. Ask children to read the text.

After Reading
• Cover up the text on each page with a self-stick note. Then write the words stop, train, store, parking, 

school, and playground in random order on the board or on note cards. Show students one word at a 
time, and have them find the page in the book with a sign that matches the word. When they find the 
right page, have them remove the self-stick note and read the text on that page.
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All Kinds of Signs

Directions:

1.	 Draw	one	of	the	signs	from	the	book.

2.	 Finish	the	sentences	below	the	sign	that	tell	about	it.

1.	 A																																																																																																																																									sign.

2.	 It	tells	you	that																																																																																																																								.

3.	 You	can	see	a	sign	like	this	one																																																																																												.		
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All Kinds of Sounds
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 34
• High-frequency words: a,	is,	this,	we
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to five words each
• Punctuation: period
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Understanding opposites loud/soft
• Sentence on last page varies from text pattern
• Concept vocabulary: loud,	soft,	sound

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Without identifying them as such, make a loud sound and a soft sound. Challenge children to 

explain how the two sounds differ. Write the words loud and soft on the board. Encourage children 
to think of other examples of each kind of sound, recording their ideas under the appropriate 
heading on the chart.

2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Say the word sound slowly, asking children to say it 
with you and to listen closely to the first letter, the middle sound, and the ending sound. Then ask 
them to find that word in the title. Then read the entire title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children identify the photo on the 

title page and talk about what kind of sound a siren makes: loud or soft? 
2. Turn to page 2. Have children look at the picture and guess what kind of sound the girls are making. 

Ask if that would be a loud or soft sound. Have children find the word loud in the text. Then have them 
read the entire sentence.

3. On page 3, have children identify the kind of sound made by a clock. Have them find the word soft 
in the text. Then have them read the entire sentence. Compare the sentences on pages 2 and 3. What 
words are the same? Different?

4. Have children look at the sentence on page 8. Ask them how it compares to the other sentences in the 
book. Ask children to read any words they already know in the sentence. Work together to figure out 
any unfamiliar words. Then have children read the sentence and talk about the kinds of sounds the 
children might be making in the photo on this page.

After Reading
• Practice reading and saying /ou/ words: loud, sound. Say these words slowly and clearly. Invite 

children to say them with you. Challenge children to come up with other words that have this sound. 
Because this vowel sound can also be spelled ow, record children’s ideas in two lists. For example: 
hound, cloud, pout, shout, and flower,	brown,	town,	towel.
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All Kinds of Sounds

Directions:

1.	 	In	the	left	big	space,	write	the	names	of	things	that	only	make	loud	sounds.	

2.	 	In	the	big	space	on	the	right,	write	the	names	of	things	that	only	make	soft	sounds.

3.	 	In	the	smaller	space	in	the	middle,	write	the	names	of	things	that	can	make	both	
loud	and	soft	sounds.

Loud	Sounds Soft	SoundsLoud	and	Soft	Sounds

Challenge

Sounds	can	be	soft.	Things	can	also	feel	soft.	What	are	some	things	that	feel	soft	when	
you	touch	them?	Make	a	list	of	soft	things	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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Animals Everywhere
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 88
• High-frequency words: are,	in,	is,	off,	on,	out,	the
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to seven words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest, familiar topic
• Repetitive language pattern
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Prepositional phrases
• Some sentences turn a line
 • Concept vocabulary: animals,	bear,	den,	everywhere,	fox,	frog,	grass,	lion,	pasture,	pond,	

puppies,	shade,	sun,	water

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. As children watch, position yourself next to a table or chair. Use a prepositional phrase, such as 

next to the chair to describe where you are standing. Then sit on the chair and have children say 
where you are now relative to the chair. Then put the chair behind you and ask children to describe 
where you are. Review the words on,	next	to,	in	front	of, and so forth used to describe relative 
location.

2. Look at the book’s cover photo. Ask children for sentences that tell where the deer is (in the grass, in 
front of the purple flowers, etc.). Review location words. Ask children to predict what the book might 
be about.

During Reading
1. Ask children to identify the animal on the title page. Then have them tell where the turtle is using a 

location word. Review the title and author’s name. 
2. Turn to page 2. Have children read the sentence, using clues from the photo to help with any unfamiliar 

words. Ask what words tell where the puppies are. Then have them read page 3, again asking what 
words tell where the puppies are.

3. Repeat with pages 4 through 15, asking children to identify the words that tell where in each case.
4. On page 16, have children read the sentence on the page. Then have them come up with a sentence of 

their own that tells where the cat is. 

After Reading
• Review the basic idea of this book, which is relative location. Write prepositional phrases from the book 

on the board. Have children circle the location words in each. Have children practice using these words 
by placing two items, such as a box and toy, near each other. Encourage children to describe where the 
items are by using sentences such as “The toy is on the box.” Repeat with variations.

• Review singular and plural nouns. Look through the book for examples of each. Note the differences. 
Practice making the single nouns plural and vice versa. Ask children to suggest other words that fit into 
each category.
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The	circle	is	next	to	the	square.	

1.	 The	circle	is	___________	the	square.

2.	 The	circle	is	_____________	the	square.

3.	 The	circle	is	_____________	the	square.

4.	 The	circle	is	__________the	squares.

5.	 The	circle	is	______________	the	square.

Animals Everywhere

Directions:

1.	 Look	at	each	picture.	

2.	 Finishethe	sentence	that	tells	about	the	picture.	Use	the	words	in	the	word	box	to	
help	you.

on							off						in						around							under							over							next	to								beside								between

Example:

The	circle	is	on	top	
of	the	square.	

	Write	a	sentence	that	tells	where	a	bug	
and	a	flower	are.	Draw	a	picture	to	go	
with	it.

																																																																																																								

																																																																																																								

The	square	is	inside	
of	the	circle.

The	square	is	on	top	
of	the	circle.

The	square	is		
between	the	circles.

6.	 7.	 8.	 9.	

Draw	a	picture	to	go	with	each	sentence.

10.	
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Apple Trees
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 34
• High-frequency words: from,	in,	of,	the
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to eight words each
• Punctuation: period, comma
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar topic
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Changes in sentence patterns
• Two sentences turn a line
• Irregular plural: leaves
• Last sentence ends with prepositional phrase
 • Concept vocabulary: apple,	flowers,	grow,	leaves,	lose,	people

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have children say the word apple. Exaggerate the short a sound at the beginning of the word. Ask 

children where apples come from and what foods they like that are made from apples.
2. Show children the cover of the book and ask them to find the word Apple. Then ask them to read 

the word that comes after it. Talk about the parts of an apple tree that are shown in the photo. Then 
ask what other parts an apple tree has that are not in the picture. Invite children to predict what they 
might read about in this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and help children recognize the book’s title. Then turn to page 2. 

Challenge children to find the words apple	trees in the sentence. Ask what they see on the trees. Read 
sentence one aloud to confirm their answer.  

2. Continue in this way with pages 3 and 4. Have children use clues from the photos to figure out the new 
words at the end of each sentence.

3. On page 5, have children identify the word they recognize from other pages (apples). Help them figure 
out the other words in the sentence and then read the sentence. 

4. Moving on to pages 6 and 7, invite children to describe what they see in the photographs, and then 
read the sentences with them. 

5. On page 8, talk about what has happened to the tree in the photo. Ask children why a tree might lose 
its leaves. Then read page 8 together.

After Reading
• Review the definition of singular and plural. Look for singular and plural pairs using words from the text 

as a starting point (apple/apples, tree/trees, flower/flowers, person/people, leaf/leaves).
• Use the photos in the book to review the seasons. Have children find pictures that show what an apple 

tree looks like in the spring, summer, and fall. Talk about how an apple tree looks in the winter, since 
there is no photo in the book.
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Apple Trees

Directions: Draw	a	picture	to	match	each	sentence.	Use	the	photos	in	the	book	if	you	
need	help.

1.	 Apple	trees	grow	leaves 2.	 Apple	trees	grow	flowers.

3.	 Apple	trees	grow	apples. 4.	 Apple	trees	lose	their	leaves.

1.																																																																												

																																																																								

4Write	a	sentence	to	go	with	each	picture.3

2.																																																																												
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Big and Small 
Animals Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 29
• High-frequency words: and,	are,	is,	this
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to five words each
• Punctuation: period
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar topic
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language patterns: This/These	_________	is/are	big/small.

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Sentence pattern changes on last page
• Distinguish between big and small
• Concept vocabulary: bird,	cat,	elephant,	horse

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Hold up two objects, one big and one small (for example, a big book and a small book). Have 

children tell how the objects are alike, then how they are different. Write the words big and small 
on the board.

2. Look at the cover photo on the book. Talk about how the animals are the same and how they are 
different. Have children read the title and predict what they might read about in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title and find the author’s name. Have 

children identify the photo on the title page and talk about what the animal is. Have them point to the 
big rhino and the small rhino. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Before reading, have children identify the animals as well as which are big and 
small. Have children find the words	cat(s), big, and small in the text before they read the sentence on 
each page.

3. Move on to pages 4 and 5. Have children identify the animal and find the word horse(s) on each page. 
Ask which horse is big and which is small. Then have children read the text on each page.

4. Repeat the process for pages 6 and 7. 
5. On page 8, have children study the text before reading, noticing how this sentence differs. Help 

children read the sentence and identify the big and small animal in the photo.
6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the photos in the book. Invite children to come up with other descriptive words for each animal, 

including color and shape words. 
• Review the concept of opposites, and point out that big and small are opposites. Invite children to come 

up with other pairs of words that are examples of opposites.
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Big and Small Animals

Directions: Finish	the	chart	below.	Use	animals	from	the	book	and	other	animals	that	
you	know	about	to	fill	in	the	blanks.

Big Animals

	 1.																																																								

	 2.																																																								

	 3.																																																								

	 4.																																																								

	 5.																																																								

	 6.																																																								

	 7.																																																								

	 8.																																																								

	 9.																																																								

	10.																																																								

 Small Animals

	 1.																																																								

	 2.																																																								

	 3.																																																								

	 4.																																																								

	 5.																																																								

	 6.																																																								

	 7.																																																								

	 8.																																																								

	 9.																																																								

	10.																																																								

Challenge

Draw	an	adult	animal	and	its	baby	on	the	back	of	this	paper.	Write	the	words	big	
and	small	next	to	the	right	animal.
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Circles Everywhere
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 37
• High-frequency words: a,	are,	in,	on,	that,	there,	we
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to six words each 
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar images
• Consistent print placement
• Some repetitive language pattern

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two to three word changes per page
• New sentence structure on page 8
• Concept vocabulary: circles,	everywhere,	float,	sports,	stick

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Draw a large circle on the board. Have children identify the shape. Write the word circle.
2. Have children find the word Circles on the book. Help them read the word Everywhere. Look at the 

photo and find the circles.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Then have them count the circles in the 

photo. 
2. Turn to page 2. Have children compare this sentence with the sentence on page 3. Have them read the 

words that are the same on both pages. Show them how to use the photo to help them figure out the 
other words on each page. Name the items on each page that are circles.

3. Continue in the same fashion for pages 4 through 7. Have students look for words that are the same, 
then figure out the words that are different on each page. Help them name the circle items in each 
photo.

4. On page 8, point out that this sentence is different from the others in the book. Have children compare 
and list the differences. Have them read the sentence and then identify the object that is a circle in this 
photo.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Go on a circle safari. Look for circles on clothing, on the classroom walls, around the school. Who can 

find the biggest circle? Who can find the smallest circle?
• Write the word circle on the board. Call attention to the hard c and soft c sounds. Write other words 

that are spelled with c (circus,	center,	cents,	cookie,	cat,	centipede,	cellar,	cereal,	candle,	cut). Invite 
volunteers to draw a circle around each soft c and a square around each hard c.

• Enjoy a circle snack. Make a snack to match the cover of the book, or bring in other round foods for 
children to enjoy.
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Circles Everywhere

Directions: 

1.	 	Look	through	the	book	and	around	the	room	for	things	that	are	circles.	Write	the	
names	of	these	things	inside	the	circle	below.	

2.	 	Then	look	around	the	room	for	things	that	are	squares.	Write	the	names	of	these	
things	in	the	square	below.
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Clothes Around the 
World Social Studies
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 109
• High-frequency words: and,	are,	can,	did,	for,	from,	in,	is,	it,	of,	that,
	 them,	you	
• Average text per page: one sentence, two to three lines, six to 12 

words per page 
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Familiar images
• Taps some prior knowledge
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to 12 words in one sentence
• All sentences turn a line; one sentence three lines long
• Concept vocabulary: choose,	clothes,	different,	heavy,	light,	people,	protect,	wear

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have children look at their clothing and describe what they are wearing. Ask how their clothes 

match the weather of the day. Talk about the different kinds of clothes children wear on different 
weather days.

2. Show the book to the group and talk about the cover photograph. Let children describe the clothing 
and how it gives clues about the weather there. Direct children to the title and help them read it. 
Speculate about the types of clothes that might be featured in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title and note the clothing in the photo. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Ask them to find the word clothes on each page. Help them read People	wear, 

and then have them read page 2. On page 3, model how to read protect as two syllables. Talk about 
the clothes on each page and what they tell about the weather.

3. Turn to pages 4 and 5. Challenge children to identify the season in each picture. Help them read the 
text. 

4. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 6 through 15.
5. Have children read the question on page 16. Then invite them to answer the question for the girl in the 

photo and for themselves.
6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Challenge children to explain the main theme of the book (people wear different clothing in different 

weather). Flip through the photos in the book and let children point out clothing they have or have not 
worn. Have children name the items of clothing (hat, gloves, swimsuit, etc.).

• Write hot on the board. Have children list words that rhyme with hot. Write cold on the board and have 
children list words that rhyme with cold.
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Clothes Around the World

Directions: Write	the	correct	word	to	finish	each	sentence.				hot      cold

	 1.	You	wear	shorts	on	a																																																											day.

	 2.	You	wear	mittens	on	a																																																								day.

	 3.	You	wear	a	stocking	cap	on	a																																										day.

	 4.	You	wear	a	parka	on	a																																																							day.

	 5.	You	wear	a	swimsuit	on	a																																																			day.

	 6.	You	wear	a	T-shirt	on	a																																																								day.

	 7.	You	wear	sandals	on	a																																																							day.

	 8.	You	wear	earmuffs	on	a																																																					day.

	 9.	You	wear	ice	skates	on	a																																																			day.

10.	You	wear	a	scarf	on	a																																																									day.

Challenge

Finish	the	sentence	to	tell	what	you	are	wearing	today.

Today	I	am	wearing																																																																																																																																	
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Counting at the 
Parade Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 40
• High-frequency words: a,	are,	at,	in,	is,	the
• Average text per page: one sentence, five to six words each
• Punctuation: apostrophe, period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar topic
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive sentence structure: (Number	word)	(noun)	is/are	in	the	parade.

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Different sentence patterns on pages 2 and 8
• Contraction: Let’s
• Concept vocabulary: count,	dragon,	drums,	flags,	horses,	let’s,	parade,	watching

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Introduce the topic of a parade. Invite volunteers to discuss any they have seen or been in. Make a 

list on the board of people and things commonly featured in a parade (marching band, instruments, 
flags, horses, baton twirlers, etc.).

2. Show children the book cover. Have them identify the photo as from a parade. Have children find 
the word Parade in the title. Have children count the number of horns on the cover. Then have 
children find the word Counting in the title. Have children read the whole title and predict what the 
book might tell about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title and note the clothing in the photo. 
2. Turn to page 2. Have children find the words count and parade in the text. Help them decode and 

understand the contraction Let’s.  Read the page together.
3. On page 3, have children identify the dragon in the photo and then find that word in the text. Then 

count the number of dragons, and find the word one in the text. Then have them read this page.
4. Repeat in this fashion for pages 4 through 7, counting the items in the photo to preview the words in the 

text before having children read each page. 
5. On page 8, point out the exclamation mark at the end of the sentence, and talk about what that tells 

a reader about how to read that sentence. Invite a volunteer to read page 8 with excitement. Let each 
child have a turn reading page 8.

6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Write number words on note cards, one through 10. Mix up the cards and have children read them to 

put them in order.
• Review the ending –ing. Write the word count on the board. Add –ing and have children read counting. 

Practice adding –ing to other verbs to make new words.
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Counting at the Parade

Directions: 

1.	 Look	around	your	classroom	and	count	what	you	see.	

2.	 	Finish	the	sentences	below	and	draw	a	picture	to	match	each	sentence	to	make		
a	story	about	counting	in	the	classroom.

Counting	in	the	Classroom

	

Two																													are	in	the	classroom.

Four																												are	in	the	classroom.	

One																																is	in	the	classroom.

Three																										are	in	the	classroom.

Five																													are	in	the	classroom.

Challenge

How	many	number	words	do	you	know?	On	the	back	of	this	page,	write	the	number	
words	you	know.	Start	with	one	and	go	as	high	as	you	can.
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Counting to Ten
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 32
• High-frequency words: can,	here,	makes	to,	you
• Average text per page: one or two lines, two to five words per line 
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar images
• Consistent print placement
• Some repetitive language pattern

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Sentence continued on next page
• Sentence turns a line
• Sentence on last page asks a question
• Concept vocabulary: count,	counting,	eight,	jacks,	seven,	three

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Hold up all the fingers of one hand and ask children how many fingers they see. Switch and do the 

same with the other hand. Then hold up both hands. Help children identify the number sentence that 
goes with this exercise (5 + 5 = 10). Then write the number sentence on the board. Then write it 
again, using words (five	plus	five	equals	ten).

2. Show children the cover of the book. Ask them to make connections between this photo and the 
addition exercise above. Read the title, looking for the number word.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have them count the 10 items in the 

photo. Talk about a number sentence that goes with that photo.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children count the balls on each page. Have them say aloud the number 

sentence that goes with these photos. Then help them read the sentence that says the same thing in 
words.

3. Read pages 4 through 7 in the same way. Use self-stick notes to help children remember the number of 
items they count on each page, if necessary.

4. On page 8, ask children how this sentence differs from the others in the book (all on one page, ends 
with a question mark). Have children read the question and review the number sentence that would go 
with  
this photo.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Rewrite sentences from the book on the board. Invite children to rewrite the sentences as math 

sentences, replacing the words with numerals. Then invite children to think of other number sentences 
that equal ten that were not included in the book.

• Have children go on a Counting	to	Ten scavenger hunt. Challenge them to look around the classroom to 
find objects that are in groups of ten (2 rows of chairs, 5 pairs of shoes, etc.).
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Counting to Ten

Directions: 

1.	 Finish	the	sentences	below.

2.	 Then	draw	a	picture	to	go	with	each	sentence.	

3.	 The	first	one	is	already	done	for	you.

Example:																									circles	plus																										circles	makes																									circles.

					

1.	 																											squares	plus																										squares	makes																											squares.

2.		Two																										plus	four																											makes																																																						.

3.		One	tree	plus																																		trees																																																																		trees.

4.		Eight	pencils																																								two	pencils																																							ten	pencils.

5.	 																								triangles	plus																										triangles	makes																										triangles.

Read	each	math	sentence.	Write	the	number	sentence	that	goes	with	it.

Example:	Three	plus	three	makes	six.	 3 + 3 = 6

1.		 Nine	plus	one	makes	ten.	 	 																																																																																				

2.		Four	plus	four	makes	eight.	 																																																																																				

3.	 Two	plus	seven	makes	nine.	 																																																																																				

4.	 Seven	plus	one	makes	eight.	 																																																																																				

5.	 Five	plus	four	makes	nine.	 	 																																																																																				

Four three seven
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Farms
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 29
• High-frequency words: do,	give,	have,	us
• Average text per page: one line, four words per page
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement
• Some repetitive language pattern
• One word change per page

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two different sentence patterns
• Question on last page
• Understanding the concept of a food source
• Concept vocabulary: apple,	chickens,	cows,	eggs,	else,	farms,	give,	have,	milk

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Share a taste of or simple picture of common food items that come from a farm (milk, egg, apple, 

etc.). Discuss what these items have in common. Lead the discussion to conclude that all are foods 
from  
a farm. 

2. Talk about the photo on the cover of the book. Have children identify it as a farm and point out the 
items in the photo that support that label (barn, silos, cows). Predict together what they might  
read about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children identify the photo on the 

title page and talk about what might be in these buildings on a farm.  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Look at the photos and ask children how these two pictures are related to each 

other. Have children find the words cows and milk in the text. Then have them read each page.
3. For pages 4 and 5, point out that the sentence patterns are the same as on the previous spread. Invite 

children to read these sentences, using the photos for support in reading chickens and eggs. 
4. Continue in a similar fashion on pages 6 and 7, encouraging children to recognize repeated words and 

to figure out new ones. 
5. Challenge children to read the last page on their own. Have them look for words that they recognize 

from previous pages. Point out that this is a question and have children note the question mark at the 
end of the sentence. Then have children answer the question based on the photo on the page.

After Reading
• Write the word chicken on the board. Challenge children to come up with other words that have the /

ch/ sound (chin,	chew,	chest,	chick,	children,	chalk,	chart,	checkers,	chop,	etc.).
• Write the word farms on the board. Point to the -s at the end of the word and point out that this means 

more than one farm. Review adding -s to make a plural. Have children look through the book to find 
other plural words made by adding -s (cows,	chickens,	trees,	apples).
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Farms

Directions: 

1.	 Think	about	other	kinds	of	food	that	come	from	farms.	

2.	 Finish	each	sentence	with	words	that	tell	about	a	farm.

3.	 Draw	a	picture	to	go	with	each	sentence.

Farms	have																																														. 																															give	us																								.
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Fun Days!
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 45
• High-frequency words: in,	if,	on,	we
• Average text per page: one sentence, five to eight words each 
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Familiar topic
• Consistent print placement
• Present-tense verbs

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Sentences end with prepositional phrase
• No repetitive text
• New verb on each page
• Concept vocabulary: puddles,	skate,	splash

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Draw four weather symbols: a sun, a snowflake, a raindrop, a leaf. Ask children to name the 

season that matches each symbol. Discuss the weather that comes with each season. Ask children 
what they like to do for fun in each season.

2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Ask children what season the photo shows. Have them 
name the clues from the picture that helped them guess. Challenge children to read the title with you 
as you point to the words. Then speculate with them what “fun days” they might see in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and encourage children to read it on their own. Talk about what these 

children are doing for fun, and what the weather is on the day this photo was taken.  
2. Turn to page 2. Have children use the photo to find out what the boy is doing. Ask them to find the 

words ride and bikes in the sentence. Talk about the weather in the photo. Have children read page 2.
3. Follow the same procedure for page 8. When children discover that the sentence pattern has changed 

and that the photo clues don’t help them with the words on the page, talk about other strategies for 
reading the sentence on this page.

4. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Encourage children to identify the weather words in the text. Set up a concept web, with Weather in 

the center. Put specific kinds of weather words in the first tier of circles from the center. Then add activity 
words, clothing words, holiday words, and other words that relate to each kind of weather on the next 
tier of circles.

• Point out that some of the words in the book are opposites, or antonyms. Say hot, and ask children to 
say a word that means the opposite. Repeat with rainy/sunny. You might also ask children to name a 
season that corresponds to each weather word.
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Fun Days!

Directions: 

1.	 Finish	each	sentence.	Use	words	from	the	box.

2.	 Draw	a	picture	to	match	the	sentence.

4 sunny													4 rainy											4 snowy									4	windy										4	hot											4 cold

1.	 I	______________________	on	__________________	days.

2.	 I	______________________	on	__________________	days.

3.	 I	______________________	on	__________________	days.

4.	 I	______________________	on	__________________	days.

5.	 I	______________________	on	__________________	days.

6.	 I	______________________	on	__________________	days.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Hot and Cold
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 60
• High-frequency words: are,	be,	can,	is,	this	
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to four words each 
• Punctuation: period
• Familiar images
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Last page has two sentences
• Concept vocabulary: cold,	drink,	food,	hot

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. On the board, write a list of things that are hot, and then a list of things that are cold. Challenge 

children to guess what the items in each list have in common. When children say the words hot or 
cold, write these as labels above each group.

2. Ask children to find the words hot and cold on the cover of the book. Ask which label fits the items 
in the photo. Have children guess what other items might be featured in a book with this title.

During Reading
1. Look at the photo on the title page. Ask children to point to the word in the title that describes the photo.    
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children find the words hot and cold in the text. Then have them identify 

the items in each photo, looking for those words in the text. Have children read pages 2 and 3. Repeat 
for pages 4 and 5.

3. Turn to page 6. Have children read page 6 and identify the food in the photo. Repeat for page 7.
4. Have children read pages 10 and 11 and tell what clues in the photos indicate that the food is hot. 

Repeat for pages 12 through 15.  
5. On page 16, point out that there are two sentences on this page. Ask children how they can tell that 

these two lines are not part of the same sentence. After they have children read the text, invite them to 
guess what might be in the mugs in the photo.

6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Point out that hot and cold are opposites. Have children come up with other sets of words that are 

opposites (tall/short, black/white, good/bad, etc.).
• Review short and long vowel sounds. Write hot and cold on the board. Ask children to identify which 

word has the short o sound and which has the long o sound. Then have children give examples of other 
words with short and long o sounds. 
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Hot and Cold

Directions:

1.	 Think	about	things	that	are	opposites,	like	hot	and	cold.		

2.	 Finish	each	chart	below	by	filling	in	the	missing	information.

 hot

1.	 fire                                                   
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								

 cold

1.	 ice                                                 
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								

 big

1.	                                                   
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								

 little

1.	                                                   
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								

 loud

1.	                                                   
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								

 quiet

1.	                                                   
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								

																																	

1.	                                                   
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								

																																	

1.	                                                   
2.	 	 																																																								

3.	 	 																																																								

4.	 	 																																																								
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Insects
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 35
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	is	
• Average text per page: one sentence, five words
• Punctuation: period
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern
• One to two word changes per sentence

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Recognizing and identifying common insects
• Some insect names have multiples syllables
• Concept vocabulary: butterfly,	cockroach,	dragonfly,	grasshopper,	insect,	ladybug

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Pose this riddle to the group: “I have six legs. Sometimes I can fly. I can be small What am I?” 

When someone suggests an insect, write insect on the board. Help children read the word in two 
parts: in-sect. Ask them what little word they can find in the bigger word. Encourage them to name 
insects they know.

2. Help children find Insects on the cover. Invite children to examine the photograph. Ask what insect 
this is. Confirm that it is a grasshopper. See if children named that as an example in step 1.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Then talk about the photograph, naming if 
possible the insect pictured.

2. Turn to page 2. Have children identify the insect in the photo, and then challenge them to find ladybug 
in the sentence. Then have them find insect in the sentence. Then ask them to read the entire sentence.

3. Continue in the way with the remaining pages in the book. For more complex or unfamiliar insect 
names, model how to cover up part of the word to read it in chunks. Remind children they can also try 
looking for the smaller word inside the bigger word.

4. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Invite children to share which insects from the book they have actually seen, as well as any that were 

new to them. Then have children look more closely at the insects in each picture and help them make 
comparisons. Elicit what insects appear to have in common: six legs, wings, and long bodies.

• Have children group the insect names, as well as the word insect, into three categories: words that 
begin with a vowel (ant, insect), words that begin with a consonant (ladybug, bee, butterfly, cockroach), 
and words that begin with a blend (grasshopper, dragonfly).
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Insects

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	fill	in	the	chart.	
All	of	these	words	are	in	the	book	Insects.

1-syllable	words

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

2-syllable	words

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

3-syllable	words

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

4 a

4 bee

4 dragonfly

4 is

4 an	

4 butterfly

4 grasshopper

4 ladybug

4 ant

4 cockroach

4 insect

Unscramble	these	sentences.	Write	them	in	order	on	the	lines.

1.	 an	ladybug	insect	is	A

																																																																																																																																																								

2.		insect	is	grasshopper	A	an

																																																																																																																																																								

3.		bee	A	an	insect	is
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Keeping Us Safe
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 31
• High-frequency words: us
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to five words per page
• Punctuation: period
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar topic
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern: __________ keeps	us	safe.

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Concept word(s) at the beginning of each sentence
• Some sentence subjects are two words: bus	drivers, police	officers
• Concept vocabulary: doctors,	drivers,	families,	firefighters,	police	officers,	safe,	teachers

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the word safe on the board. Ask children what the word means to them. Lead the discussion 

to include a list of people who might make children feel safe.
2. Share the book with children, inviting them to look at the photo on the cover. Have them identify the 

helper being shown and how that person keeps us safe. Have children read the title as you point to 
each word. Also encourage them to note the author’s name.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Talk about how the adult in the photo is 
keeping the children safe. Talk about how he might be related to the children.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the role of each person in the photos and talk about how 
they keep us safe. Have children say the word that names each helper. Help children read these pages. 

3. Continue in a similar way with pages 4 through 7. Have children first identify the person in the photo 
and then listen to the beginning sound of the word that names the person. Challenge children to find a 
word on that page that begins with that sound. Let them read page 8 on their own. 

4. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Point out that the words police, officers, and doctors all have the letter c, but it is pronounced two 

different ways. Start a chart on the board to record words that have the two pronunciations (soft c: 
cereal, cents, Cinderella; hard c: cake, cup, cool; both: circus, circle).

• Talk about other people in the community who keep us safe. Invite children to suggest community helpers 
and to tell how they keep us safe. For example, how do lifeguards keep us safe? How do babysitters 
keep us safe?
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Keeping Us Safe

Directions: 

1.	 Think	about	someone	you	know	who	keeps	you	safe.	

2.	 Draw	a	picture	of	that	person	in	the	space	below.

3.	 Write	about	what	that	person	does	to	keep	you	safe.

I	am	a																																																																																																																																													.

I	keep	you	safe.	

I	keep	you	safe	by																																																																																																																																														

																																																																																																																																																								

																																																																																																																																																								.
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Measuring
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 96
• High-frequency words: a,	how,	to,	us,	we	
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to seven words each
• Punctuation: period
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern every two pages

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Abstract concepts not easily deciphered by photo cues
• Some sentences turn a line
• Concept vocabulary: heavy,	measure,	measuring,	miles,	odometer,	ruler,	scale,	sign,	speedometer,	

thermometer

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Display a variety of measuring tools, such as a ruler, yardstick, scale, and so on. Invite children to 

explain what they know about each, such as its name and how it measures. 
2. Have children find the word Measuring on the cover of the book. Ask children to identify the 

measuring tools in the photo and to describe how they are being used. Make a list of things people 
might measure and why they would want to measure those things.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Talk about the photo, including what is 

being measured and why, and what measuring tool is being used.    
2. Turn to page 2. Have children find the word measure and then read the entire sentence. Talk about what 

the boys are measuring in the photo and what tool they are using. Have children find the words tape	
measure on page 3. Then have them read the sentence.

3. Look at the text together on pages 4 and 5. Discuss how it is the same as and different from pages 2 
and 3. Then discuss what is being measured in the photos and what measuring tool is being used. Have 
children read pages 4 and 5.

4. Continue reading the book this way, each time challenging children to read more of the sentences on 
their own as they become familiar with the sentence pattern and book format.    

5. On page 16, have children read the text. Then talk about what the girl is measuring and what tool she 
is using to do that.

After Reading
• Look at the measuring tools available in the classroom. Have children decide which tools can measure 

how long, how tall, how heavy, and so on. Let children examine the tools and experiment with 
measuring various items in the room. Write the name of each tool on a card. Write what it measures on 
another card. Mix up all of the cards and have children match each tool to its correct use.

• Have children go on a measuring scavenger hunt in the classroom. Ask them to find an object that is 6 
inches long, 2 feet tall, weighs 5 pounds, and so on. 
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Measuring

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.

Measuring Tool Name of Measuring Tool

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

What It Measures

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

4 measuring	cup

4 ruler

4 scale

4 tape	measure

4 speedometer

4 thermometer

4 how	long

4 how	heavy

4 how	tall

4 how	hot

4 how	much

4 how	fast

Challenge

The	word	measure	rhymes	with	treasure.	Find	a	rhyming	word	for	each	of	the	measuring	
words	below.

hot																																														 tall																																																 fast																																						

much																																										 how																																														 scale																																				

long																																												 cup																																														 tape																																						
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Moving Fast
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 72
• High-frequency words: can,	some,	this,	you	
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to five words each
• Punctuation: apostrophe, period, exclamation mark
• Repetitive text pattern

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Contraction: can’t
• Suffixes: -er (faster), -ly (slowly)
• Concept vocabulary: cheetah,	fast,	flies,	move,	plane,	rocket,	

slowly,	tortoise,	train

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write fast on the board. Have children say it with you. Ask a volunteer to do something fast, such 

as clapping. Then add -er	to the word and them clap faster. 
2. Ask children to read the title of the book. Then ask them what animal is moving fast on the cover. 

Ask for an example of things that could move faster than a cheetah, then slower. Have children 
make a list of predictions about which fast and slow things might be in this book. Keep the list to 
check after reading.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Look at the photo and talk about 

whether or not these bikes are going fast. Ask if the girls are moving at all, and what clues help children 
formulate an answer.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Read page 2 aloud as children point to each word. Discuss the contraction 
can’t. Review the use of an apostrophe. Remind children that can’t stands for cannot. Talk about the 
photo and why the buffalo cannot move. On page 3, discuss the photo. Are things moving? What? 
Have children read page 3.

3. Turn to pages 4 and 5. Identify the photo on page 4. Ask if it moves fast or slow. Have children look for 
the word slow in the text, and discuss the ending –ly and what it means. Have children read page 4. 
Compare the photo and text on page 5. What’s the same? What’s different? Have children read page 
5.

4. On page 16, have children identify the item in the photo. Talk about how fast it moves. Ask children 
to read page 16. Talk about why the author might have put an exclamation mark at the end of this 
sentence.     

5. Compare the items featured in the book with the predictions children made before reading. How many 
of their predictions were accurate?

After Reading
• Invite children to volunteer the name of something that moves fast. Then encourage them to name 

something that moves faster. Repeat this exercise several times, writing their suggestions on the board to 
compile a comparative list. 

• Review the use of –ly to describe how something is done. Ask children to move slowly. Then ask them 
to come up with their own adjective to demonstrate. For instance: “I am going to stand up quickly. I am 
going to sing quietly. I am going to dance wildly.”
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Moving Fast

Directions: Draw	a	picture	to	match	each	sentence	that	tells	about	how	things	move.

This goes fast.

It	is	a																												.

This goes slow. 

It	is	a																												.

This goes high.

It	is	a																												.

This goes low.

It	is	a																												.

This goes up. 

It	is	a																												.

This goes down. 

It	is	a																												.

This goes on a farm. 
It	is	a																												.

This goes in a town. 
It	is	a																												.
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Numbers Are 
Everywhere Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 33
• High-frequency words: • Average text per page: one sentence,  

three to five words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar images
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive text pattern

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two word changes per page
• Different sentence pattern on page 8
• Concept vocabulary: 

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have children look around the room and point out all the numbers they see in the room. Expand the 

discussion to places in the community or around the house where children might also see numbers. 
2. Have children look for numbers on the cover of the book. Then have them find the word  on the 

cover. Help children read the whole title and find the author’s name.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page. Have children read the title again. Then ask them to find the numbers in 

the photo. Talk about why there is a number on this car.
2. Turn to page 2. Find the numbers in the photo. Talk about why numbers are on a house. Then have 

children find the word house in the text. Have them read page 2.
3. On page 3, have children find the numbers in the photo. See if they can find the word  on the page. 

When they cannot, discuss the word  did find at the end of the sentence, and encourage them to use 
clues from the photo and the letters in the word to read . Have children read the whole sentence on 
page 3.

4. Continue reading the text on pages 4 through 7, encouraging children to use clues from the photos and 
the letters in the words to read each sentence.

5. On page 8, talk about the difference between the sentence on this page and the others they’ve read so 
far. Ask children where they have seen these words before (in the title). Have them read the sentence 
with expression.

6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Write a number on the board, and have children tell you something that matches that number. For 

instance, write the number 2. Children might say “the number of hands I have” or “the number of days 
in a weekend.” 
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Numbers Are Everywhere

Directions: There	are	a	lot	of	numbers	in	your	life.	Read	each	clue	below,	and	write	the	
number	that	matches	is.

Challenge

Letters	are	everywhere	too.	Finish	these	sentences:

Letters	are	in	my																																																																																																																												.

Letters	on	one	my																																																																																																																										.

	 1.	My	age																																																																																																			

	 2.	My	grade																																																																																															

	 3.	Boys	in	my	class																																																																																															

	 4.	Girls	in	my	class																																																																																															

	 5.	People	in	my	family																																																																																															

	 6.	Windows	in	my	classroom																																																																																															

	 7.	Chairs	in	my	classroom																																																																																															

	 8.	Buttons	on	my	clothes	today																																																																																															

	 9.	Zippers	on	my	clothes	today																																																																																															

10.	Doors	in	my	classroom																																																																																															

11.	Days	in	a	week																																																																																															

12.	Letters	in	the	alphabet																																																																																															

13.	Teeth	in	my	mouth																																																																																															

14.	Wheels	on	a	bike																																																																																															

15.	Toes	on	one	foot																																																																																															
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Our Sun
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 69
• High-frequency words: it,	the,	too,	up,	us,	you
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to five words
• Punctuation: period, comma, exclamation point
• Familiar images/experiences
• Some repetitive language patterns

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Three-syllable words: animals,	tomorrow
• Same spelling pattern, different pronunciation: ow	(flowers, grow)
• Concept vocabulary: animals,	crops,	fish,	flowers,	forest,	garden,	ocean,	people,	rises,	sun,	

tomorrow,	vines,	wakes

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Ask children how they can tell if it is night or day when they go outside. Write sun on the board and 

read it together. Ask children how the sun’s light makes their skin feel, and write the word warm. 
2. Look at the cover of the book. Have children read the title. Ask children for words that describe the 

sun in this photo. Tell children that in this book, they will be reading about how the sun affects the 
earth.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children compare this photo of the sun 
with the one on the cover. Speculate about why the photos look different (time of day).      

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Briefly talk about the photos and what appears to be happening in each one. 
Have children read the text to confirm their ideas.

3. On page 4, have children read The	sun	warms, recognizing the words from the board. A look at the 
photo should help them finish the sentence. Have them read page 5. Repeat for pages 6 through 11.

4. On page 12, the sentence pattern changes. Have children look at the difference between the sentences 
on pages 12 and 13 and the previous pages. Help them read pages 12 and 13. Make sure children 
understand that it refers to the sun.       

5. Finish reading the book. Make sure children understand that you on the last page refers to the sun. 
Ask children why the sentence says See	you	tomorrow. Talk about what that means when you say it to 
another person, and what it means in this instance (sun always rises in the morning).

After Reading
• Review some of the unusual spellings in the book. For example, the word ocean does not sound like it is 

spelled. Also point out that although flowers, grow, and tomorrow have the same vowel pair (ow), the 
words have different vowel sounds. As children read, listen to make sure they are able to work through 
irregularly spelled words.

• Create a chart with three columns: 1	syllable,	2	syllables,	3	syllables. Have children look through the 
book to find words that fit in each column. Remind children how to clap as they say a word to better 
hear the number of syllables it has.
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Our Sun

Directions: What	words	describe	the	sun?	Write	as	many	as	you	can	think	of	inside	the	
drawing	of	the	sun.

Write	a	story	about	something	you	did	on	a	sunny	day.

It	can	be	a	real	story	or	a	made-up	story.

Think	about	things	you	like	to	do	on	sunny	days	to	get	an	idea	for	your	story.
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Patterns Everywhere
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 41
• High-frequency words: a,	I,	in,	on,	me,	see,	the
• Average text per page: one sentence, five or six words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two or three word changes per page
• Words with double letters: butterfly, giraffe, mushroom, patterns, see
• Compound word: everywhere
• Homonym: see/sea
• Concept vocabulary: butterfly,	giraffe,	mushroom,	patterns

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Find something in the classroom that has a pattern. Say “I see a pattern on the ______.” Have 

children find and describe the pattern (red stripe, blue stripe, red stripe, blue strip, etc.). Continue 
with a few more examples, so children are comfortable finding and recognizing patterns. 

2. Have everyone look at the cover of the book and find the word Patterns. Then ask what pattern 
is on cover. Help children read the second word in the title by breaking it into two smaller words 
(Every/where).

During Reading
1. On the title page, have children look for words they recognize from the cover (title, author). Then have 

them find the pattern in the flower petals.
2. Turn to page 2. Have children identify the object in the photo and then find the word mushroom in the 

text. Discuss the pattern on the mushroom. Have children read the text.
3. Continue in a similar way with pages 3 through 7: identifying the photo, finding the object name in the 

sentence, discussing the pattern, reading the sentence.
4. Have children read page 8, reading with excitement to confirm understanding of the exclamation mark. 

Then discuss what pattern is in the photo (fingerprint). Have children look for patterns on their own 
fingerprints.

After Reading
• There are some longer words in this text. Write these words on the board: everywhere, mushroom, 

butterfly. Practice the strategy of finding small words in big words. What small words can children find 
in each of these big words? How can that help them read other long words they encounter in text?

• Review compound words, including the compound word everywhere. Then write mushroom and butterfly 
on the board. Talk about why they are not compound words (mushroom is not mush in a room, butterfly 
is not butter that can fly). Invite children to make a list of other compound words that they know.

• Reread page 6. Review the homonyms see/sea. Work together to make a list of other homonyms (I/eye, 
ate/eight, be/bee, to/too, etc.).
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1.	

2.	 A   B   B   A   B   B   A   B   B   A

3.	

4.	

5.	 a											b													c											d												e																					

6.	

7.	

Patterns Everywhere

Directions: 

1.	 Finish	the	pattern	in	each	row.	

2.	 Make	up	a	new	pattern	of	your	own	in	the	last	row.

Challenge

Finish	these	sentence	patterns	to	tell	about	your	classroom.

I	see	a																																																																		.	It	is																																																																			.

I	see	a																																																																		.	It	is																																																																			.

I	see	a																																																																		.	It	is																																																																			.
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Subtracting
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 93
• High-frequency words: are,	is,	we
• Average text per page: one to two sentences, three to five words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Mix of words and numbers
• First sentence turns a line
• Three sentences on last page
• Concept vocabulary: flowers,	pencils,	subtract,	take	away,	teddy	bears

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Arrange a row of books for children to see. Take one away. Write the words take	away on the 

board. Have children read the words. Discuss what it means to take away. Ask children what other 
math word means the same and write subtracting on the board.

2. Ask children to look for the word subtracting on the cover of the book. Have them look at the photo 
and tell what is being taken away. Review again the relationship between subtracting and take 
away.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children identify what is being 

taken away, or subtracted, in the photo. Ask a volunteer to say the number sentence that matches the 
photo.      

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read the text on both pages and then tell what is being taken 
away in the photos.

3. Have children identify the object in the photos. Have them find the word trucks on each page. Then 
have them count the number of trucks on page 4, and then find that number in the text. Then have them 
read the sentence. Look at the photo on page 5. How many cars have been taken away? How many 
are left? Have children find those numbers in the text. Have children read page 5.

4. Continue in this way with pages 6 through 15. Remind children to use the photo for clues to the words 
on each page. Also point out the repeated language pattern.  

5. Have children read page 16 and use the photo to answer the question.

After Reading
• Write the number sentences from the book using numerals and signs. Then write the equations again, 

using words instead. Talk about math symbols, such as the minus sign and the equal sign, and the 
words they stand for. Look for examples of other math signs and symbols in the classroom.

• Use simple objects from the classroom to demonstrate subtraction. Have children write the number 
sentences you demonstrate. For instance, hold up 5 fingers, and then fold down two (5 -2 = 3). Or 
make a stack of six books, and then remove 2 (6 – 2 = 4). Reverse the process. Write a number 
sentence. Then ask a volunteer to demonstrate it using objects.
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Subtracting

Directions: 

1.	 Write	a	number	sentence	to	go	with	each	picture.

2.	 Write	each	number	sentence	in	words.

Example:8 – 1 = 7                                       eight take away one equals seven     

Challenge
Make	up	your	own	subtracting	story	on	the	back	of	this	paper.	

1.	 Draw	the	picture.

2.	 Write	the	sentence	using	numbers.

3.	 Write	the	sentence	using	words.

X

X

X X

X

X X X X X X
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Taking Care of a Pet
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 50
• High-frequency words: do,	her,	his,	how,	is,	of,	you,	your
• Average text per page: one line, seven words per page
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive text

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Proper name beginning each sentence
• Two lines of text per page
• Variation in language on last page
• Ending punctuation varies in last sentence: question mark
• Concept vocabulary: care,	pet,	taking

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Invite children who have pets to talk about them. Ask the group to name animals that can be pets. 

Talk about the special care pets need.
2. Ask children to name the animal on the cover of the book. Talk about whether or not a ferret can be 

a pet. Ask children to find the word Pet in the title. Help them read the rest of the words. Invite them 
to predict what they might read about in this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children identify the photo on the 

title page and talk about what that pet is.       
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Help children focus their reading by giving them the name at the beginning of 

each sentence and have them finish reading the sentence. Discuss each photo and have students identify 
the specific activities being done by each owner to care for each pet.

3. Continue in this way with pages 4 through 7. Note with children the word changes between him and 
her in the sentences, and talk about why these words are changed on each page.

4. Before reading page 8, ask children to point out how this sentence is different from the others they’ve 
read so far (ending punctuation, doesn’t begin with a name, etc.). Help children recognize high-
frequency words as well as words that have appeared on other pages. Then invite children to read the 
sentence together.

After Reading
• Challenge children to summarize this book. Ask “What is this book about? What can this book help us 

learn?”
• Remind children that, unlike toys, pets are living things and a big responsibility for their owners. Talk 

about why some people enjoy this responsibility, why some people choose to have pets and why other 
people choose not to.

• Review the possessive pronouns	her,	his, and your. Have children take turns using them in a sentence. 
Talk about when and how to use each one.
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Taking Care of a Pet

Directions: 

1.	 Think	of	a	pet	you	have	or	would	like	to	have.	

2.	 Draw	a	picture	of	yourself	taking	care	of	that	pet.

3.	 Finish	the	sentences	below	the	picture	that	tell	about	it.

I	am	taking	care	of	my																																																																																																																	.

Here	are	some	things	I	do	to	take	care	of	my	pet.	

1.	 																																																																																																																																																			.

2.	 																																																																																																																																																			.
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Things in Space
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 32
• High-frequency words: a,	are,	in,	is,	the
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to fives words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Repetitive language pattern
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Recognizing and identifying bodies in space
• Some space words have multiple syllables
• Concept vocabulary: Earth,	galaxy,	satellites,	stars

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Invite children to close their eyes and imagine the night sky. Ask them to name things that are in 

space. Write their suggestions on the board. Help them reread the list. Then ask them to help you 
spell space.

2. Have children talk about the photo on the cover of the book. Confirm that is shows Earth in 
space. Have them find the word space on the cover, matching it with the word you wrote on the 
chalkboard. Encourage children to read the entire title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Talk about the picture on the page. Ask what 
things in space they see.

2. Turn to page 2. Look at the photo and see if children know what this is. If not, have them turn to the text 
on the page. Help them use decoding strategies to figure out the word galaxy. They should know the 
other words on the page.

3. On page 3, have children try to identify the object in space being featured. If they don’t know, repeat 
the process of using the text to help identify the photo.

4. Continue with pages 4 through 8 in the same way, inviting children to look at the photos and text 
together to understand the page.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Have children create a picture on dark paper that shows objects that can be found in space. Have them 

write sentences about their picture, following the text pattern in the book: A	__________	is	in	space.
• Write a story about the room or the school using the text pattern from the book. Assign each child a 

page. They should write and finish this sentence: A	_______	is	in	the	school. Then have them draw a 
picture to go with their sentence. 
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Things in Space

Directions: Find	words	that	fit	into	each	word	family.	Write	them	in	the	blanks.	

	 – ace words

1.	   space                                                                          	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

6.																																																																			

	 – oon words

1.	   moon                                                                          	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

6.																																																																			

	 – ar words

1.	   star                                                                          	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

6.																																																																			

1.Write	a	sentence	using	one	of	your	–ace	words.

																																																																																																																																																									

2.Write	a	sentence	using	one	of	your	–oon	words.

																																																																																																																																																								

3.Write	a	sentence	using	one	of	your	–ar	words.

																																																																																																																																																									

Challenge

On	the	back	of	this	paper,	write	a	story	about	an	imaginary	trip	you	took.
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Toys in the Past
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 52
• High-frequency words: are,	from,	in,	of,	out,	the,	they,	what
• Average text per page: two lines, six to nine words per page
• Punctuation: comma, period, question mark
• Some photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two lines of text on a page
• Sentences turn a line
• Introductory phrase with a comma
• Up to nine words in a sentence
• Concept vocabulary: corn	husks,	pull	toy,	spinning	tops

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Bring in an old toy that you had as a child. Encourage children to compare this toy with toys they 

own. Talk about the changes in toys in general. 
2. Discuss the toys on the cover. Introduce the phrase in	the	past and help children understand its 

meaning. Have them find the word Toys on the cover, and then have children read the full title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the toys to 

similar toys the children own.
2. Turn to page 2. Remind the children they have read the phrase In	the	past before. Help them read the 

text on this page, using the photo for support as needed.
3. On page 3, have children find the words	people	made	dolls, which they read on page 2. Then have 

them read and discuss page 3.
4. On page 4, point out that they have read all of the words in the first line on previous pages: In	the	past,	

people	made... Suggest looking at the photo to help read the new words.
5. Continue with pages 5 through 7 in this way. Make sure children understand that the text on each page 

describes the objects in the photos.
6. On page 8, explain that this sentence is a question. Encourage children to read the page on their own, 

and then discuss the answer to the question as a group.

After Reading
• Write the word mad on the board and have children say it with you. Then write the letter e on the end 

to form the word made. Talk about how a silent e changes the vowel sound from short to long. Practice 
changing other words with the same pattern: car/care, kit/kite, bit/bite, hat/hate, pin/pine and so on.

• As a group, make a Venn diagram to compare toys children played with in the past and toys children 
play with today. 
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Toys in the Past

Directions: 

1.	 Draw	a	toy	from	the	past.	Then	finish	the	sentence	that	tells	about	it.	

2.	 Draw	a	toy	from	today.	Then	finish	the	sentence	that	tells	about	it.

In the Past Today

A																																	was	a	toy	in	the	past. A																																					is	a	toy	from	today.

Challenge

What	is	your	favorite	toy?	Write	about	it.
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Watch Out!
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 30
• High-frequency words: go,	on,	out,	when,	you
• Average text per page: one line, three to five words per page
• Punctuation: period
• Some photo/text support
• Familiar topic
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• No repetitive text
• Relationship between some photos and text must be interpreted
• Understanding that laws are rules to be obeyed
• Concept vocabulary: go,	green,	red,	ride,	slow,	stop,	yellow,	watch

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Draw a traffic light on the chalkboard or chart paper. Discuss the colors of the three lights and what 

each one means.
2. Display the book and talk about the photograph on the cover. Read the title of the book and discuss 

the relationship between the words “Watch	Out!” and the photograph.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and encourage children to read the title. Have children compare the 

author’s name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the photo on 
the title page and explain what it means. Speculate about other signs that might be in the book. Write 
down children’s predictions to review after reading.

2. Turn to page 2. Have children identify the color of the light and ask, “What does red mean?”
3. On page 3, have them read the text and look for the green light in the photo.
4. Turn to page 4. Ask children to name the color. Say the word yellow slowly, asking children to identify 

the beginning sound. Help them work through each word of the sentence.
5. With pages 5 and 6, make sure children can recognize the words with you.
6. Point out that the sentence on page 7 and 8 begin with the same four words as on pages 5 and 6.
7. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review some of the text features of the book by creating a three-column chart on the board. Challenge 

children to sort words into three categories based on vowel sounds: words with short vowels (on, red, 
stop, when); words with long vowels (drive, go, green, play, ride, slow, you); words with both short and 
long vowels (yellow).
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What Is Water?

Directions: 

1.	Make	a	sign	for	your	classroom	or	your	house.

2.	Think	of	a	rule	you	have	to	follow.

3.	Write	or	draw	the	rule	in	the	sign	below.
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What is Water?
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 22
• High-frequency words: and,	are,	for,	in,	is,	the,	to,	us,	use,	we
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to eight words each
• Punctuation: period
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement
• One word change per page

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Complex science concepts: properties of water
• Each sentence begins with a new word
• Concept vocabulary: cloud,	dew,	hail,	ice,	rain,	sleet,	snow,	water

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Draw a simple glass containing liquid on the board. Write the word water and say it with the 

group. Invite a child to draw an ice cube in the glass. Ask what water and ice have in common 
(both are water). Then ask how ice and water differ (one is liquid, one is solid). 

2. Have children find the word water on the cover of the book. Have children identify the water in the 
photo. Help them read the title. Encourage them to predict what other types of water they might see 
in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the photo on the title 
page and talk about where they might see water like that. 

2. Turn to page 2. Have children water in the sentence and then analyze the photograph to see if it can 
help them figure out the first word in the sentence. Read the sentence aloud together.

3. Continue with pages 3 through 8 in the same way. Have children find water in the sentence and then 
identify the type of water in the picture. Encourage them to read the sentence on their own.

4. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Talk about the book, encouraging children to explain which parts of the book, if any, were surprising. 

Have children compare and contrast the different forms of water. Work together to complete a three-
column chart with the following headings: Liquid, Solid, Gas. Write the different water words from the 
book in the correct columns on the chart.

• Say the word water and exaggerate the /w/ sound. Challenge children to say other words beginning 
with this sound, and write them on the board. Because some words they suggest might begin with wh, 
you might list those words in two columns to call attention to the different beginning sounds.
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What Is Water?

Directions: For	each	letter	in	the	word	WATER,	write	a	sentence	that	tells	about	water.	
The	first	one	is	done	for	you.

W     We play outside in the water when it rains.                                                                                                                                       

A																																																																																																																																																						

	T																																																																																																																																																						

	E																																																																																																																																																						

 R																																																																																																																																																						

1.																																																																														

2.																																																																														

3.																																																																														

4.																																																																														

5.																																																																														

	 6.																																																																														

	 7.																																																																														

	 8.																																																																														

	 9.																																																																														

10.																																																																														

List 10 places where you can find water.

Challenge

Write	your	own	acrostic	poem	on	the	back	of	this	paper.	Use	any	weather	word
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A Firefighter’s Day
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 96
• High-frequency words: a,	are,	at,	do,	for,	from,	in,	of,	on,	the,	they,	to
	 we,	what,	when,	who
• Average text per page: one sentence, five to eleven words
• Punctuation: apostrophe, period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Irregular plurals: people,	children
• Concept vocabulary: alarm,	engine,	firefighter,	heavy,	hydrant,	protect,	rescue,	search,	station,	

trapped,	truck

Pre-Reading Discussion
 Talk about the photo on the cover of the book. Ask children to find the word Firefighter’s in the title. 

(Review possessive apostrophe if necessary.)  Discuss what a firefighter does, and ask children to 
make a list of the activities that might be in a firefighter’s day. (Keep the list for use after reading.)

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Talk about the photo.  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Discuss the photos and what the firefighters are doing in each one. Have 

children find the words fire, station, and trucks before they read each sentence.
3. Continue through the book in this way, asking children to locate difficult or unfamiliar words in the text 

before reading. Review using clues from the picture and/or clues from the word itself to help figure out 
new vocabulary.

4. Invite children to identify the sentence pattern in the text (A ____ sign.) Then have students identify the 
signs before reading the text on pages 5 and 6.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the list of things firefighters do in a day that children made before reading. Encourage children 

to compare their list with the book. How good were they are predicting what the book would be about? 
If possible, ask a local firefighter to visit the classroom and talk about what a typical day is like.

• There are lots of good action verbs in this book. Review the definition of a verb. Then have children look 
through the text and list the action verbs.  Finally, work together to make a list of the nouns included in 
the text. 
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A Firefighter’s Day

Directions: Firefighters	do	many	things.	They	need	a	lot	of	equipment.

Finish	the	word	web	below	to	tell	about	a	firefighter’s	day.

Firefighters

What	They	Use

What	They	Do

What	They		
Wear

Where	They	
Work
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Adding Animals
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 197
• High-frequency words: and,	are,	as,	be,	can,	for,	have,	in,	into
	 is,	of,	on,	or,	that,	the,	them,	they,	to,	you
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, three to 13 words each
• Punctuation: period, apostrophe, colon
• Good photo/text support
• Interactive text
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern: Add	the	___________________.

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Math equations are part of the text
• Proper noun: Arctic
• Concept vocabulary: animals,	Arctic,	bears,	blubber,	caribou,	diving,	floating,	foxes,	graze,	packs,	

polar,	prety,	seals,	walruses,	wolves

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write these words on the board: caribou,	foxes,	wolves,	seals,	polar	bears,	walruses.	Have children 

read the words with you. Ask what these words have in common. Confirm that they are all Arctic 
animals. Find the Arctic on a map an discuss climate there.

2. Have children identify the animals on the cover of the book. Read the title. Work together to write an 
addition sentence that could go with the cover photo.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the Arctic animals in the 
photo. Write an addition sentence that could go with this photo. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children find the words Arctic	animals	on each page. Have children read 
both pages.

3. Turn to page 4. Identify the animal in the photos. Find the word caribou in the text. Make sure children 
“read” the number sentence correctly. Continue in a similar fashion through page 16.

4. On page 16, have children read the text. Then work together to write a number sentence that goes with 
the photo.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Write each math equation from the book on the board. Invite volunteers to come to the board to draw a 

picture that matches each equation. Then reverse the process: you draw and picture and have children 
write the matching number sentence.

• Write the word Arctic on the board. Point out the /k/ sound of the c in this word. Have children come up 
with other c words with the /k/ sound.
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Adding Animals

Directions: Use	the	words	in	each	box	to	write	a	sentence	about	an	animal	from	
the	book.

 Example:	

	 An	Arctic	hare	has	short	ears	and	white	fur	to	help	it	hide	in	the	snow.																									

Arctic	hare															short														ears												white													fur											snow

Now	write	two	sentences	of	your	own	about	Arctic	animals.	You	can	use	any	of	the	
words	from	the	boxes,	or	words	from	the	book,	or	words	you	already	know.

1.																																																																																																																																																						

2.																																																																																																																																																					

Challenge!

Write	some	additional	sentences	on	the	back	of	this	paper.		

1.																																																																																																																																																								

caribou																			thick																			fur																			warm																			winter

Arctic	foxes																		furry																	paws																	walk																	snow

2.																																																																																																																																																							

polar	bears												white											fur											thick											blubber											warm

4.																																																																																																																																																						

3.																																																																																																																																																							

fur	seals																dive																water														find															fish													eat
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All About Homes
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 220
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	at,	be,	can,	do,	for,	from,	go,

has,	have,	in,	is,	it,	not,	of,	on,	out,	the,	their,	they,	this,	to,	up,	us,	
we,	with,	you

• Average text per page: one to three sentences, five to 12 words each
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• No more than three lines of text per page
• Familiar topic encourages readers to make connections
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Diverse settings for a familiar concept
• Concept vocabulary: apartment,	building,	clay,	desert,	family,	float,	safe,	shelter,	simple,

supplies,	woven

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Work together to create a concept web for homes. Talk about what homes have in them, what they 

are made of, who lives in them, where they are located, and so on.
2. Have children find the word Homes on the cover. Talk about the home on the cover of the book. 

Discuss where one might see a home like this on. Have children read the title together.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents to 
preview what the book will include. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children discuss the photos and what they tell us about homes. Have 
children read both pages.

3.  Have children compare the photos on pages 4 and 5. What do these homes have in common? How are 
they different? Have children read both pages.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 6 through 15. Use the photos as prompts to talk about words and 
ideas included in the text. 

5. On page 15, invite children to answer the question if you feel it is appropriate. (Due to privacy and 
sensitivity issues, do not press children to discuss their own homes.)

6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the homes featured in the book. Work together to draw conclusions about homes. For example, 

homes are built to withstand the weather, or, homes are built with the materials at hand.
• Make a list of the kinds of homes featured in the book. Then make a checkmark next to each kind of home 

that appears in your community. Talk about why the other kinds of homes are not found where you live.
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All About Homes

Directions:

1.	 Think	about	a	home	you	would	like	to	live	in	some	day.	Draw	a	picture	of	it.

2.	 	Write	about	the	home	you	would	like	to	have.	What	makes	it	special?	What	does	it	
have	in	it?	Where	is	it?	Who	would	live	there	with	you?	Tell	all	about	it.
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All About Mammals
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 124
• High-frequency words: a,	all,	and,	are,	can,	for,	from,	get,	has,

have,	in,	of,	or,	the,	their,	this,	to,	too,	you
• Average text per page: one or two sentences, three to 12 words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark, comma, hyphen, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Four lines of text on pages 4, 7, 12, 15, 16
• Words with three syllables: animals,	temperature
 • Concept vocabulary: animals,	babies,	backbones,	breathe,	dolphins,	fur,	giraffe,	groups,	hair,	

humans,	mammals,	mothers,	temperature,	warm-blooded,	whales

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Show pictures of common mammals. Invite children to list the things these animals have in common, 

such as fur and breathing air. Ask children if they know what animal group these examples belong 
to. Confirm that they are mammals.

2. Ask children to find the word Mammals on the cover of the book. Invite children to list any features 
of lions that they already know that indicate lions are mammals.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the animals in each photo. Then have them find the words 

animals and mammals on each page. Have children read these pages.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages. Have children identify the animals in each photo 

and talk about what they might have in common. 
4. On page 16, work together to answer the question. Use the features of mammals detailed in the text to 

help children arrive at the correct answer. 

After Reading
• Work together to review the book, looking for the characteristics that define the mammal group. Write 

these features on the board as children find them in the text. Then call out the names of different kinds of 
animals from the various groups, including some mammals. Have children decide whether each animal 
is a mammals. If it’s not, talk about the characteristics that disqualify it as a mammal.

• Have each child make a mammal mini book. Give each child two sheets of paper stapled together in 
the middle and folded to make a small booklet. Have them finish this sentence on each page and draw 
a picture to go with it: ________ are	mammals. In addition, you might encourage them to write one 
additional sentence on each page telling one other fact about the featured animal.
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All About Mammals

Directions: Think	of	two	different	mammals.	Finish	the	Venn	diagram	for	the	animals	
you	chose.

A	mammal:		

																																														

A	mammal:		

																																														

Challenge

Mammals	are	just	one	of	the	animal	groups.	There	are	5	other	groups.	Do	you	know	
what	they	are?	List	your	answers	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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Both Sides Are the 
Same Math
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 190
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	and,	are,	as,	at,	be,	has,	have,	if,	is,	
	 in,	it,	of,	on,	see,	that,	the,	their,	this,	too,	we,	with,	you,	your		
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, three to 21 words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark, comma, apostrophe, colon
• Good photo/text support
• Interactive text
• Familiar images
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Four lines of text on page 2
• Compound words: everywhere,	butterfly,	honeycombs,	snowflake
• Words with three syllables:	symmetry,	exactly,	everywhere,	butterfly,	honeycombs,	stadium
• Concept vocabulary: bridge,	build,	buildings,	different,	exactly,	Ferris	wheel,	half,	honeycomb,	

middle,	mirror,	nature,	people,	shape,	sheep,	snowflake,	stadium,	symmetry,	train

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Draw a square, triangle, rectangle, and circle on the board. Have children identify each shape. 

Then draw a line to cut each shape exactly in half. Write the word symmetry. Explain what that is 
and how the drawings illustrate that.

2. Have children read the title of the book. Point out that the title explains the concept of symmetry. 
Look at the photo and discuss how it shows symmetry.

During Reading
1. Have children identify the symmetry in the photo on the title page. Read the table of contents and have 

children predict what kinds of examples might be included in each section.  
2. Turn to page 2. Have children read the section heading and find the word symmetry in the text. Have 

them read the page. Then discuss the symmetry in the photo. Continue in a similar fashion for the rest of 
the book.

3. On page 16, talk about possible answers to the final directive in the text. Discuss the hint at the bottom 
of the page and how that helps the reader.

After Reading
• Hand out lengths of yarn. Use the yarn to show the line of symmetry on the photos in the book. Then 

look around the room to find other items that have symmetry. Have children use the yarn to check 
sample objects.

• Write the word symmetry on the board. Circle the letter y in the word. Help children hear that the first 
y makes the short i sound while the last y makes the long e sound. Have children think of other words 
that are examples of either sound of y (bicycle,	oxygen,	system,	syllables	/city,	icy,	tiny,	gravity,	hungry,	
angry,	thirsty,	many).
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Both Sides Are the Same

Directions: Draw	a	line	to	show	symmetry	in	each	picture.

Directions:	Finish	each	picture	so	that	both	sides	are	the	same.

Directions:	Draw	three	things	that	have	symmetry.	Draw	the	picture	and	draw	the	line	
of	symmetry.

Challenge

Make	a	design	that	has	symmetry.	Draw	it	on	the		
back	of	this	page.	Draw	the	line	of	symmetry.

1. 2.	 3.	

4.	 5.	 6.	 7.	

8.	 9.	 10.	
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Bread Around the 
World

Social StudiesProcedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 94
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	has,	in,	is,	the,	this,	some
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to eight words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on prior knowledge/previous experiences
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language patterns: Some	bread	is	_________.

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Most sentences turn a line
• Verb ending -ed:	baked,	fried,	rolled,	steamed
• Concept vocabulary: around,	basket,	bread,	clay,	crunchy,	fried,	knot,	metal,	people,	pocket,	

round,	shapes,	steamed,	wraps

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. List different forms of bread: muffins, tortillas, pitas, toast, dumplings, and so on. Ask children to 

guess what these foods all have in common. Discuss the breads they’ve eaten and which they like 
best.

2. Have children find the word Bread on the cover. Have them read the title. Then encourage children 
to make predictions about the content of the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children note that the photo on 

the title page shows different kinds of bread, and also some wheat, which many kinds of bread are 
made from. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children find the bread in each photo. Then have them read the sentences 
on their own.

3. On page 4, have children read the first three words in the sentence. Have them find the same words on 
page 5. Discuss the sentence pattern and read both pages.

4. Continue in this way for pages 6 through 15. Some pages will repeat the phrase Some	bread	is, while 
others will not. Make sure children adjust their reading to accommodate the different text. 

5. On page 16, have children find the word bread. Help them read the compound word everyone and 
then the entire sentence.

After Reading
• Write the words eat and bread on the board. Point out the different sounds of ea (short and long vowel). 

Challenge children to come up with new words, substituting the initial consonants, for example: head,	
dread,	dead;	seat,	beat,	treat,	heat.

• Ask children to find a past-tense verb in the text, such as baked. Challenge them to come up with the 
present-tense verb by saying the sentences: “Yesterday I baked bread. Today I ______ bread.” Work 
through more examples using verbs from the book or other past-tense verbs, comparing them to their 
present-tense forms.
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How bread is made

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

How bread is shaped

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Bread Around the World

Directions:

1.	 Read	the	phrases	in	the	box.

2.	 Write	each	phrase	in	the	correct	part	of	the	chart.

Challenge

Make	a	list	of	the	kinds	of	bread	you	like	to	eat.

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

4 has	a	hole	in	the	middle

4 baked	in	an	oven

4 round

4 fried	in	a	pan

4 tied	in	a	knot

4 flat	and	crunchy

4 flat	and	soft

4 steamed	in	a	basket

4 like	the	moon

4 has	a	pocket
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Celebrations Around 
the World Social Studies
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 256
• High-frequency words: a,	all,	and,	as,	by,	from,	go,	have,	in,	is,	of,	
	 on,	the,	their,	them,	they,	to,	up,	we,	with
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, four to 14 words each 
• Punctuation: apostrophe, comma, period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Encourages children to make personal connections
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• No repetitive language pattern
• Some pages have four lines of text
• Many proper nouns
• Concept vocabulary: bamboo,	Cambodians,	celebrate,	characters,	Chinese,	costumes,	decorated,	

Germans,	harvest,	Independence,	India,	Japanese,	Jewish,	Mexicans,	November,	October,	piñatas,	
Poland,	polka

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Ask children to recall the last holiday the class celebrated together. Write the word celebration 

on the board and talk about what you did to observe the special day. Broaden the discussion to 
include other holidays celebrated at school, in the community, or in individual families.

2. Have children look for the word Celebrations in the title of the book. Have them read the rest of the 
title. Talk about the celebration shown in the photo. Ask children if they know what or where this 
celebration might be occurring.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title and author’s name. Have children read 

through the table of contents. Ask how the book is organized (by season).  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the season in which these celebrations occur and then 

read the chapter title. Before reading the full text, have children find all the words that begin with capital 
letters. Discuss the difference between capitalized words at the beginning of a sentence and proper 
nouns. Have children read both pages.

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the rest of the book. Before children read each two-page spread, have 
them first find the proper nouns. Help with any difficult words or unusual pronunciations.

4. Read page 16. Invite children to take turns answering the question.  
5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Go through the book a second time, using a map or globe to find the countries and other place names 

featured in the book.
• Make a two-column chart with these headings: Proper	Nouns,	Common	Nouns. Work together to find 

examples from the book that belong in each column.
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Celebrations Around the World

Directions: 

1.	 Make	an	invitation	to	a	holiday	celebration	you	read	about	in	this	book.

2.	 Finish	the	sentences	and	decorate	the	invitation	to	match	your	holiday.

You	are	invited	to	celebrate

																																																																																													

This	holiday	is	celebrated	by

																																																																																																																									

At	the	celebration,	we	will
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Changing the Land
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 227
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	be,	can,	for,	go,	had,	in,	it,	of,

on,	or,	the,	they,	this,	to,	too,	use,	was,	were
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, four to 14 words each 
• Punctuation: period, comma, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two pages have four lines of text
• Some sentences begin with prepositional phrases
• Concept vocabulary: bridges,	build,	built,	dams,	flow,	mountains,	tunnels

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Make a list of features in your community (streets, buildings, houses, etc.). Ask children where all of 

those features came from. Lead the discussion to the conclusion that people created these features. 
Discuss what your community might have looked like before any people lived there.

2. Read the title of the book. Ask children what people have done that resulted in changing the land in 
the photo. Have children make predictions about other examples of changing the land that might be 
included in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify in the photo what was 
done to change the land. Read the table of contents together.  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read the text on each page and discuss how the photo connects 
to the idea of changing the land.

3. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 4 through 15. Read the text on each page, and then have 
children discuss the photo as it relates to the text on that page and the theme of the book.

4. On page 16, talk about how the photo shows someone changing the land. After reading the text, talk 
about how children might have been involved in changing the land. 

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Discuss the reasons why people change the land. Talk about the benefits of each kind of change. For 

example, talk about how farms are helpful, how bridges and tunnels are helpful, and so on. Then 
explore possible downsides to changing the land.

• Have children pair a land feature with a human-made feature. For example: mountain—tunnel, river—
dam, valley—bridge, and so on.
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Made by people

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Made by nature

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Changing the Land

Directions: 

1.	 Read	the	words	in	the	box.	

2.	 Write	each	word	in	the	correct	place	in	the	chart.

4 bridge

4 city

4 dam

4 dirt

4 farm

4 forest

4 garden

4 house

4 lake

4 mountain

4 river

4 trees

4 tunnel

Challenge

Imagine	that	you	could	travel	into	the	future.	What	will	your	community	look	like	in		
100	years?	How	will	people	have	changed	the	land?	Write	about	it	on	the	back	of		
this	paper.
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Counting Money
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 151
• High-frequency words: and,	are,	has,	here,	they,	too
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, three to 10 words each 
• Punctuation: period, comma, question mark
• Interactive text
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Three lines of text on pages 11 and 16
• Mix of number words and numerals
• Concept vocabulary: cents,	counting,	dime,	equal,	nickel,	pennies,	penny,	quarter

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Review various coins and their values. Show children actual coins. As they identify each, write its 

name and value on the board. Let children examine the coins and compare their value and their 
appearance.

2. Look at the cover of the book together. Discuss what the girl in the photo is doing. Help children 
read the title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents. Try 
to identify each type of coin in the photo.  

2. Turn to page 2. Have children begin reading and stop after page 3. Then turn to page 4. Compare 
these two pages with the previous two pages. Point out how they are alike and different. Then look 
ahead at the remaining pages in the book and discuss how they are organized. Have children return to 
page 4 and read through page 15.

3. Discuss the photo on page 16. Have children read all of the questions first. Then have them answer 
each question in turn. 

4. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Give children a set of random coins. Have them count their coins. Then encourage them to make 

combinations of coins and add up the value of those coins. Give them riddles, such as “Who has two 
coins that equal 20 cents? Who has three coins that equal 40 cents?”

• Write the words coin and cents on the board. Discuss the two different sounds of c. Have children give 
examples of other words that have hard c and soft c sounds in them.
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Counting Money

Directions: Finish	each	sentence.

	 1.	 I	have	one	penny.	I	have																																																																																														cent.

	 2.	 I	have	five	pennies.	I	have																																																																																											cents.

	 3.	 I	have	one	nickel.	I	have																																																																																														cents.

	 4.	 I	have	one	nickel	and	five	pennies.	I	have																																																																cents.

	 5.	 I	have																																																																																																		dime.	I	have	10	cents.

	 6.	 I	have																																								dime	and																																				pennies.	I	have	15	cents.

	 7.	 I	have	one	dime	and	one	nickel.	I	have																																																																				cents.

	 8.	 I	have																																																																																																dimes.	I	have	20	cents.

	 9.	 I	have	two	dimes	and	one	nickel.	I	have	25																																																																							.

10.	 I	have	one	dime,	two	nickels,	and	five	pennies.	I	have																																											cents.

11.	 I	have	one	quarter.	I	have																																																																																											cents.

12.	 I	have																																									dime	and																																			quarter.	I	have	35	cents.

13.	 I	have	one	quarter,																																														dime,	and	one	nickel.	I	have	40	cents.

14.	 I	have	two	quarters.	I	have																																																																																									cents.

15.	 I	have	30	cents.	I	have	three	coins.	My	coins	are																																																														.

Challenge

How	many	different	ways	can	you	think	of	to	make	30	cents?	Write	them	on	the	back	of	
this	paper.
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Estimating
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 184
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	and,	as,	at,	be,	can,	go,	have,	if,	is,	it,	

of,	on,	or,	see,	that,	the,	this,	to,	too,	we,	will,	you,	your
• Average text per page: one or two sentences, three to 15 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, apostrophe, question mark
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Words with multiple syllables: 3  

(measuring,	measurement,	estimate), 4 (estimating,	centimeter)
• Concept vocabulary: amounts,	centimeter,	estimate,	exact,	guess,	measure,	serving,	width

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Point to an object near the group and estimate its size. For instance: “I think this desk is three feet 

long. What do you think?” Invite children to guess. Introduce the term estimate. Then measure the 
desk to see how long it is. Compare this to children’s estimates.

2. Show children the cover of the book. Invite them to estimate the number of gumballs in the machine. 
Then have children read the title. Talk about other instances in which students might find themselves 
estimating.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents and 
discuss the relationship between measuring and estimating. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read the chapter title and text. Ask children if these pages tell 
about estimating.

3. On pages 4 and 5, have children read the chapter heading and ask if they will learn about estimating 
on these pages. Encourage children to read pages 4-7 on their own.

4. Have children read the rest of the book, encouraging them to work through concept vocabulary using 
strategies they are familiar with. Discuss answers to the final question in the text, focusing on the 
connection between guessing and estimating. 

5. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Challenge children to explain in their own words what it means to guess or estimate a measurement. 

Talk about when estimating can come in handy, for example when you don’t need an exact 
measurement or when you don’t have measuring tool.

• Say the following words and ask children to listen closely: count,	amount,	outside,	about. Challenge 
children to identify the sound that is the same. Have them repeat the sound /ou/. Then write the words 
on the board. Have a volunteer circle the letters in each word that make this sound. Have children 
suggest other words with this sound and write them on the board: sound,	bound,	hound,	fountain,	
counter,	pound, and so on.
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Estimating

Directions: Estimate	how	long	it	will	take.

1.	 To	sing	a	song:																																																																																																																											

2.	 To	eat	lunch:																																																																																																																														

3.	 To	finish	this	worksheet:																																																																																																													

4.	 To	get	to	school	in	the	morning:																																																																																														

5.	 To	tie	your	shoes:																																																																																																																							

6.	 To	run	1	mile:																																																																																																																														

7.	 To	make	your	bed:																																																																																																																				

Directions: Estimate	how	long	it	is.

1.	 																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																								

	 																																																																																																																																																					

2.	 																																																																								

3.	 																																			

4.	 																				

Directions:	Estimate	how	long	each	line	is.
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Find Out About 
Farming Social Studies
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 179
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	and,	are,	for,	have,	in,	is,	it,	of,	
	 on,	some,	the,	this,	to,	to
• Average text per page: one to two sentences, three to 11 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on prior knowledge/previous experience
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• No repetitive language patterns
• Some sentences turn more than one line
• Three sentences on page 3
• Concept vocabulary: acres,	breeze,	crops,	grove,	hobby,	farms,	livestock,	paddies,	pineapples,	

poultry,	rain	forest,	tomatoes

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Work together to make a list of things that come from a farm. Allow children who live on farms or 

who have visited farms to share their experiences.
2. Have children talk about the kind of farm featured on the cover (rice). Ask children to find the word 

Farming on the cover. Have children read the title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the photo on the title 
page as a farm. Compare it to the farm on the cover. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children compare the two farms in the photos, using the words wheat and 
paddies in the discussion. Have children read the text.

3. Repeat the procedure for the remaining pages in the book. Look at and discuss the photos first, 
including any potentially difficult vocabulary in the discussion. You may even want to have children find 
these words on the page before they read the entire text.

4. After children read the text on page 16, ask them to use the photo to guess an animal that someone 
might have on a hobby farm. Encourage them to use what they know about hobbies to guess how a 
hobby farm might be different than a regular farm. 

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the book and practice retelling by asking children what they found out about farming from 

reading this book. Record children’s sentences as they say them, or have each child write one sentence 
and then share it with the class.

• There are many plural words in this book. Have children look through the text to find the plural words. 
Review adding –s and –es to make a plural, as well as irregular plurals.
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Find Out About Farming

Directions: Finish	the	chart	by	filling	in	the	missing	words.	Use	the	words	from	the	box.

Animals on a Farm

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Plants on a Farm

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

4 cows

4 horses

4 fruit

4 oranges

4 crops

4 tomatoes

4 livestock

4 bananas

4 pumpkins

4 pineapples

4 wheat

4 pigs

4 poultry

4 chickens

4 turkeys

4 rice

In	the	space	below,	describe	the	kind	of	farm	you	would	have	if	you	could	grow	up	to	
be	a	farmer.	Where	would	it	be?	What	would	you	raise	on	it?	What	kind	of	work	would	
you	have	to	do?	How	would	you	like	it?
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Fractions
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 222
• High-frequency words: a,	all,	also,	an,	and,	are,	can,	has,	in,	into,
	 is,it,	the,	they,	this,	to,	you	
• Average text per page: one to four sentences, five to 11 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on familiar experiences
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Four lines of text on pages 9, 11, 13, 16
• Concept vocabulary:	fourths,	half,	parts,	sandwich,	third,	whole

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Fold a sheet of paper to demonstrate these terms: whole, half, fourths. Write the words parts and 

whole on the board. Point out that parts of a thing add up to make a whole thing, and that this 
relationship of parts to a whole are what fractions tell us.

2. Have children find the word Fractions on the title. Then discuss the photo. What is shown in parts? 
How many of those parts does it take to make up the whole thing? If children use the word half, 
write that on the board as word and then as a numeral. 

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Discuss the photo and how it illustrates parts 
of a whole. Then read the table of contents together. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Ask which photo shows a whole thing and which shows parts of a thing. Have 
children find those words in the text. Have children read both pages and pages 4 and 5 as well.

3. On pages 6 and 7, have children guess what they will read about here. Help them read the chapter 
title. Have them read through page 9.

4. As children continue reading on page 10, make sure they understand that thirds are three parts and 
fourths are four parts. Encourage children to find these number words in the text before reading. Then 
invite them to read to the end of the book.

5. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Give each child a few sheets of scratch paper and a scissors. Work together to demonstrate whole, 

halves, thirds, and fourths. Have children work together as a group to split themselves into halves of the 
group, thirds, and fourths (you may have to change the number of students in the group to facilitate the 
math).
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Words	that	tell	about	parts

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

Words	that	tell	about	whole

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

Fractions

Directions: Look	at	each	picture.	Finish	each	sentence.

Directions: Draw	lines	on	each	square	to	match	the	word	below	it.

halves																																																							thirds																																														fourths

Directions:	Finish	the	chart.	Use	the	words	in	the	box.

1.	 Two																																																	make	a	whole	apple.

2.	 Three																																										make	a	whole	banana.

3.	 Four																																										make	a	whole	sandwich.

all								fourth							half							some							third							two							one							four							three
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Getting There
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 104
• High-frequency words: a,	by,	from,	get,	in,	on,	some,	the,	this,	to,
	 use,	very
• Average text per page: one sentence, five to ten words each 
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Familiar topic
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Minimal patterned language
• Compound words: airplane,	dogsled,	sailboat,	streetcar 
• Concept vocabulary: airplanes,	balloons,	dogsleds,	elephants,	people,	sailboats,	space	shuttles,	

streetcar,	travel

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Discuss how children get to school. List the forms of travel they take. Then broaden the discussion to 

include other ways getting from here to there.
2. Have children identify the mode of transportation being used by the people on the cover to get 

somewhere. Have children read the title and predict other forms of transportation that might be 
included in this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the way the children 
are “getting there” in the photo.  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the methods of travel being shown in the photos. Have 
children read both pages.

3. Repeat for pages 4 and 5. Have children find the words travel, airplane, and space	shuttles in the text 
before they try reading the sentences.

4. Continue in this fashion for the remaining pages of the book, using discussion about the photos to 
preview potentially difficult or unfamiliar vocabulary in the text. 

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review compound words, using examples such as bathtub and birdhouse. Have children find the 

compound words in the book (airplane, sailboat, dogsled, streetcar). Have children play a matching 
game: you say the first half of a compound word (some-) and have children say the second half (-thing, 
-day, -one, or  -body). Write each word on the board as you go.

• Look at the photos in the book, and discuss how each method of transportation is appropriate for the 
landscape or terrain where it is used. Discuss the various forms of transportation available where you 
live and these are appropriate for your area.
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Getting There

Directions: 

1.	 	Think	of	a	new	way	of	getting	from	here	to	there	that	people	might	use	in	the	future,	
or	think	of	a	way	of	traveling	that	you	wish	you	could	use	now.	Draw	a	picture	of	it.	

2.	 	Write	about	your	picture.	How	does	it	work?	How	does	it	feel	to	ride	on	it?	Where	will	
you	go?	
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Graphs
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 330
• High-frequency words: a,	also,	and,	are,	as,	be,	can,	from,	if,	in,	is,	

of,	or,	see,	than,	that,	the,	their,	this,	to,	us,	we,	you	
• Average text per page: one to four sentences, three to 17 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, apostrophe, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Five lines of text on pages 2 and 14; four lines of text on 8 other pages
• Mix of words and numbers in sentences
• Concept vocabulary: chart,	compare,	graph,	information,	part,	tally,	understand,	whole,	words

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Look at several examples of graphs from other books, math worksheets, the newspaper, and so on. 

Write the word graphs on the board. Identify the parts of a graph, such as numbers, labels, color 
bars, and so on. Talk about how graphs help us.

2. Look at the cover of the book. Have children find the word Graphs on the cover. Look at the graph 
in the photo. Compare this graph to the examples included in the previous step. 

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents and 
share what they might already know about the different terms included there. 

2. Turn to page 2. Because of the length of text, have children first scan the page to find words they know. 
Write these words on the board. Have children read the page aloud.

3. Repeat this process for the remainder of the book. Explain that you do not want children to study the 
graphs yet, but to concentrate on the text instead. Make sure children include chapter titles as they read.

4. Encourage children to suggest pages that they found hard to read or understand. Go over those pages 
together. Then have children reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Discuss the differences between a bar graph and a pie chart. Work together to make a bar graph and 

a pie chart. For example, display a variety of books and sort them in to categories: poetry, fiction, 
nonfiction. Then create a graph that shows the number of each kind of book.

• Review the use of apostrophes. Find an example of an apostrophe in a contraction in the book (it’s) and 
in a possessive (Mrs. A’s). Discuss the differences between these examples and have children give other 
examples of each kind of use.
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Graphs

Directions: Use	the	graph	to	answer	the	questions.

1.	 How	many	pennies	are	in	the	bank?																																																																																							

2.	 How	many	nickels	are	in	the	bank?																																																																																									

3.	 How	many	dimes	are	in	the	bank?																																																																																										

4.	 How	many	quarters	are	in	the	bank?																																																																																						

5.	 Which	kind	of	coin	does	the	bank	have	the	most	of?																																																																																							

6.	 Which	kind	of	coin	does	the	bank	have	the	least	of?																																																																																							

7.	 How	many	coins	are	in	the	bank	altogether?																																																																																							

Directions:	Use	a	word	from	the	box	to	finish	each	sentence.

bars																		compare																		pictures																		pie																		tally

1.	 Graphs	help	us																																																																																																					information.

2.	 Graphs	are																																																																																										that	show	information.

3.	 Some	graphs	show																																																																																																					of	color.

4.	 Some	graphs	are	circles	that	look	like	a																																																																															.

5.	 Some	graphs	have	short	lines	called																																																																											marks.

The Bank
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Harvest Season
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 201
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	be,	by,	can,	from,	go,	in,	
	 is,	it,	of,	on,	that,	the,	this,	to,	up,	you
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, three to twelve 
 words each 
• Punctuation: comma, period
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar environmental print
• Consistent print placement
• One or two sentences on most pages

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Three sentences on pages 13 and 14
• Serial comma on page 3
• Words with three syllables: harvesting,	gathering,	strawberry(ies),	vegetables,	potatoes,	

underground
• Concept vocabulary: grain,	harvest,	machines,	potatoes,	pumpkin,	season,	stalk,	strawberry,	

underground,	vegetables

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the names of some plants we eat on the board: apple, pumpkin, corn, wheat, and so on. 

Ask children what these things have in common. Lead the discussion to include the awareness that 
before people can eat this food, it has to be harvested, or picked.

2. Have children identify the food plant on the cover. Talk about when people pick pumpkins. Identify 
that as Harvest	Season. Have children find those words on the cover.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents. 
Discuss how the organization of the table of contents helps a reader predict how the book will be 
organized.   

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the crops being harvested in each photo. Talk about the 
differences in the way each is being gathered. Read both pages together.

3. On pages 4 and 5, identify the crop in the photos. Talk about how it is being harvested. Read both 
pages.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 6 through 15.  
5. On page 16, identify the various foods in the photo and have children guess where they would see all 

of these items together. Have them read the text on the page to confirm their prediction.
6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Make a two-column chart on the board: Harvest	by	Hand,	Harvest	by	Machine. Have children use the 

book to help them complete the chart with the foods featured in the book. Invite children to add other 
names of food to each column as they are able.
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Harvest Season

Directions: 

1.	 Use	the	words	from	the	box	to	complete	the	chart.	

2.	 Use	what	you	know	to	add	three	more	kinds	of	food	to	the	chart.	

Kind of plant

Example:																																																																												

1.																																																																

2.																																																																

3.																																																																

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																	

6.																																																																	

Where it grows

																																																																														

1.																																																																

2.																																																																

3.																																																																

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																	

6.																																																																	

4 on	a	low-growing	plant

4 pumpkins

4 corn

4 underground

4 potatoes

4 on	vines

4 on	a	tree

4 wheat

4 strawberries

4 on	stalks

4 on	tall	stems

4 apples

radish in  the ground
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Healthy Eating
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 211
• High-frequency words: a,	all,	and,	are,	as,	be,	but,	can,	for,	from,	

have,	in,	into,	is,	not,	of,	or,	the,	to,	too,	up,	with,	you,	your
• Average text per page: one or two sentences, five to 15 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, hyphen, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• One sentence on pages 2, 3, 7, 10, 16
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Words with three syllables:	energy,	divided,	another,	vitamins,	vegetables,	colorful
• Concept vocabulary: different,	energy,	grains,	healthy,	muscles,	proteins,	tissues,	vegetables,	

vitamins,	whole	grain,	yogurt

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Read the school lunch menu for the day. Challenge children to name the food group(s) each item 

is from. Help as necessary. Write the group names on the board and then ask children why it’s 
important to eat foods from all groups. Guide the discussion to include the word healthy, and write 
this on the board.

2. Have children find the word Healthy in the title and read the next word. Discuss the photo. Is it 
healthy eating? What group does watermelon belong to?

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents and 
identify items from the photo that belong to each.  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read the text on both pages.
3. As children read pages 4 through 13, ask them to first identify the foods in the photos before reading 

the section header.
4. Finish up with pages 14 through 16, asking them to identify the food groups represented by the items in 

the final photo.
5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Invite children to put together lunch menus with healthy foods. Have children suggest foods for each 

group, and then have children mix and match the foods to make complete lunch menus.
• Write the word eat on the board. Write the letter m at the beginning to make the word meat. Then 

ask children to make other –eat words (cheat,	heat,	treat,	seat,	wheat,	neat,	beat). Point out that some 
words have two possible spellings for the same sound, such as meat/meet. Challenge children to 
explain how the words differ in meaning.
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Healthy Eating

Directions: Finish	the	chart	with	the	names	of	food	for	each	group.	Use	the	book	for	
ideas	if	you	need	help.

 Grains

1.	                                                                             	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

 Fruits

1.	                                                                             	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

 Vegetables

1.	                                                                             	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

 Proteins

1.	                                                                            	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

 Dairy

1.	                                                                             	

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

Directions:	Think	of	your	favorite	foods	from	each	group.	Write	what	you	would	eat	if	
you	were	choosing	a	healthy	meal	for	yourself.

A	Healthy	Meal	I	Like	to	Eat:

Grain:																																																																																																																																															

Fruit:																																																																																																																																																

Vegetable:																																																																																																																																				

Protein:																																																																																																																																													

Dairy:																																																																																																																																															

A	Healthy	Snack	I	Like	to	Eat:																																																																																																																																												
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How Things Move
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 217
• High frequency words: a,	also,	an,	and,	are,	by,	has,	have,	is,	of,
	 on,	or,	that,	the,	they,	to,	too,	us,	use,	we,	with,	you,	your
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, four to 18 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar objects
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Four lines of text on pages 8, 10, 12, 14
• Compound words:	something,	wheelchairs,	lightbulb
• Concept vocabulary: axles,	blinds,	grooves,	inclined	planes,	knives,	levers,	lightbulb,	machines,	

object,	pulleys,	scissors,	screws,	simple	machines,	spiral,	surface,	threads,	wedges,	wheelchairs,	
wheels

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Show children a few simple machines that you have in the room (a lightbulb, a plastic knife, a screw-

on lid, and so on). Have children study the objects up close. Write simple	machines on the board and 
explain that these devices all belong to this group.

2. Look at the cover of the book together. Talk about what is moving and how it’s moving. Show children 
the wheels and axles on the bike and identify these as one type of simple machine that helps people 
move something. Read the title together.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s name 

on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents and point out 
that this is a preview of the categories of simple machines that will be featured in the book.    

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the tools the people in the photo are using to make their 
work easier. Have children find the word machine(s) in the text. Have children read both pages.

3. Invite children to continue reading the book. Remind them to read the headings at the top of the pages. The 
headings let readers know what kind of simple machine will be featured on each spread.

4. After reading page 16, discuss possible answers to the question. Write student responses on the board. 
5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.6.

After Reading
• Review the photos in the book. Have children point to each simple machine and describe how it moves 

an object or helps people do work. Look around the room to see how many simple machines children can 
find.

• Turn to page 13 and have children find the word wheelchair. Point out that wheelchair is made up of two 
words that tell about the object: wheel and chair. Indicate objects around the room that also have two 
words that tell about them, and write the compound words on the board:	flowerpot,	bookshelf,	chalkboard.
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How Things Move

Directions: Write	the	name	of	the	simple	machine	next	to	its	definition.

4 wedge				4 lever				4 wheels	and	axles				4 screw			4	inclined	plane				4 pulley

1.	 A																								uses	wheels	and	a	rope	to	raise,	lower,	or	lift	heavy	things	more	easily.

2.	 A																																																			is	a	stiff	bar	that	helps	lift	or	move	things	with	less	work.

3.	 	An																																															is	a	slanting	surface	that	makes	it	easier	to	move	things	
between	lower	places	and	higher	places.

4.	 A																																																																																																		is	used	to	split	or	cut	things.

5.	 																																																																																																									move	things	more	easily.

	 	Wheels	
and	Axle

1.	 																				

2.	 																				

3.	 																				

	 Lever	

1.	 																				

2.	 																				

3.	 																			

	 Pulley	

1.	 																				

2.	 																				

3.	 																			

	 Screw	

1.	 																				

2.	 																				

3.	 																			

	 Wedge	

1.	 																				

2.	 																				

3.	 																			

	 	Inclined	
Plane

1.	 																				

2.	 																				

3.	 																				

window	
blind

steps	

bicycle

	
axe

hammer

flagpole

	
screw	

knife	

scissors

	
rolling	pin

teeth	

lightbulb

	
stapler

ladder

slide

	
wheelchair

jar	lid	

elevator
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Let’s Communicate
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 86
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	do,	how,	in,	is,	on,	the,	to,	
	 we,	with,	you
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to eight words per page
• Punctuation: apostrophe, period, question mark
• Taps prior knowledge
• Consistent print placement
• Some photo/text support

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Word with four syllables: communicate
• Compound word: sometimes
• Most sentences turn a line
• Concept vocabulary: communicate,	email,	language,	letters,	phone,	signs,	talk,	write

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Use your body to act out the fact that you want children to stand up. Then write the words stand	up on 

the board. Then say the words stand	up. Ask children to name the three ways you used to communicate 
with them. Discuss other ways to communicate.

2. Look at the cover of the book. Ask children to find the word Communicate. Then explain that the other 
word in the title, Let’s, is a contraction for let	us. (Review contractions if necessary.) Ask how the boy on 
the cover is communicating.

During Reading
1. Read the title page and author’s name. Discuss how the people in the photo might be communicating with 

one another.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Before reading the text on these pages, ask children to point to any words that are 

unfamiliar or difficult. Help them read those words, and then the text. 
3. Explore pages 4 and 5 by first discussing how the people in the photos are communicating. Read the text to 

confirm.  
4. Continue with pages 6 through 15 in the same way.
5. On page 16, have children read the question and then take turns sharing their answers.
6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review contractions and use of the apostrophe. Write contractions on the board and invite children to tell 

you what two words each is made from, as well as what letter is left out when the words are put together.
• If anyone in the school knows sign language, invite them to come to the class and teach children basic 

signs.
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Let’s Communicate

Directions: 

1.	 	Think	of	all	of	the	ways	you	communicate.	Think	about	the	ways	to	communicate	
that	you	read	about	in	this	book.

2.	 Finish	the	web	by	filling	in	empty	circles.

Communicate
With	writing

With	my	body

With	my		
voice

Challenge

Finish	this	sentence.	Draw	a	picture	to	go	with	it.

I	communicate	when	I																																																																																																																

																																																																																																																																																								.
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Looking at Rocks
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 197
• High-frequency words: a,	all,	and,	are,	at,	be,	by,	can,	for,	have,	

in,	is,	it,	of,	our,	out,	see,	that,	the,	their,	them,	they,	this,	to,	too,	up,	
us,	use,	was,	we,	you

• Average text per page: one to three sentences, three to 14 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, apostrophe, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Words with 3 syllables: everywhere,	animals,	decorate,	jewelry; 4 syllables: interesting
• Three lines of text on pages 2, 5, 6, 10, 11,15; four lines on pages 12, 14
• Concept vocabulary: arch,	beaches,	decorate,	Earth,	everywhere,	fossils,	graphite,	jewelry,	

mountains,	statutes,	weather	

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Pick up some rocks in the school parking lot, or borrow some from a science kit or wherever you 

can find some samples. Encourage children to examine and compare their rocks.
2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Compare these rocks to those students are holding. 

Have children find the word Rocks in the title. Read the entire title and talk about what might be 
inside the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents. 
Compare the rock in the photo with those on the cover.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read both pages and discuss the photos. 
3. Consider in a similar fashion for the rest of the book. Remind children to look for clues in the photos that 

might help them read any unfamiliar words.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Ask children what they learned about rocks that they didn’t know before. List children’s responses. Then 

discuss areas around the school or community children might not have thought of as rocky. For example, 
if children were surprised to learn that sand is rocks, help them recall the sandy shore at a beach or 
lake.

• Have children look through the book for words that have the letter c. Ask children to sort the words 
according to their sounds: /k/ (can,	close,	covers,	color,	cold,	called,	crushed,	decorate) and /s/ (ice,	
traces,	pencil). Challenge children to come up with additional words for each pronunciation.
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Looking at Rocks

Directions: Imagine	that	you	are	invited	by	a	famous	scientist	to	go	on	a	rock-hunting	
trip.	Write	a	story	about	where	you	went	and	what	you	found.	Draw	a	picture	to	go		
with	your	story.
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Making Maple Syrup
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 95
• High-frequency words: a,	go,	in,	is,	it,	of,	or,	out,	put,	the,	to	
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to nine words per sentence
• Punctuation: period, comma, exclamation point
• Text follows a process
• Good photo/text support

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Word with three syllables: collected
• No repetitive language
• Concept vocabulary: bottles,	bucket,	collected,	maple,	poured,	sap,	syrup,	tap

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Invite children to suggest foods that are good for breakfast. When someone suggests pancakes, 

lead the discussion to consider pancake toppings. Find out how many children have tasted maple 
syrup.

2. Look at the cover of the book together. Ask if anyone knows where maple syrup comes from or how 
to make it. Read the title together. Have children predict what this book will be about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Look at the photo and ask children 

what clues it gives about making maple syrup.   
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Ask children to look at the photos and guess what time of year it is. Ask why 

there are trees in a book about making maple syrup. Have them find the words maple	syrup. Let 
children read the text on pages 2 and 3.

3. On pages 4 and 5, have children guess what is happening to the tree by looking at the photos. Then 
have them read the text. Point out that the farmer is the person who owns the land where the maple trees 
are being harvested for maple syrup.

4. Continue reading pages 6 through 15 in a similar fashion, first looking at the photos to see what the 
next step in the process is and then reading the text to confirm observations.

5. Read page 16 together. Point out the exclamation points at the end of each sentence on these pages. 
Model how to read these words aloud with expression. Let each child have a turn reading the sentences 
with expression.

After Reading
• Write the sentences from the text on sentence strips. Have children put the sentences in order to describe 

the process for making maple syrup. Then have children number the sentences in order.
• Have children work together to write sentences that describe another process that has steps that have to 

be completed in order. For instance, what do they do to get ready for school each morning, or what are 
they supposed to do when the fire alarm sounds?

• Review the inflected word ending –le. Along with words from the book (maple, bottle), write other words 
with –le (people, rattle, noodle, table, etc.) and have children practice reading them.
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Making Maple Syrup

Directions: 

1.	 Think	of	something	you	like	to	eat.	

2.	 Write	the	steps	for	making	that	food.	Write	the	steps	in	order.

How to Make																																																																																																																							

1.																																																																																																																																																				

																																																																																																													

2.																																																																																																																																																				

																																																																																																													

3.																																																																																																																																																				

																																																																																																													

4.																																																																																																																																																				

																																																																																																													

5.																																																																																																																																																				

																																																																																																													

6.																																																																																																																																																				
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Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 280
• High-frequency words: a,	all,	and,	are,	be,	can,	do,	gets,	has,	have,

in,	into,	is,	it,	its,	no,	not,	of,	on,	or,	that,	the,	they,	this,	to,	too,	up,	
will,	with,	you,	your		

• Average text per page: one to six sentences, two to 11 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Difficult science concepts build upon each other
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar images
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Four or more lines of text on pages 2, 3, 6, 8, 9
• Words with 3 syllables:	computer,	oxygen,	another,	icicles, everything; and 4 syllables: invisible
• Concept vocabulary: change,	computer,	gas,	icicles,	invisible,	liquid,	matter,	oxygen,	volume

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write these words on the board: water,	wood,	stone,	air,	steam,	juice,	rain,	ice. Then write the 

word matter on the board. Have children say the word with you. Point out that all of the items listed 
are matter. Define matter as anything that has weight and takes up space.

2. Discuss the forms of matter in the photo. Help children conclude that everything in the photo is 
matter. Have children find the words matter and everything in the title and then read the title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the matter in the photo 
on the title page and read the table of contents. 

2. Turn to page 2. Have them read the section head and match it with the title. Have children read the 
text on this page. Discuss any words or concepts that were tricky or unclear. Continue in a similar 
fashion for the rest of the book. Because these are difficult science concepts, pause often to check for 
understanding. 

3. On page 16, talk about the last sentence and whether or not students agree with this statement.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Ask children to share anything that surprised them in this book. For example, did they know that air 

takes up space even though you can’t see it? Play a guessing game. Have each child draw or write the 
name of an object that is a solid, liquid, or gas. Collect the drawings and show them one at a time to 
the group, encouraging children to guess the form of matter indicated by the example.

• On index cards, write various two-, three-, and four-syllable words from the book. Ask children to sort 
the cards according to syllable count. 

Matter is Everything!
Science
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Matter Is Everything!

Directions: Finish	these	pages.	They	are	from	a	book	about	matter.

Solid

Definition:	Matter	that	has	a	size	and	
shape	that	does	not	change.

Examples	of	solids:

1.																																																																	

2.																																																																	

3.																																																																	

An	illustration	of	a	solid:

20

Liquid

Definition:	Matter	that	takes	up	space	
but	changes	shape	depending	on	its	
container.

Examples	of	liquids:

1.																																																																	

2.																																																																	

3.																																																																	

An	illustration	of	a	solid:

27

Gas

Definition:	Matter	that	is	invisible	and	
has	no	shape	or	size.

Examples	of	gasses:

1.																																																																	

2.																																																																	

3.																																																																	

An	illustration	of	a	solid:

30
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Measuring Time
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 111
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	and,	are,	by,	can,	do,	has,	in,	is,	it,	
	 of,	the,	to,	up,	us,	we	
• Average text per page: one sentence, five to 12 words
• Punctuation: period, comma, exclamation mark
• Some photo/text support
• One or two lines of text per page

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Three lines of text on page 6
• Serial commas on pages 6 and 10
• Concept vocabulary: alarm	clock,	beginning,	calendars,	everything,	favorite,	holidays,	measure,	

minutes,	seconds,	stopwatch,	watch

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have children stand up, facing away from the clock. Ask them to sit down when they think 10 

seconds have passed. Repeat for different times, such as 30 seconds or 1 minute. Ask children how 
they measured the time in their heads. Show them how you measured the time (with a clock, watch 
or stopwatch). 

2. Look at the cover of the book. Ask children to identify the tool that can be used for measuring time 
in the photo. Then have them find the words Measuring	Time	on the cover.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children identify what is 

measuring time in the photo.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Ask children to find the word time on both pages. Have children read the text. 

Discuss the photos by comparing how much time it takes to read a book with how much time it takes to 
grow up. Repeat for pages 4 and 5.

3. On pages 6 and 7, have children look at the photos and identify the tools being used to measure time. 
Look for those words in the text and then read both pages.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 8 through 15. Use the photos to preview difficult or unfamiliar 
terms or concepts children might encounter in the text on each page.

5. On page 16, have children read the text and then identify what the children are doing in the photo. 
Talk about the time of day that this activity might be happening for children in the class.

After Reading
• Make a three-column chart on the board: Seconds, Minutes, Hours. Have children lists activities that 

would take seconds to do, minutes to do, and hours to do. If appropriate, add the headings Days, 
Weeks, Months, and Years to the chart.

• Have children practice using tools that measure time. Let them use a stopwatch or a timer, or find the 
time on a clock or the day on a calendar. Look around the room to see how many ways there are to 
measure time in your classroom.
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Measuring Time

Directions: Read	the	words	in	the	box.	Put	them	in	the	right	place	in	the	chart.

 Tools for Measuring Time

	1.	 																																																																																																																																																

	2.																																																																														

	3.																																																																														

	4.																																																																														

	5.																																																																														

	6.																																																																														

	7.																																																																														

 Amounts of Time for Measuring

	1.	 																																																																																																																																															

	2.																																																																																																																																																

	3.																																																																																																																																																

	4.																																																																														

	5.																																																																														

	6.																																																																														

	7.																																																																														

4 alarm	clock

4 calendar

4 clocks

4 days

4 hours

4 minutes

4 months

4 seconds

4 stopwatch

4 watch

4 weeks

4 years

Finish each sentence below.

1.It	takes	a	short	time	to																																																																																																																.

2.It	takes	a	long	time	to																																																																																																																.

3.It	takes	an	hour	to																																																																																																																						.

4.It	takes	a	second	to																																																																																																																			.

5.It	takes	a	year	to																																																																																																																								.		
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Oceans
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 123
•	 High-frequency words:	a,	all,	also,	an,	and,	be,	big,	by,	can,	have,

in,	is,	it,	of,	that,	the,	this,	too,	use	
• Average text per page: one or two sentences, five to 12 words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• No repetitive language
• Three lines of text on pages 2 and 8
• Concept vocabulary: animals,	calm,	colorful,	coral	reef,	dolphins,	Earth,	ocean,	people,	whales

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the word ocean on the board. Work together to create a concept web for ocean. This will 

activate children’s prior knowledge and preview key vocabulary.
2. Show children the cover of the book. Have them read the title. Then compare the elements of the 

photo with the ideas included in the group’s concept web. What is the same? What is different? 
What else might be in the book?

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the photo on the title 
page and talk about how it fits in to a book about the ocean. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children compare the photos and ask what they tell us about the ocean. 
Invite children to read the text on both pages. 

3. On pages 4 through 7, point out the repetitive phrase in the ocean. Have children read the sentences, 
relying on clues from the photos and other strategies children know to help with any difficult vocabulary.

4. Building on these reading strategies, work with children to read the rest of the book together.
5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the concept web the group made before reading the book. Check off information that was 

also included in the book. Then start a new list, encouraging children to volunteer the new things they 
learned about the ocean.

• Assign one ocean topic to each child in the group, such as ocean animals or how people use the 
ocean. Have children draw a picture for their topic and write a sentence (or more) to go with it. 
Combine the pages into a book about the ocean. Invite each child to read his or her page to the group.
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Oceans

Directions: Imagine	that	you	spent	the	day	playing	on	the	beach	and	diving	in	the	
ocean.	Write	a	story	that	tells	about	what	you	did	on	your	trip	to	the	ocean.
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Patterns in Nature
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 153
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	and,	are,	at,	from,	has,	have,	in,	
	 is,	it,	its,	of,	on,	or,	that,	the,	their,	there,	they,	this,	to	
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, three to 13 words ech
• Punctuation: period, apostrophe, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement on all but first spread

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Four lines of text on page 2
• Compound words: everywhere,	honeycomb,	butterfly,	raindrop
• Concept vocabulary: acorns,	butterfly,	curving,	danger,	everywhere,	feathers,	honeycomb,	

mushroom,	patterns,	raindrops,	snake,	symbols

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Find something the room with a pattern, such as an article of clothing or decorative border. Discuss 

what the pattern is, such as red stripe, blue stripe. Have children look for other things in the room 
that have a pattern. 

2. Help children read the title of the book. Talk about the pattern on the butterfly wings in the photo. 
Use color words as well as shape words. Ask children to suggest other animals that have patterns.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children read the table of 

contents and identify the pattern in the photo.      
2. Turn to page 2. Read the text together and discuss the concepts of sets, shapes, and symbols. Identify 

the pattern in the sand and what made the pattern.
3. Have children read pages 3 through 5 on their own. Go back through the pages and discuss the 

patterns on the plants in each photo.
4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining sections of the book. Preview them briefly, have children 

read them on their own
5. Discuss the photos on page 16. Identify the pattern in each one, and let children share personal 

experiences they might have had with these or similar examples.

After Reading
• Review the concept of a set. Point out the sets in the book: plants with patterns, animals with patterns, 

patterns in water. Have children come up with other sets for patterns, such as patterns on clothes, 
patterns in art, and so on. Look for or discuss examples that would fit in each set.

• Practice patterns. On the board, draw a pattern of shapes. Invite a volunteer to draw what would come 
next in the pattern. Write a series of numbers in a pattern and ask children what would come next. 
Write a set of words that have some spelling pattern in common, and ask children what could come 
next.
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Patterns in Nature

Directions: 

1.	 Read	the	words	in	each	box.	Figure	out	what	the	words	have	in	common.	

2.	 Add	another	word	that	fits	the	pattern.	

3.	 Write	the	name	of	the	set	under	the	box.	

pattern

plant

protects

purple

animal

acorn

and

all	

shell

wave

water

seaweed

everywhere

honeycomb

butterfly

raindrop

shapes

plants

acorns

animals

skin

feathers

eyes

wings

Challenge

Make	up	some	word	lists	of	your	own	that	follow	a	pattern	or	have	something	in	
common.	You	can	use	words	that	are	spelled	alike,	or	words	that	are	about	school,		
or	whatever	you	like.	Write	the	list	and	then	write	the	name	of	the	list.	Use	the	back		
of	this	paper.

																																																	

																																													

Words that begin                 

with p 
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Places to Work
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 104
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	at,	do,	go,	in,	is,	the,	to,	you		
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to seven words each
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Words with three syllables: hospital, scientist, officer, collector
• Words with four syllables: security, firefighter
• Suffix –er: farmer, reporter, teacher, firefighter
• Most sentences turn a line
• Concept vocabulary: classroom,	clinic,	fields,	hospital,	lab,	mall,	offices,	pool,	station

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Invite children to help you make a list all of the workers at the school. Talk about where each one  

works in the building. 
2. Look at the cover of the book. Ask children to find the word Work in the title and then read the entire 

title. Then have them identify the worker and the place where she works as shown in the photo. Have 
children predict other places of work that might be in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page. Have children read the title and author’s name. Have children identify the 

photo on the title page and talk about who those workers might be and name the place where they work.
2. Turn to page 2. Have children look for the word work on this page. Talk about where the people in the 

photo go to work. Then have children read this page.
3. On page 3, have children identify the words people	work and the location shown in the photo. Look for 

the word office in the text. Then read page 3.
4. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 4 through 15, leading children to say and then locate in the text  

the names of the workers and workplaces before they read the full sentence on each page.
5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Play a matching game. Write the names of workers from the book on one set of cards (doctor,	scientist,	

police	officer,	dentist,	garbage	collector,	farmer,	reporter,	teacher,	security	guard,	firefighter,	lifeguard,	
florist). Write the places people work on another set of cards (hospital,	lab,	office,	clinic,	town,	field,	
where	there	is	news,	classroom,	mall,	fire	station,	pool,	store). Have children match each worker with the 
place they work.

• Review the suffix –er. Look for words in the book that have the –er ending. Point out that a teacher is 
someone who teaches, a reporter is someone who reports, a farmer is someone who farms, and so on. 
Have children come up with other examples of words that fit this pattern (painter,	seller,	runner,	writer, etc.).
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Places to Work

Directions: 

1.	 	In	the	first	box,	draw	a	picture	of	you	as	a	worker	at	a	job	you	would	like	to	have	
some	day.	

2.	 In	the	second	box,	draw	a	picture	showing	the	place	you	would	work	for	that	job.

Worker Place to Work
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Pushes and Pulls
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 129
•	 High-frequency words:	a,	all,	an,	and,	can,	from,	go,	is,	it,	onto,	or,	
	 that,	to,	up,	us,	we,	with,	you,	your	
• Average text per page: one sentence, four to12 words 
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar images
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Difficult science concept
• No repetitive text
• Concept vocabulary:	bow,	button,	doorbell,	force,	higher,	piano	keys,	pull,	push,	shopping	cart

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Place an object on the table that can be pushed or pulled, such as a rope or shoebox. Have one child 

push the object and another pull the object. Talk about what happens in each instance. Write the 
words push and pull on the board.

2. Have children look at the cover photo on the book and decide if it’s illustrating a push or a pull. Then 
have children find the words pushes and pulls and read the title. As they open the book to the title 
page, ask if they pushed or pulled the page.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify what’s happening in the 
photo and whether it’s showing a push or a pull. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Look at the photos together and talk about whether they are showing a push or a 
pull. Then have children read the text.  

3. As children read through the rest of the book, have them practice using picture cues to help with 
unfamiliar vocabulary. The concepts of force, push, and pull are difficult concepts because they are 
so abstract. Discussing the photos along the way will also help with understanding these concepts by 
providing concrete examples.

4. On page 16, have children read the text and then discuss what type of force is being shown in the photo.

After Reading
• Ask children about things they have moved so far today. For example, did they pull their chairs out to sit 

down? Did they pull their coats off or push up their sleeves? Make a list of examples that children can 
come up with that illustrate pushes and pulls.

• Invite children to say the word push, exaggerating the /sh/ sound. Point out that the /sh/ sound is often 
heard at the beginning of a word. Have children come up with sample words that start with /sh/. Then 
have them come up with other examples of words that end with /sh/ (wash,	cash,	fish,	trash,	mush, and 
so on).
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Pushes and Pulls

Directions: Look	around	the	room	for	things	you	push,	things	you	pull,	and	things	you	
can	both	push	and	pull.	Then	finish	the	chart.

Things We Push

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Things We Push and Pull

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Things We Pull
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Shapes
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 102
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	at,	big,	can,	has,	have,	in,	
	 is,	no,	of,	out,	this,	to,	use,	we,	with	
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to 10 words 
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• One shape discussed per spread
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two sentences on page 2
• No repetitive text
• Words with three syllables:	everything,	everywhere,	triangle,	pyramid,	checkerboard,	rectangle,	

basketball
• Concept vocabulary: basketball,	building,	circles,	everywhere,	rectangles,	squares,	triangles

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Find a board game that includes items and designs of several shapes. Display the game board and 

cards or other pieces. Have children name the shapes they see. Write these on the board. Then 
have children think of a label for those words: shapes.

2. Have children find the word Shapes on the cover. Then have them identify shapes they see in the 
photo. Ask children to predict what they might read about in this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page. Have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s name 

on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children talk about what shapes they see in 
the photo.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children scan the text to find the word shape(s). Have children read pages 
2 and 3. Briefly discuss the photos.

3. On pages 3 and 4, have children identify the shape common to both photos. Have them find the word 
triangle(s) in the text. Have them read both pages.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages in the book. After reading the last page, briefly 
discuss possible answers to the question.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the shapes included in the book: triangle, square, rectangle, circle, diamond. Have children 

look around the room to find objects that are examples of each shape. 
• Have children work together with partners to see if they can make each shape with their bodies. (If 

space does not allow this full-body activity, have children use their fingers or paperclips or other small 
objects to make the shapes on the tabletop.)
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Shapes

Directions: Find	the	shapes	in	the	picture.	Write	the	number	of	each	shape	that	you	see.

1.	 I	see																											circles.

2.	 I	see																					diamonds.

3.	 I	see																				rectangles.	

4.	 I	see																									squares.

Directions:	Now	draw	your	own	picture!	Make	sure	your	picture	includes	at	least	one	
diamond,	one	circle,	one	square,	and	one	rectangle.
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Shapes in the City
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 102
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	can,	has,	have,	in,	is,	of,	on,	
	 see,	the,	there,	this,	too,	up,	you
• Average text per page: one to two sentences, three to ten words each 
• Punctuation: period, comma
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement
• One sentence on most pages

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• No repetitive language
• Three lines of text on three pages
• Math vocabulary: shape names
• Concept vocabulary: basketball,	building,	circles,	everywhere,	rectangles,	squares,	triangles

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Play a riddle game. Describe a shape and have children guess the shape you are describing. Write 

the shape words on the board. Look around the room for things that are circles, rectangles,	squares,	
and	triangles.

2. Talk about the photo on the cover of the book. Have children name any shapes they see in the 
photo. Have them find the word Shapes in the title and then read the title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the photo as a city at 
night. Talk about the shapes in the photo.  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children find the word city on each page. Have children read the text and 
then find shapes in the photos.

3. Turn to pages 4 and 5. Talk about the shapes in the photos. Find the word squares in the text before 
reading both pages.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages. On the last page, talk about the various shapes 
that can be found in this photo.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the /s/ sound of c, as in city. Have children think of other words that have the /s/ sound of c. 

Make a list.
• Give children circles, squares, rectangles, and triangles cut out of construction paper. Have them make 

a city picture using these shapes.
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Shapes in the City

Directions: Fill	in	the	chart.	Look	around	the	room	for	ideas,	or	think	about	things	you	
have	at	home	or	see	outside.	The	first	one	has	been	done	for	you.

Shaped	Like		
a	Circle

1.																																																																														

2.																																																																	

3.																																																																

4.																																																																

5.																																																																				

Shaped	Like		
a	Rectangle

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																				

Shaped	Like		
a	Square

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																					

Shaped	Like		
a	Triangle

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

paper plates

Use	the	shapes	below	to	make	a	picture	of	something.
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Sorting
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 102
• High-frequency words:	are,	by,	can,	in,	is,	or,	you 
• Average text per page: one to two sentences, four to eight words each 
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Some sentences turn a line
• Understanding math concepts of sets and shapes
• Concept vocabulary: buttons,	color,	orange,	purple,	round,	shape,	size,	sorting,	squares,	triangles

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have children sort a group of simple objects. Write the word sorting on the board. Work together to 

come up with examples of things that are sorted at school or at home.
2. Have children find the word Sorting on the cover. Ask what is being sorted in the photo, then 

identify how it is being sorted (by kind).

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Discuss the photo, including what is 

being sorted and how it is being sorted.   
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read both pages, prompting them to recognize familiar words 

such as sort,	color,	shape,	size. Talk about the photos and how the items have or could have been 
sorted. Review the concept of a set as a group of like objects.

3. Move on to pages 4 and 5. Ask children to look at the photos and guess how the candies were sorted. 
Have them read the text to confirm.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 6 through 15. Ask children to look at the photos first to guess 
how the items were sorted, and then have them read the text to confirm. 

5. On page 16, have children read the question first. Then take suggestions for possible answers to the 
question based on clues from the photo.

6. Encourage students to read the text on their own.

After Reading
• Give each child a self-stick note. Ask them to write a word, any word, on their note. Collect all the notes 

and sort them in to two groups (based on length, spelling, meaning, etc.). Challenge children to figure 
out what each group has in common. Then have children come up with a different set of criteria that 
would enable them to sort the words into three groups. Label those groups. Can they think of a way to 
sort the words into four groups?

• Write the following labels on the board: Color, Shape, Size. Invite children to think of words that fit 
under each label. They can use words from the book and other words they know. Use prompts such as 
“What words describe the color of something? The shape of something? The size of something?”
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Sorting

Directions: 

1.	 Look	at	each	group.	

2.	 Fill	in	the	missing	information.

 Round Things

1.	 pumpkin

2.	 moon

3.	 ball

4.	 orange

5.	 globe

 Animals

1.		 																																

2.																																		

3.																																		

4.																																		

5.	 																																																																																																												

Challenge

Sort	these	words	into	two	groups.	Give	each	group	a	name.

4rock				4tree					4car					4desk				4flower				4tiger				4pencil				4teacher				4fork

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

 Red Things

1.		 																																

2.																																		

3.																																		

4.																																		

5.																																		

 Shapes  People

1.		 																																

2.																																		

3.																																		

4.																																		

5.																																		

Things with Wheels  Weather Words

1.		 																																

2.	 																																	

3.																																		

4.																																		

5.	 			 																																																																																																										

 Kinds of Food
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Sports Rules
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 99
• High-frequency words:	a,	about,	and,	are,	as,	has,	how,	on,	there,	
	 to,	what,	with,	you 
• Average text per page: one sentence, one to two lines each, three 
 to 11 words each 
• Punctuation: period
• High-interest topic
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Word building: play, players, playing
• Up to 11 words in a sentence
• Most sentences turn a line; one sentence turns two lines
• Concept vocabulary: fair,	losing,	players,	rules,	safe,	score,	sports,	winning

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Play a quick game of tic-tac-toe with a volunteer. Invite children to explain how the game is played. 

Record responses and identify them as the rules of the game.
2. Ask children to find the word Rules on the book cover. Ask what sport the people are playing in the 

photo. Ask children to find the word Sports on the cover. Read the title together. Solicit examples of 
baseball rules.

During Reading
1. Read the title page together. Identify the sport being played. Solicit examples of football rules.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read both pages, prompting them to recognize familiar words 

such as sort,	color,	shape,	size. Talk about the photos and how the items have or could have been 
sorted. Review the concept of a set as a group of like objects.

3. On page 4, point out that the first four words are the same as the first four words on page 5. Ask 
children where the game on page 4 is taking place, and then what the child on page 5 is wearing. 
Have children look for the words where and wear in the text before reading both pages.

4. Continue reading in this way, making sure children recognize any repeated words to help them read. 
Guide children to new words as you discuss the photos.  

5. Read page 16 and discuss how the photo relates to the idea of playing fair. Talk about other ways to 
play fair in sports.

After Reading
• Review the sports theme of the book. Let children take turns finding a page in the book that shows 

a sport they are familiar with. Write the name of each sport on the board. Discuss why rules are an 
important part of each sport.

• Write the words rule, safe, and game on the board. Point out the silent e on the end of each. Review 
the CVCe spelling pattern. Invite children to give examples of other words with long vowels and silent e 
(bike, sale, lake, rope, etc.).
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Sports Rules

Directions: 

1.	 	The	best	rule	for	any	game	is	to	play	fair	and	be	a	good	sport.	Tell	what	it	means		
to	be	a	good	sport.

2.	 	Write	about	a	time	when	you	were	a	good	sport.	What	game	were	you	playing?	
What	did	you	do	that	made	you	a	good	sport?

4 sport		

4 team

4 game

4 rules

4 score

4 win

4 play

4 points

4 lose

4 safe

4 fair

4 good

A	good	sport	is																																																																																																						.

I	was	a	good	sport	when	I																																																																																												
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Staying Warm
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 103
• High-frequency words:	a,	and,	are,	for,	from,	in,	is,	it,	of,	on,	some,	
	 the,	them,	to,	very,	your 
• Average text per page: one sentence, five to 11 words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Longer sentences: 10 and 11 words each
• Abstract concepts: warm and cold
• Concept vocabulary: Arctic	foxes,	blubber,	double,	feathers,	harp	seals,	health,	muskrats,	penguins,	

polar	bears,	protect,	staying,	thick

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Discuss the temperature outside. Discuss how the weather influenced what children wore to school 

that day. Talk about what people wear on very cold days and why. Make a list of warm weather 
clothes. Then talk about how animals stay warm in cold weather.

2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Talk about what the girl is wearing and what that tells 
us about the weather that day. Ask what those heavy clothes are helping the girl do (staying warm). 
Ask children to find the words Staying	Warm on the cover. Invite children to predict what the book 
will be about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Briefly discuss the photo, and what the 

people are doing to make sure they are staying warm.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Point to each word and have children read the sentences with you. Encourage 

children to compare where they live with the place shown in the photos. Discuss why staying warm is 
important for your health.

3. Discuss the photo on page 4 and what the girl is wearing to stay warm. Read the sentence together, 
helping with any difficult words. Look at page 5. Have children identify the animal in the photo. Find the 
words polar	bears in the text. Ask children to compare the photos. Have children read page 5.

4. Continue for pages 6 through 15, using a combination of photo cues and decoding strategies to read 
the text.  

5. On page 16, read the text together. Discuss what the girl is doing to stay warm.

After Reading
• Flip through the pages of the book and invite children to point out words that were difficult for them. 

Write these words on the board. Review strategies children can use when they encounter difficult words. 
Have children read the book aloud to you, listening for fluency and checking on their comprehension 
and word identification strategies.

• Have children identify the initial sounds in polar	bear and penguin. Encourage them to name other 
animals that begin with /p/ (pig,	python,	parrot,	panther,	porcupine,	pigeon,	peacock).
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Staying Warm

Directions: Use	the	words	from	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.

 How people stay warm  How animals stay warm

1.		 																																																																													

2.																																																																															

3.																																																																															

4.																																																																															

4 4 4 

Fill	in	the	blanks	to	finish	each	sentence.

1.	 	 	 	 	 	 A																																																												keeps	my	head	warm.

2.	 	 	 	 	 	 																																																																		keep	my	feet	warm.

3.	 	 	 	 	 	 																																																															keep	my	hands	warm.

4.	 	 	 	 	 	 A																																																													keeps	my	neck	warm.
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Structures
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 81
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	as,	be,	can,	that,	them,	to,	too,	with,	you
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to 11 words 
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Question on page 16
• Three-syllable words: animals,	apartments,	together,	stadiums
• Concept vocabulary: animals,	apartments,	beavers,	bridges,	build,	cliff,	swallows,	prairie	dogs,	

structures,	termites,	towers,	tunnels

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Make a two-column chart on the board: Things	people	build,	Things	animals	build. Have children 

work together to list items that fall in each category. Ask children to think of a word that means the 
same thing as buildings but starts with an s. If they can’t guess it, write the word structures on the 
board.

2. Have children find the word Structures on the cover of the book. Discuss the structure shown in the 
photo. Ask if it’s made by people or animals. Talk about how it might have been made and why.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the structures in this 
photo. Talk about who or what might have made them and why. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the photos as people building something and animals 
building something. Have them find these words in the text: people,	animals,	build. Then have them 
read both pages.

3. On pages 4 and 5, point out that there is a structure built by people on the left page and one built by 
animals on the right page. Look ahead on the coming spreads to see if that pattern holds for the rest of 
the book. Read pages 4 and 5.

4. Finish the book by first discussing the photos on each page and previewing any vocabulary that might 
be difficult or unfamiliar. On page 16, talk about the kind of structure this girl might be building.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the spreads in the book. Talk about how the structures built by people are like those built by 

animals and how they are different. Ask children to summarize what they learned about structures from 
this book. Write their responses.

• Give children some simple blocks or building items. Have them make a simple structure and then tell or 
write about what they built.
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Structures

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.	(Hint:	Some	words	will	be	used	on	
both	sides	of	the	chart.)

Structures People Build

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

Structures Animals Build

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

4 anthills

4 apartments

4 bridges

4 dams

4 nests

4 stadiums

4 towers

4 tunnels

4 webs

Directions:	You	can	make	a	structure.	Draw	a	structure	that	you	have	seen	or	that	you	
might	like	to	build	some	day.
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Team Work
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 211
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	at,	be,	can,	do,	from,	go,	his,	is,	
	 it,	on,	out,	see,	the,	they,	this,	to,	up,	when,	with
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, five to ten words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Consistent print placement
• Two sentences on most pages

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Minimal repetitive text
• Four lines of text on two pages
• Concept vocabulary: easier,	faster,	job,	learn,	makes,	team,	together,	work

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have children work together to complete a simple task, such as handing out supplies or 

straightening shelves. Write the words team work on the board and ask children what these words 
have to do with the task.

2. Discuss the photo on the cover of the book. What kind of team work is happening in the photo? 
Have children read the title and make predictions about what might be in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Read the table of contents together. Discuss 
the significance of the page numbers listed next to each section. Practice looking up the first page of 
each section.

2. Turn to page 2. Have children read the header on this page. Ask them to read the first section on their 
own. Review the photos, discussing the team work shown in each.

3. On page 6, read the section head together. Discuss the photos in this section and how they illustrate 
team work. Have children read to page through page 9.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages in the book, reading a section at a time. Preview 
the concepts and vocabulary by discussing the photos on the pages first.  

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Invite children to make a list of projects or activities in which they can or do work together as a team at 

school. Then work together to make a list of things they can do to make the team work experience go 
smoothly. For instance: We	need	to	listen	to	each	other.	We	can	offer	to	help	each	other.	We	can	each	
do	a	different	part	of	the	job. Display the list in the room.
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Team Work

Directions: Team	work	means	working	together.	Write	an	acrostic	poem	about	team	
work.	Write	sentences	about	working	together.	

	T																																																																																																																																																						

	E																																																																																																																																																						

	A																																																																																																																																																						

M																																																																																																																																																						

W																																																																																																																																																						

O																																																																																																																																																						

	R																																																																																																																																																						

	K																																																																																																																																																						
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The Park
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 111
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	and,	at,	can,	go,	have,	is,	it,	on,	
	 the,	to,	we
• Average text per page: one sentence, six to nine words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Familiar experiences
• Consistent print placement
• Repetitive language pattern: We	can	________	at	the	park.

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• One to four word changes per sentence
• Three-syllable word: marshmallows
• Concept vocabulary: bench,	climb,	flowers,	marshmallows,	park,	party,	roast,	talk,	walk

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Make a word web together, with park in the center. Invite children to add to it by thinking about 

things that are in a park, things to do at a park, and so on.
2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Talk about why that photo was chosen for a book about 

the park. Have children read the title and predict what else they might read about in this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children explain why the title page 
photo was included in a book about the park.

2. Turn to page 2. Have children find the word park in the text and read the sentence. Talk about what the 
girl is doing at the park.

3. On page 3, have children describe what the children are doing at	the	park. Have children find the 
words at the park in the text and read the sentence.

4. On pages 4 and 5, have children discuss what the people are doing at the park in each photo. Look for 
those words in the text. Have children read the sentence on each page.   

5. Continue in this way for the remainder of the book, using the photos to help children predict the 
vocabulary.

6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Return to the word web generated by the group before reading. Invite children to review their ideas, 

and discuss whether or not those appeared in the book. Encourage children to refer to any photos in 
the book that picture activities they have enjoyed at a park. Or, have children pantomime activities they 
have enjoyed at the park and see if the others can guess what they are doing.
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The Park

Directions: All	of	these	words	are	from	the	book	The	Park.	Fill	in	the	blanks	with	other	
words	that	have	the	same	spelling	pattern.

Example:

 swing

1.	 ring         

2.	thing       

3.	sing        

	 play

1.																											

2.																											

3.																											

	 smell

1.																											

2.																											

3.																											

	 feed

1.																											

2.																											

3.																											

	 sit

1.																											

2.																											

3.																											

	 park

1.																											

2.																											

3.																											

	 snack

1.																											

2.																											

3.																											

In	the	box	above,	draw	a	picture	of	yourself	at	the	park.	Then	finish	the	sentence.

I	can																																																																																																																												at	the	park.
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The Rain Forest
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 130
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	in,	is,	of,	on,	that,	the,	to,	
	 too,	was,	we,	with
• Average text per page: one to two sentences, five to 11 words each 
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Three lines of text on 3 pages
• Concept vacbulary: beautiful,	butterflies,	covered,	forest,	ground,	insects,	live,	rain,	saw

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Review the meaning of habitat, and invite children to name some habitats, such as the desert. 

When they say rain forest, write those words on the board. See if children can name any plants or 
animals that live in a rain forest.

2. Look at the cover of the book. Have children find the words Rain	Forest. Discuss the toucan on the 
front and find out what children know about this rain forest resident.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Ask children what the photo shows (a plant in 
the rain forest).  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Ask children what they see in the photos (trees). Have children find the words 
tree and rain forest on each page. Have children read both pages. Then ask them to find a word that 
tells about counting things in order (first).

3. Follow a similar process for reading pages 4 and 5. Then help children see how the structure of pages 
2 and 3 is repeated on pages 4 and 5 (left page includes ordinal number and rain forest resident, right 
page adds more information). Tell children that the rest of the book will be organized this way.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining spreads in the book. On page 16, help children identify 
and count the number of frogs in the photo. Discuss the last sentence and whether or not children agree 
with author’s statement.

After Reading
• Have children look at each spread to find the word that tells about counting in order. Write the words in 

order on the board. Look at the words with children and talk about what most of the ordinal words have 
in common (-th ending). Discuss how they are different (some number words remain the same, such as 
six, while others change, such as five, as ordinals). Then point out the words that don’t fit any pattern 
(first,	second,	third). Work together to add on the ordinal numbers through ten.

• Make a two-column chart with these headings: Rain	Forest	Plants,	Rain	Forest	Animals. Have children 
look through the book to find words that fit under each column. To extend the activity, have children look 
through other rain forest resource books to find more things to add to the chart.
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Finish	each	sentence	that	tells	about	these	pictures.	Use	a	counting	in	order	word.		
(Use	the	chart	you	just	made	if	you	need	some	help.)

1.	 	 	 	 	 The	bird	is	the																																																		thing	in	the	row.

2.	 	 	 	 	 The	snake	is	the																																															thing	in	the	row.

3.	 	 	 	 	 The	butterfly	is	the																																											thing	in	the	row.

4.	 	 	 	 	 The	flower	is	the																																															thing	in	the	row.

5.	 	 	 	 	 The	mushroom	is	the																																							thing	in	the	row.

6.	 	 	 	 	 The	monkey	is	the																																											thing	in	the	row.	

The Rain Forest

Directions: Use	what	you	already	know	about	numbers	and	what	you	learned	in	the	
book	to	finish	the	chart.	The	first	row	has	been	done	for	you.

Number

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Number	Word

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Counting	in	Order	Word

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

1 one first
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Trees
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 82
•	 High-frequency words:	a,	all,	are,	do,	have,	in,	is,	it,	not,	of,	that,	

the,	to,	with,	you
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to eight words each
• Punctuation: period, apostrophe, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Two sentences on page 5
• Question on page 16
•	 Concept vocabulary:	branches,	cone,	evergreens,	leaves,	needles,	roots,	stem,	trunks

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Make a KWL chart on the board. Ask children what they know about trees. Ask them what they’d 

like to know about trees. Record this information on the chart.

2. Look at the cover of the book together. Have children read the title. Then talk about the tree 
in the photo. What parts of the tree can they see in the photo? What parts are out of view? 
What time of year is it when this photo was taken? How do they know?

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the photo on the title 
page and talk about what this tree has in common with the one on the cover.   

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children compare the trees in the photos. Have them find the word trees 
on each page. Have them read the text.

3. For pages 4 through 7, have children identify the plant parts they see in the photos. Have them find 
those words in the text before they read each page.

4. Invite children to continue reading the book. As you read, talk about the photos and what information is 
familiar to children and what is new.

5. On page 16, let volunteers share their answers to the question with the group.
6. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Return to the KWL chart made before reading. Have children add to the chart based on things they may 

have learned from reading the book. Discuss the importance of trees for providing shade and cleaning 
the air. 

• There are several words in the book that can have more than one meaning. List these on the board and 
talk about their various meanings: plants,	trunks,	leaves,	fall,	color,	spring. Discuss how a reader can 
figure out which meaning of a word fits the book they are reading. Review relevant comprehension 
strategies.
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Trees

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	label	the	parts	of	a	tree.

roots																			trunk																			branch																			leaf

Directions:	Write	five	sentences	about	trees.	Start	each	sentence	with	a	word	that	
begins	with	the	letter	shown	at	the	beginning	of	the	line.

T																																																																																																																																																						.

R																																																																																																																																																						.

E																																																																																																																																																						.

E																																																																																																																																																						.

S																																																																																																																																																						.

Challenge

How	many	different	kinds	of	trees	can	you	think	of?	List	them	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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Wants or Needs
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 99
•	 Glossary words:	a,	are,	but,	can,	do,	from,	is,	it,	not,	the,	to,	want,

we,	you,	your			
• Average text per page: one to two sentences, three to ten words each
• Punctuation: period, question mark
• Familiar concepts
• Consistent print placement
• Some repetitive sentence patterns.

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Compound words: cannot,	something,	without
• Some sentences turn a line
• Two sentences on page 13
• Question on page 16
• Concept vocabulary: clothes,	healthy,	need,	protect,	want

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write several words index cards: clothes,	homes,	food,	games,	toys,	ice	cream,	candy, and so on. 

As children read the words, post them in two groups according to wants and needs. Ask students to 
figure out what the things in each group have in common.

2. Talk about the title of the book. Point out the connection between the words in the title and the 
previous activity. Discuss the photograph and whether it shows a want or a need. Predict other 
wants and needs that might be in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and discuss whether the photo shows wants or needs. Have children 

read the title and find the author’s name.  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Ask if these photos show wants or needs. Look for the word need in the text. 

Have children read these pages.
3. Turn to pages 4 and 5. Ask if these photos show wants or needs. Look for the words want and need in 

the text. Have children read these pages.
4. Continue in this way with pages 6 through 15.
5. On page 16, ask children how this sentence differs from the other sentences in the book. Point out that it 

is a question. Have children read and then answer the question. Discuss children’s answers.

After Reading
• Create a two-column chart on the board. Have children review the photos in the book, looking for items 

in each photograph to add to the columns on the chart.
• Write the three compound words that appear in the book: cannot, something, without. Show how these 

longer words were made by combining two shorter words. Invite students to provide examples of other 
compound words, and then tell what two shorter words they were made from.
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Wants or Needs

Directions: 

1.	 Think	about	something	you	have	that	you	need.	Who	gave	you	that	thing?	

2.	 	Write	a	thank	you	note	to	the	person	who	gives	you	a	thing	that	you	need.		
Remember	to	tell	why	it	is	important	for	you	to	have	what	you	need.

Challenge

On	the	back	of	this	paper,	make	a	list	of	some	things	you	want.	Then	circle	the	thing	
that	you	want	the	most.	Write	a	sentence	that	tells	why	you	want	that	thing.

Thank You !

Dear																																																																																															,

Thank	you	for	giving	me	something	I	need.	

Thank	you	for	giving	me																																																																																																																																														

																																																																																																																																																					

																																																																																																							.

I	need																																																																																																																																															

																																																																																																								

because																																																																																											
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We All Have Shadows
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 89
• High-frequency words: a,	can,	go,	has,	in,	is,	it,	on,	run,	the,	us,	
	 with,	you,	your
• Average text per page: one to two sentences,four to ten words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, question mark
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Some sentences begin with prepositional phrase
• Silent letters: light,	through
• Some sentences turn one or two lines
• Two sentences on some pages
• Concept vocabulary: candle,	light,	shadow,	shines,	through,	window

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Let children play with shadows, either by turning off the room lights or shining a flashlight against a 

wall. Write the word shadow on the board. Talk about what makes a shadow. Write the word light 
on the board.

2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Have children point to the frog’s shadow. Talk about 
what light is making the shadow (sun). Have children find the word Shadows in the title. Then read 
the title together.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Look at the photo. Have children identify the 
object making the shadow. Talk about how they knew it was a person, even though they can’t see the 
person.  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Talk about the two things necessary to make a shadow (light, object). Ask 
children to identify the light source in each photo. Have them find those words in the text (sun, lamp). 
Have children read both pages.

3. Look for the shadows on pages 4 through 6. Have children use the photos for help reading words they 
might not know, such as windows and colored	glass. Help children read the pages.  

4. Continue in this fashion for pages 8 through 15. Discuss what is making the shadows.
5. On page 16, have children read the question and then answer it.

After Reading
• Flip through the book, looking for the words light and shadow. Challenge children to summarize what 

this book teaches about light and shadow. To guide the discussion, ask them what they learned about 
light and shadow. Write children’s answers on the board. Reread the sentences together.

• After children have a chance to experiment with lights and shadows, ask: “What makes a shadow? 
What doesn’t?” Ask children what they know about shadows, now that they’ve read the book and done 
some experiments. 
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We All Have Shadows

Directions: Write	sentences	about	light	and	shadow.	
Use	the	words	from	the	box	to	help	you.

4 light

4 sun

4 shines

4 lamps

4 candles

4 window

4 glass

4 cannot

4 everything

4 shadow

4 sometimes

4 big

4 small

4 jump

4 run

1.	 																																																																																																																																																				

2.	 																																																																																																																																																				

3.	 																																																																																																																																																				

4.	 																																																																																																																																																				

5.	 																																																																																																																																																				

Now	write	a	question	about	light	and	shadow.	Then	write	the	answer.

Question:		 																																																																																																																																							

																																																																																																																																																									

Answer:		 																																																																																																																																						
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We All Need Plants
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 75
• High-frequency words: and,	are,	for,	in,	is,	the,	to,	us,	use,	we
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to eight words each
• Punctuation: period, exclamation mark
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Three-syllable words: beautiful,	animals,	vegetables
• Suffix –ful: beautiful
• Up to eight words in a sentence
• Concept vocabulary: animals,	beautiful,	build,	clothes,	fruits,	shade,	shelter,	vegetables

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Display a variety of plants (or pictures of plants) for children to identify. Encourage children to 

say the names of each item and write these on the board. Ask children what these plants have in 
common (leaves, stems, seeds, etc.). Write the word plants on the board. Discuss how people use 
plants and why we need them. 

2. Help children read the title of the book. Have children identify the plant on the cover. Discuss when 
children might have eaten tomatoes. Talk about why tomatoes are healthy. Then discuss what other 
plants people need and predict what might be in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Explain that this photo of a plant is not one 
that we eat. It shows a plant that has flowers. Talk about how we might need flowering plants.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify the plants and animals in the photos. Then have them find 
the words plants, animals, and birds in the text. Have children read pages 2 and 3. Repeat for pages 4 
through 7.

3. On pages 8 and 9, point out that these photos do not have animals. Ask children to read the text on 
these pages. Ask how people need plants in the same and different ways animals need plants. Continue 
for pages 10 through 13.

4. On page 16, have children first guess what this plant is used for. Then have students read the text to 
confirm or negate their predictions.

After Reading
• There are many plural words in this book. Beginning with animals and plants, have children look 

through the book to find the plurals. Write them on the board. Then go back through the list and write 
the singular form of each word next to it. Talk about people as an example of an irregular plural. 
Challenge children to think of other irregular plurals (children,	mice,	deer, etc.).

• Look around your classroom, playground and neighborhood. Talk about the plants you see and how 
they are used by people or animals or both. Then look at the school lunch menu. Challenge children to 
identify which foods are plants.
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We All Need Plants

Directions: Finish	the	word	web.	Use	words	from	the	book	to	help	you	tell	why	people	
and	animals	need	plants.

We Need Plants

Challenge

How	many	plants	can	you	think	of?	Make	a	list	of	the	plants	you	know	on	the	back	of	
this	paper.
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We Need Money
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 184
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	big,	by,	can,	for,	from,	in,	into,	is,	
	 it,	not,	of,	out,	the,	their,	them,	they,	this,	to,	too,	use,	we,	with,	you
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, four to ten words each
• Punctuation: period, comma
• Consistent print placement
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• One word change per page

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• No repetitive language pattern
• Four lines of text on page 11
• Concept vocabulary: clothing,	delivered,	earn,	factory,	flaws,	government,	mint,	money,	need,	

punched,	ripped,	shred,	want

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Let children examine sample coins and bills. Ask what they think money is made of. Guide the 

discussion to include other questions children have about money. Start a KWL chart about money on 
the board. 

2. Have children look for the word money on the cover of the book. Read the full title. Ask children 
why we need money, or if they even think that we do. Have children identify the money in the 
photo.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents. 
Amend as needed the KWL chart from before reading.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children use the photos to discuss why we need money. Have children 
read both pages.

3. Have children discuss why we need money based on the photos on pages 4 and 5. Read both pages to 
see how the text confirms or expands their ideas.

4. Read the heading on page 6. Discuss the meaning of the word history. Read both pages together. 
5. Continue in a similar fashion for pages 7 through 15.
6. On page 16, talk about some of the things people need, after reading the text.

After Reading
• Return to the KWL chart made before reading. Add new information to the chart as appropriate, based 

on any new questions or information generated by reading the book.
• Review the /oi/ sound. Find the words toy and coin in the book. Point out that both words have the 

same sound but are spelled differently. Have children think of other words with this sound: boy,	joy,	join,	
noise,	oink,	joint,	point, and so on.
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We Need Money

Directions: 

Number	the	sentences	to	show	the	order	in	which	coins	are	made.	

              Workers	check	the	coins	for	flaws.

              The	circles	are	stamped	with	words	and	pictures.

              The	new	money	is	taken	to	the	bank.

              Small	circles	are	punched	out	of	big	sheets	of	metal.

Imagine	you	have	been	put	in	charge	of	making	a	new	dollar	bill.	Draw	your	design	in	
the	space	below.
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Where Do People 
Work? Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 22
• High-frequency words: at,	in,	the,	too
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to six words
• Punctuation: period, comma, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Draws on prior knowledge and experience
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Beginning and end of each sentence varies; repetitive text limited
• Concept vocabulary: clerks,	construction	workers,	dentists,	doctors,	firefighters,	firetrucks,	

gardeners,	hospitals,	newspaper,	people,	police	cars,	police	officers,	principals,	reporters,	schools,	
scientists,	teachers

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the word work on the board. Talk about the kinds of work children do in class. Discuss the 

other workers at the school and where each person works in the building. 
2. Have children find the word Work in the title. Read the whole title. Answer the question for the 

worker in the photo. This	____	works	in	______.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the worker in the photo 
and where he is working. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Let children describe the workers in the photos. Read the sentences with them. 
Ask them to guess what might be included in the rest of the book.

3. Read pages 4 and 5 together. Have them identify the words that tell about working in a school (schools, 
teachers, classroom).

4. Continue with the remaining pages. Before reading, ask children to predict the word(s) for each worker, 
based on the photo.

5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Discuss the concept of a conclusion as a sentence or two that tells what you have learned. Encourage 

children to come up with conclusions they can make about where people work, such as “People work in 
many different places,” “People can work inside or outside,” and so on.

• There are many plural nouns in this text. Have children look through the book and make a list of the 
plural nouns. Talk about the difference between words that end in s because they are plural and words 
that end in s because of the way they are spelled.
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Where Do People Work?

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.

 People Who Work

	 1.																																																																															

	 2.																																																																															

	 3.																																																																															

	 4.																																																																															

	 5.																																																																															

	 6.																																																																															

	 7.																																																																															

	 8.																																																																															

	 9.																																																																															

10.																																																																															

 Where They Work

	 1.																																																																															

	 2.																																																																															

	 3.																																																																															

	 4.																																																																															

	 5.																																																																															

	 6.																																																																															

	 7.																																																																															

	 8.																																																																															

	 9.																																																																															

10.																																																																															

4 scientists

4 classroom

4 clerks

4 reporters

4 firetrucks

4 labs

4 dental	offices

Challenge
What	other	workers	can	you	think	of?	On	the	back	of	this	paper,	make	a	list	of	other	
workers	and	where	they	work.	You	can	make	your	own	chart	like	the	one	above,	or		
you	can	write	them	in	a	sentence	like	this:	

A																																																						works	in	a																																																					.

4 police	officers

4 outside

4 teachers

4 newspaper	offices

4 principals

4 big	machines

4 stores

4 dentists

4 construction	workers

4 police	cars

4 firefighters

4 gardeners

4 school	offices
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Wings
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 113
• High-frequency words: a,	an,	are,	be,	but,	can,	has,	have,	is,	it,	
	 its,	or,	the,	their,	them,	they,	this,	to,	too,	use	
• Average text per page: one or two sentences, three to 9 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Draws on prior knowledge and experience
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• No repetitive language pattern
• Compound words: butterfly,	ladybugs,	grasshoppers,	cannot
• Concept vacbulary: animals,	beautiful,	butterfly,	enemies,	feathers,	grasshoppers,	insects,	ladybugs,	

mammal,	moth,	ostrich,	penguins,	spread,	swan,	wings

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the word wings on the board. Help children read it aloud. Talk about what wings are. Ask 

children to make a list of things that have wings. Write responses on the board. 
2. Have children read the title of the book. Talk about the wings of the birds in the photo. What do 

birds do with their wings? How do the wings work? Check the list made in the previous step. Were 
birds one of the items children suggested?

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the wings in the photo 
and talk about how these wings compare to the wings on the cover. 

2. As you look at and read pages 2 through 5, ask children to identify the type of animal in each photo 
(birds). Make sure children recognize that the animals on pages 6 through 11 are insects, not birds. 
Before children read each page, have them look at the photo to see what is unique about each set of 
wings. After finding the word wings in the text, invite them to read the sentences on each page.

3. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Write the word wing on the board. Cover up the letter w, and have children say the phonogram –ing. 

Encourage children to suggest letters to make new words with the phonogram –ing (sing,	ring,	bring,	
fling,	zing,	sting, and so on).

• Work together to make a concept web for this story. Put Wings in the center circle, then Birds,	Insects, 
and Mammals in the next tier of circles, and use examples from the book from there. Have children add 
other animals that they can think of that have wings. 
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Wings

Directions:	Imagine	that	you	woke	up	one	morning	with	wings!

Draw	a	picture	of	yourself	with	your	new	wings.	Then	write	a	story	to	go	with	it.

4 How	would	your	wings	look?

4 How	would	your	wings	feel?

4 What	would	you	do	with	your	wings?

4 Would	you	fly?	Where	would	you	go?

1.	 A																																																																																																																																											sign.

2.	 It	tells	you	that																																																																																																																										.

3.	 You	can	see	a	sign	like	this	one																																																																																														.
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You Can Count!
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 62
• High-frequency words: by,	can,	how,	now,	the,	you	
• Average text per page: one sentence, three to six words per page
• Punctuation: period, quotation marks, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement
• Interactive text
• Familiar images
• Some photo support

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Mix of words and numbers
• Concept vocabulary: fives,	fours,	hundreds,	tens,	threes,	twos

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the term skip	count	on the board, and ask children if they know what it means. Confirm that 

when people skip count, they skip certain numbers in their counting. To show what you mean, hold 
up all the fingers on one hand and ask how many fingers you are holding up. After children identify 
five, hold up your other hand and ask how many fingers there are now. After children identify both 
five and ten, ask which numbers they skipped. Point out that they have skip counted by fives.

2. Present the book to the group, and have children name what is on the cover. Talk about all of the 
ways you can count the items shown in the photograph (together as one group of supplies, each 
kind of item as a group, by color, and so on). In their word work, tell them to say the numbers just 
as they would read words.

During Reading
1. Have children read the book title on the title page, and then ask how they could skip count the 

paintbrushes in the picture. Explain that as children read this book, they will discover different ways to 
skip count. 

2. Encourage children to read the text on pages 2 and 3.
3. Move on to pages 4 and 5. As children read the text aloud, make sure they continue to read the 

numbers. Then have them continue with the remaining pages.
4. Because children might have been concentrating on the counting as they read the book the first time, 

encourage them to reread the book, focusing on fluent reading of the text this time.

After Reading
• Encourage children to explain the main idea of this book, confirming that the book shows different 

ways to skip count. Have children explain skip counting, referring to each photograph as you write the 
numbers on the board.

• Ask the children if they had difficulty “reading” the numbers in the book. Tell them that sometimes they 
will come across similar situations, and that reading often requires some adjustment.

• Then encourage them to try going beyond what is shown in the photographs. How high can children 
skip count by twos? Threes? Fours? Fives? Tens? Hundreds?
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You Can Count!

Directions:	Fill	in	each	colomn	below	with	the	missing	numbers.

I can count 
by twos.

I can count 
by threes.

I can count 
by fours.

I can count 
by fives.

I can count 
by tens.

I can 
count by 

hundreds.

234 51 0 100

468 20 200

12

15 25

12

21

20 50

44

Now make up your own skip counting problem.

I can count by .
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Your Five Senses
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 117
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	at,	can,	from,	have,	how,	in,	is,	of,	

on,	the,	to,	use,	we,	what,	with,	you
• Average text per page: one to two sentences, four to ten words each
• Punctuation: period, quotation marks, question mark
• Familiar images/experiences
• Consistent print placement
• Some photo support

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Ten words in one sentence
• Two sentences on some pages
• Some sentences turn a line
• Last sentence is a question
• Concept vocabulary: closely,	eyes,	flavors,	lawn	mower,	learn,	senses,	smell,	sounds,	taste,	touch

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write these words on the board: see, hear, touch, taste, smell. Ask children for examples of things 

they can see, hear, touch, taste, and smell. Ask if they know what all of five of these words have in 
common. Write	fives	senses on the board.

2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Ask what senses this girl is using to experience this flower 
(see, touch, smell). Have children find the words	Five	Senses on the cover. Have them read the title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Ask what senses the girl is using the experience 
the sea shell in the photo.  

2. Turn to page 2. Have children read both sentences and talk about the senses the girl in the photo is using.
3. On page 3, have children read the text and talk about how the boy in the photo is using his eyes.
4. Continue reading pages 4 through 15 in the same manner, having children use cues from both the text 

and photos to optimize comprehension. 
5. On page 16, have children read the question. Then have them answer it for the girl in the photo as well 

as themselves in the classroom. 
6. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Display a collection of materials such as rocks, bells, lemons, flowers, and so on. Ask children to list the 

senses associated with each object, using the book as a guide if necessary.
• Write ears, eyes, nose, mouth, tongue, and bodies on the board. Ask children what these words have 

in common. Confirm that they are the names of body parts. Have children match each body part to the 
sense(s) experienced through that part.
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Your Five Senses

Directions: 

1.	 Write	the	words	in	each	box	that	match	the	title	of	the	box.

2.	 Finish	the	sentences	below	at	the	bottom	of	the	page.

Things	I	See	

																										

																										

																										

																										

																										

Things	I	Taste

																										

																										

																										

																										

																										

Things	I	Hear	

																										

																										

																										

																										

																										

Things	I	Smell	

																										

																										

																										

																										

																										

Things	I	Feel

																										

																										

																										

																										

																										

I	use	my																																																						to	see.	I	see																																																																.

I	use	my																																																						to	taste.	I	taste																																																										.

I	use	my																																																						to	hear.	I	hear																																																											.

I	use	my																																																						to	smell.	I	smell																																																										.

I	use	my																																																						to	feel.	I	feel																																																														.

Challenge

On	the	back	of	this	paper,	write	a	riddle	that	uses	your	five	senses.	Here’s	an	example:

I	taste	salty.	I	feel	crunchy.	I	look	white.	I	make	a	popping	sound	when	you	cook	me.	
What	am	I?		

Answer:	popcorn
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All About Boats
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 501
• Glossary words: barge,	canoe,	cruise	ship,	ferry,	fireboat,	hydroplane,	
	 icebreaker
• Good one-to-one picture match
• Headings preview upcoming content
• High-interest topic

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on some pages
• Compound words: sometimes,	riverboats,	tugboat,	fireboats,	firetrucks,	icebreaker,	sailboats,	

speedboats,	wakeboards,	underwater,	outside 

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Look at bodies of water on a map. Have students find rivers, lakes, and oceans. Talk about how 

people travel on water. When someone mentions boats, write that word on the board.
2. Have students read the title and identify the kinds of boats shown in the photo. Speculate with 

students about other kinds of boats that might be in the book. Make a list to check later, after 
reading the book.

During Reading
1. Have students flip through the book to become familiar with its features. Point out the table of contents 

and the glossary, and read the chapter headings.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students study the pictures. Help them see these as clues, along with the 

section heading, that these pages are going to be about boats from the past. Have students read both 
pages and then pages 4 and 5.

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages and sections. Go over any points that cause 
trouble, such as unfamiliar terms or reading the longer pages. Practice reading any troublesome spots 
together.

4. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Work together to create a concept web using the information in the book. Write the book title in the 

center circle. Use the categories from the table of contents in the next tier of circles. Have students look 
through the book to find specific types of boats to include in the third tier of circles, along with any other 
kinds of boats they might be familiar with. Point out that making a graphic organizer is a good way to 
summarize a piece of writing.

• Encourage students to experiment with objects that could be used to make toy boats, such as empty 
containers, foil, plastic cups, and so on. If possible, allow them to “sail” their boats in tubs of water on 
the playground or a classroom sink.
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All About Boats

Directions:	Choose	one	of	the	boats	from	the	book.	Draw	a	picture	of	it.	Then	write	
about	what	it	might	be	like	to	ride	in	this	boat.	
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All About Snakes and 
Lizards Science
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 222
• High-frequency words: a,	all,	an,	and,	are,	as,	at,	can,	do,	from,	have,	
	 if,	in,	is,	it,	not,	of,	off,	or,	out,	so,	the,	them,	their,	they,	to,	up,	use,	you
• Average text per page: one to four sentences, four to 15 words each
• Punctuation: period, hyphen, comma, apostrophe, question mark
• Good photo/text support
• High-interest topic
• Makes comparisons
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Three sentences on pages 2, 9, 13; four on page 14
• Compound words: backbones,	eyelids
 • Concept vocabulary: animal,	backbones,	cold-blooded,	covered,	different,	eyelids,	hatch,	lizards,	

reptiles,	scales,	shedding,	snakes,	tongues,	underneath,	young

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have half of the children in the group draw a picture of a snake. Have the others draw a lizard. 

Have the groups compare their drawings. Focus on similarities and differences between the two.
2. Have children identify the animal in the photo on the book cover and find the word Snakes. Then 

have them find the word Lizards and read the title. Ask children to predict what this book will be 
about and why they think that.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children identify the photo on the title 
page and read the table of contents.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children identify which photo shows a snake and which a lizard. Have 
them recognize and read the word Reptiles. Have children read both pages.

3. Have children continue reading the book. Point out the section headers, and explain that reading these 
will help them find out what the information on each page will be about.

4. On page 16, see if children can answer the question after they finish reading the text. Talk about why 
they can’t be sure of the answer. (If you’ve taught estimating, this would be a good chance to practice 
that skill.)

After Reading
• Assign partners and have one person role-play a snake and the other a reptile. Encourage partners to 

come up with a short script for a conversation that a lizard and a snake might have as they compare 
themselves. Invite pairs to read their scripts for the rest of the group.

• Have children close their books. As you list various traits of these animals that were included in the text, 
have children tell you whether the trait is true for snakes, lizards, or both. For example: These reptiles 
have backbones (both). These reptiles have eyelids (lizards).
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All About Snakes and Lizards

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	complete	the	diagram.

	 4 has	a	backbone

	 4 has	scales

	 4 no	ears

	 4 has	ear	holes

	 4 no	eyelids

	 4 sheds	skin

	 4 cold-blooded

	 4 has	eyelids

	 4 smells	with	tongue

	 4 has	legs

	 4 no	legs

Challenge

If	you	could	choose	a	lizard	or	a	snake	for	a	pet,	which	one	would	you	pick?	Write	your	
answer	and	the	reasons	why	you	chose	it	on	the	back	of	this	paper.

Snakes LizardsBoth
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Amazon Adventure
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 378
• Photos illustrate concept vocabulary
• Glossary of key concept vocabulary
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Text may appear above or below the photographs
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Compound words: everywhere,	rainforest,	sunlight
 • Proper nouns: Amazon	River,	Amazon	Rainforest,	South	America

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the word forest on the board, and invite students to share their ideas about forests. You might 

show them a simple picture to prompt discussion. Encourage them to describe the plant life, the 
animal life, and the weather in a forest. Ask students if they think most forests have a winter season. 
Ask if they can imagine a forest that does not. Write rain and forest, and repeat the new word with 
the group. Invite students who might have prior knowledge of rain forests to share what they know. 
Ask students what kinds of questions they might have about this book.

2. Have students flip through the book to examine the photographs. Since the plants and animals 
might be new to them, help students skim the text to find the names. Have volunteers repeat names 
to build proficiency.

During Reading
1. Turn to the table of contents and read the entries together. Discuss how this book is organized: first, it 

explains the rain forest, and then it explores the plants, animals, and people who live there. Review the 
questions posed by students before reading, and let them decide in which chapters their questions might 
be answered.  

2. Guide students through any difficult words, modeling fluency for them. Have them reread each sentence 
after you.

After Reading
• Recall students’ initial ideas about forests. Have them explain how a rain forest differs from the forests 

they might be familiar with. Using a wall map, show the location of the equator, South America, and 
the Amazon River. Have students locate their state and nearest city. Explain that the closer one is to the 
equator, the warmer the weather.

• Invite a volunteer to read the third sentence on page 4: “Plants love warm, wet climates.” Write	
warm,	wet	climates on the board, and circle warm and wet. Share with students that these words are 
adjectives. They describe what things are like. Challenge students to find other adjectives and write the 
nouns they modify on a chart.
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Amazon Adventure

Directions:

1. Imagine  that you took a trip to the Amazon Rainforest. Think about what you  
might have seen there. 

2. In  the space below, draw a picture of something you would see in the rainforest.

3. Then write three sentences to go with your picture.
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Big, Bigger, Biggest
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 520
•	 Glossary words:	Arctic,	blubber,	graph,	mammals,	prey,	reptiles,	tusk
• Photos illustrate animals in text
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Text and photo side-by-side on page 2
• Graph on page 14
• Compound words:	however,	something
• Proper nouns:	Arctic,	Africa,	South	American,	Komodo
•	 Hyphenated words:	grayish-brown

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write big on the board. Have students list something that is big. Then write bigger. Have 

students list something that is bigger. Repeat for biggest. Now do it again, this time using specific 
categories, such as buildings, books, vehicles, or something easily categorized by students.

2. Have students look at the cover of the book and identify the animal. Discuss its relative 
size. Have students guess what big animals might be in this book. Which animal might be 
featured as biggest?

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students identify the animal in the photo. Then have them read 

the table of contents and name a big animal that they know of that fits each category: on land, in the 
ocean, with scales. Have them guess what the mystery might be.  

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students identify the animals in the photos and look for their names in the 
text. Have students read both pages. 

3. Continue in a similar fashion through page 13. Read page 14 together and challenge the group to 
answer to solve the mystery on this page. (Elephants and giraffes were left off because they were 
measured in height, from the ground up. The animals on the chart are featured by length, from nose to 
tail.)

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review each spread in the book. Have students find out how long, tall, or heavy each animal is. Write 

the measurements on the board in pairs, and have volunteers explain which number is greater than or 
less than. Write the appropriate sign, > or <, to show the relationship between the measurements.

• Look the through the book to find words that describe size (small,	big,	tall,	huge, and so on). Write 
these words on the board and then have students write their comparative forms. For example: small,	
smaller,	smallest. Discuss the endings –er and –est as well as words that don’t follow this pattern (for 
example: good,	better,	best).
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Big, Bigger, Biggest

Directions: Draw	lines	to	match.

1.
4 9	feet	 	 tallest

4 13	feet	 	 tall

4 16	feet	 	 taller	

2.
4 2,000	pounds	 	 heavier

4 7,000	pounds	 	 heaviest

4 5,000	pounds	 	 heavy

3.
4 blue	whale	 	 	 large

4 walrus	 	 	 	 largest

4 elephant	seal	 	 	 larger

4.
4 10	inches	 	 	 longest

4 13	inches	 	 	 longer

4 21	inches	 	 	 long

Directions:	Make	a	graph.	List	the	animal	names	from	shortest	word	to	longest	word.	
(Don’t	count	the	space	between	animal	names	made	from	2	words.)

4 anaconda

4 blue	whale

4 elephant

4 elephant	seal

4 giraffe

4 grizzly	bear

4 hippopotamus

4 Komodo	dragon

4 polar	bear

4 rhinoceros

4 walrus

4 whale	shark

  w      a       l        r     u      s   							
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Built from Stone
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 508
•	 Glossary words:	cement,	concrete,	foundation,	limestone,	marble,	
	 quarry,	sandstone
• Photos complement text
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Compound words:	limestone,	sandstone,	everyone,	sometimes,	
	 driveways,	sidewalks,	something
• Proper nouns:	Empire	State	Building,	New	York	City,	White	House

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Bring a small stone to class. Pass it around, encouraging students to describe it. If they don’t 

describe it as strong, introduce that into the discussion. Talk about the things that people build with 
stone and why they choose stone for some projects.

2. Have students find Stone in the title of the book. Have them look at the things that are built 
from stone in the photo. Ask them to list other things that are built from stone that might be 
featured in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Talk about the meaning of 

each section title and make predictions about the possible content of each section.  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the section heading and talk about what is happening to the 

stone in each photo. Ask students to think about why the book might start with this information, and then 
have them read the pages to confirm their guesses. 

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book. Use the photos, section headings, and 
selected words in the text to preview any unfamiliar or difficult vocabulary.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Challenge students to list objects and structures around the school that are made from stone. If possible, 

take a short walk to view some of these examples. Talk about why these things were made from stone, 
and find out what kind of stone has been used, if possible.

• Create a two-column chart on the board with these headings:	Kinds	of	stone, Made	from	stone. Have 
students look through the book to find words that fit under each heading. Then have them do some 
research to find more words that will fit in each category.
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Built from Stone

Directions: What	have	you	learned	about	stone	from	reading	this	book?	Write	one	fact	
about	stone	or	things	that	are	built	from	stone	in	each	of	the	numbered	stones	below.
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Computers
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 193
• High-frequency words: a,	and,	are,	but,	can,	do,	for,	from,	have,	in,

is,	lot,	of,	on,	or,	out,	that,	the,	their,	them,	they,	this,	to,	too,	use,	with,	
	 you,	your		
• Average text per page: one to three sentences, three to 14 words each
• Punctuation: period, comma, exclamation mark
• Good photo/text support
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Four lines of text two pages
• Compound words: everywhere,	butterfly,	honeycombs,	snowflake
• Words with multiple syllables: 3 (computers,	everywhere,	connected,	internet,	emailing,	another,	

criminals), 4 (information,	communicate,	investigate)
• Concept vocabulary: communicate,	computers,	emailing,	information,	internet,	investigate,	texting,	

tweeting,	topics,	type,	Web	sites

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the following words on the board: monitor,	screen,	keyboard,	mouse,	laptop. Ask children 

what you are describing. Write computers on the board. Discuss how they use them at school and 
at home.

2. Have children read the title on the cover of the book. Discuss the kind of computer the girl in the 
photo is using and what she might be doing with that computer.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have children read the title. Have children compare the author’s 

name on the cover with the same words on the title page. Have children read the table of contents.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children discuss who is using computers in each photo and where they 

might be as they are working on their computers. Then have children both pages.
3. As children read the remaining pages, have them first find the “computer words” on each page 

(emailing,	typing,	texting, and so on). This will help them read the text more fluently as they read each 
page.

4. On page 16, talk about how children use computers for school and for fun.

After Reading
• Create a two-column chart with these headings: Who Uses Computers, What They Use Computers For. 

Go back through the book to find examples to include on the chart. Then invite children to add to the 
chart with other examples they know from experience. For instance, librarians use computers to check 
out books.

• Using the word list you started with prior to reading the book, have children add other “computer 
words” to the list. Words from the text include:	internet,	emailing,	texting,	tweeting,	Web	site. 
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Computers

Directions: Use	the	words	from	the	box	to	finish	each	sentence	about	computers.

4 artists

4 communicate

4 computers

4 draw

4 email

4 fun

4 information

4 internet

4 learn

4 read

4 send

4 type

4 watch

4 web

4 work

	 1.	 A																																																															is	a	machine	that	people	use	for	work	and	fun.

	 2.	 You	can																																																																																											a	book	on	a	computer.

	 3.	 Police	officers	use	computers	to	help	them	do	their																																																									.

	 4.	 People	use	computers	to	look	up																									when	they	need	to	know	something.

	 5.	 Computers	are	connected	to	each	other	through	the																																																				.

	 6.	 People	write	letters	to	each	other	when	they																																																																				.

	 7.	 Computers	make	it	easy	for	people	who	are	far	apart	from	each	other	to																			.

	 8.	 You	can																		an	email,	a	tweet,	or	a	text	message	to	someone	on	a	computer.

	 9.	 People	use	computers	to	look	up	information	on																																																							sites.

10.		You	can	use	computers	to																																																														pictures	and	cartoons.

11.	 Doctors,	scientists,	and																																		use	computers	to	help	them	do	their	work.

12.	 At	school,	teachers	use	computers	to	help	children																																							new	things.

13.	 You	use	the	keys	on	a	computer	to																																																																				messages.

14.	 You	can																																																																																												movies	on	a	computer.

15.	 Many	people	play	games	on	computers	when	they	want	to	have																																.

Challenge

Do	you	know	the	parts	of	a	computer?	Draw	a	picture	of	a	computer	on	the	back	of	
this	page	and	label	the	parts.
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4 send

4 type

4 watch

4 web

4 work

Desert Seasons
Sceince

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 419
•	 Glossary words:	amphibian,	cycle,	ecosystem,	hibernate,	migrate,	
	 monsoon,	pollinate
• Photos complement text
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content
• Predictable seasonal format

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Compound words: southwest,	sunshine,	wildflowers,	butterflies,	rainstorms,	sometimes,	

mockingbirds,	woodpeckers,	underground
• Proper nouns: Sonoran	Desert,	United	States,	Arizona,	California,	February,	April,	Mexico,	May,	

June,	July,	August,	September,	December

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write the word desert on the board. Have students supply words that describe the desert, such as 

hot, dry, sandy, cactus, and so on. Make sure students understand that a desert is a place that gets 
very little rain. Ask them if they think the desert changes with the seasons; have them explain their 
thinking.

2. Have students find the word Desert in the title. Ask them what seasons are. Have students 
name the seasons, and then ask if they can tell from the photo what season it is in this 
desert.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students identify the plants in the photos as cactus. Then have 

them read the table of contents.  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the section heading. Help them read and pronounce 

Sonoran, as well as	California,	Arizona, and Mexico. Have students read the pages.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the text. Use the section headings to establish an 

organizational framework for reading and discussion of the photos to preview any difficult or unfamiliar 
vocabulary.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Find the Sonoran Desert on a map. Then find where you live. Compare the two locations. Set up a 

two-column chart. Have students compare the seasons where they live with the seasons of the Sonoran 
Desert. Invite students to share anything that surprised them about the desert.

• Point out that this book is loaded with describing words, or adjectives. Select sentences from the book to 
write on the board. Challenge students to find the adjectives and the nouns they describe. For example: 
There	are	many	amazing	plants	and	animals	that	live	here (amazing/plants and animals).
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Desert Seasons

Directions: Use	words	from	the	book	and	what	you	learned	about	the	Sonoran	Desert	to	
finish	the	web	about	the	desert.

Sonoran Desert
Animals

Weather

Plants

Challenge

Draw	a	picture	of	the	Sonoran	Desert	on	the	back	of	this	page.	Write	the	name	of	the	
season	next	to	it.
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Divided By
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 470
• Glossary words: divide,	division,	equal,	group,	numeral,	problem
• Photos illustrate numbers and familiar objects
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to nine lines of text on a page
• Numerals and math equations in text
• Math symbols: ÷, =
• Use of quotation marks

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Ask students to divide themselves into two groups. Ask students what they did to divide into two 

groups. Help them articulate that dividing means to break something into smaller, equal parts.
2. Have students find the word Divided in the title and read the entire title. Ask them how the pins on 

the cover have been divided into two equal groups (standing vs. fallen). Have students tell how 
many pins are in each group. Write 10 ÷ 2 = 5 and read it aloud, pointing out that “divided by” is 
the title of the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students look at the photo. Ask how this group has been 

divided. Read the table of contents.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Discuss the photos and the number of cars in each. Then discuss how they have 

been divided in the second photo. Use words students will encounter in the text, such as equal,	groups,	
smaller. Have students begin reading.

3. Briefly flip through the remaining pages of the book and point out the photos on each spread. Have 
students conclude that the format of the book will remain similar to the one they encountered on pages 2 
and 3. Have students read the remainder of the book.

After Reading
• Encourage students to summarize what they’ve learned in this book. Talk about why it’s important to 

know how to divide. Suggest scenarios in the classroom where dividing this is important. Work through 
some examples such as dividing a box of crayons among art students, dividing the class to work at 
various learning stations, and so on. Say the example in words and then write the equation in numbers.

• Write divide on the board and have students find two more versions of the word in the text (dividing,	
division). Discuss the parts of speech and correct usage of each. Write other math words on the board 
and have students say their variants: add,	adding,	addition;	subtract,	subtracting,	subtraction;	multiply,	
multiplying,	multiplication. Have students volunteer other examples, such as celebrate, celebrating,	
celebration;	compete,	competing,	competition.
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Divided By

Directions: Draw	a	line	to	divide	each	group.	Write	the	matching	number	sentence.

a a      a a
1.	 Divide	the	picture	into	2	equal	groups.

	 														÷															=														

/ / /     / / /
2.	Divide	the	picture	into	2	equal	groups.

	 														÷															=												

eeee   eeee
3.	Divide	the	picture	into	2	equal	groups.

	 														÷															=												

eeee  eeee  eeee
4.		Divide	the	picture	into	3	equal	groups.

	 														÷															=												

YYYYY  YYYYY  YYYYY

5.	 Divide	the	picture	into	3	equal	groups.

	 														÷															=												

,,,   ,,,   ,,,
6.	 Divide	the	picture	into	3	equal	groups.

	 														÷															=												

Example:

H	H H H							H H H H H
Divide	the	picture	into	2	equal	groups.

	      10    		÷	    2      		=	    5      

Directions:	Write	the	matching	math	symbol	in	the	box.

1.	 plus	

2.	 minus			

3.	 divided	by		

4.	 times	

5.	 equals		

6.	 greater	than

7.	 less	than		

Challenge

Write	each	number	sentence	using	only	words.	Use	the	back	of	this	paper.

14		÷	2	=		7

	8		+		9	=	17

11		–		3		=		8

	4		x		6		=	24
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Dollars and Cents
MathProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 405
• Glossary words: bill,	buy,	change,	clerk,	price,	sale
• Photos illustrate objects
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content
• Consistent print placement

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to six lines of text per page
• Numbers embedded within text
• Math symbols: +, =, -, $
• Compound words: doughnut, leftover,	something,	popcorn

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Pass around a few simple objects and have students guess about how much they cost. Write the 

prices on the board, using both numerals and words. Discuss the relationship between dollars and 
cents, and review how they are written.

2. Have students look at the cover of the book and read the title. Look at the coins on the cover. Have 
students name them and tell what each is worth. Add up the amount of money in each person’s 
hand. Write it on the board.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Ask them to estimate the 

amount of money it takes to buy a doughnut and go to a movie.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Make sure they read the section heading, and then let them respond to the 

photos. What do those pictures have to do with spending money? Have students read both pages.
3. On pages 4 and 5, have students guess what the girl is doing by looking at the photos. Have them read 

the text.
4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages. Challenge them to read the text as smoothly as 

they can, including the number sentences. You may want to have them practice reading a few of these 
out loud to make sure they are doing it correctly. 

5. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Challenge students to demonstrate the money concepts they read about in the book. Write a price on 

the board, along with a fictional amount of money a buyer might have. For example: Box of cookies = 
$.50. We have $5.00. How much money will be leftover? Let students take turns making story problems 
for the others to solve.

• Write cents on the board. Then write sense and scents on the board. Ask students how these words 
are the same and how they are different. Challenge students to come up with other examples of 
homophones (add/ad,	blue/blew,	ate/eight,	knew/new, etc.).
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Dollars and Cents

Directions: Write	a	story	about	someone	who	spends	money.	Use	the	words	in	the	box	
in	your	story.

4 spend

4 money

4 buy

4 amount

4 price

4 pay

4 bill

4 dollar

4 costs

4 cents

4 change

4 sale

																																																																																																																																																																																																						

																																																																																																																																																																																																						

																																																																																																																																																																																																						

																																																																																																																																																																																																						

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																											

																																																																																																																																																																																																						

																																																																																																																																																																																																						

Challenge

Write	a	number	sentence	that	goes	with	your	story.

1.																																																																																																																																																																																														

2.																																																																																																																																																																																																		

3.																																																																																																																																																																																																			
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4 bill

4 dollar

4 costs

4 cents

4 change

4 sale

Everybody Moves
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 385
• Glossary words: balance,	flippers,	hind,	roof,	muscles,	parachute	
• Photos illustrate text
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
•	 Up to six lines of text on a page
• Compound words: everybody,	sometimes,	onto

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have students stand up and do some simple movements, such as swinging their arms or marching. 

Ask students to come up with one word that describes what they have done. When someone 
suggests move, write that on the board. Talk about all the different kinds of ways people move.

2. Have students read the title of the book. Have students describe how the girl on the cover is moving.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students describe how the person and the animal in the photo 

are moving. Have them find jumping in the table of contents. Have students read the table of contents. 
Ask them which kind of moving they like to do. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the section heading. Talk about how the lamb and the girl 
are moving. Have students read the book.

3. On pages 4 and 5, have students read the heading. Then have them compare the kind of movement 
being done in each photo. Have them read the pages. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder 
of the text.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Have students reread page 2. Ask them to pick one sentence from this page that tells the main idea of 

this book. Have them defend their choices.
• There are many verbs in this book. Have students find all of the verbs. Group the verbs according to 

those that end in –ing and those that don’t. Can students think of other ways to group the verbs? 
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Everybody Moves

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.

4 arm

4 bird

4 climb

4 dog

4 dolphin

4 everybody

4 fingers

4 flippers

4 fly

4 foot

4 frog

4 grab

4 hands

4 hoof

4 horse

4 human

4 jump

4 kangaroo

4 kick

4 leg

4 monkey

4 muscles

4 penguin

4 run

4 stand

4 swim

4 tails

4 toes

4 walk

4 wings

 Animals 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 People 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 Ways to Move 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 Body Parts 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Directions:	Use	words	from	the	chart	to	finish	each	sentence.

1.																																																									can																																																								.	People	can	too.
	 (animal	name)	 	 	 	 	 	(moving	word)

2.																																																									can																																																								.	People	can	too.
	 (animal	name)	 	 	 	 	 (moving	word)

3.																																																									can																																																								.	People	can	too.
	 (animal	name)	 	 	 	 	 (moving	word)

4.																																																									can																																																								.	People	can	too.
	 (animal	name)	 	 	 	 	 (moving	word)
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Finding Patterns
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 429
• Glossary words: dominoes,	honeycomb,	patchwork	quilt,	pattern,	
	 spiral,	weaving	
• Photos illustrate most glossary words
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Some familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content
• Text directs interaction with photos

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Compound words: staircase,	honeycomb,	beeswax,	patchwork,	everywhere,	artwork

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Call attention to clothing worn by students or anything in the room that has a pattern. Write pattern 

on the board and discuss its meaning. Write a pattern of letters, such as ABBABBA on the board 
and have students guess what comes next. Do the same with a pattern of numbers.

2. Have students find Patterns on the cover of the book and then identify a pattern in the photo. 
Ask them to read the title. Encourage students to predict other objects with patterns that might be 
featured in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Ask them which section 

the photo on this page would go in (Patterns from Lines). 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Invite students to study the photos before they begin reading. Ask where they 

see patterns on this page, and describe them. Have them scan the pages to find the words pattern(s) 
and repeat(ing). Ask them what a pattern has that is repeating.

3. Continue in this way for the remaining pages. Encourage students to describe the patterns they see, and 
to indicate words that are new or difficult.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Choose photographs at random from the book and invite students to explain the patterns. Then have 

students take turns drawing a pattern on the board or on paper and letting another student add to the 
drawing following the same pattern. Discuss students’ patterns, including the use of color and shapes or 
designs.

• Review the compound words in the book. Have students identify the two words that make up each 
compound. Discuss how knowing the meaning of each small word can help students figure out the 
meaning of the larger word. Ask students for examples of other compound words.
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Finding Patterns

Directions: Follow	the	instructions	to	create	patterns	in	each	row.

Example:	

	 Make	a	pattern	using	shapes.

1.	 Make	a	pattern	using	dots.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

2.	 Make	a	pattern	using	lines.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

3.	 Make	a	pattern	using	shapes.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

4.	 Make	a	pattern	using	numbers.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

5.	 Make	a	pattern	using	colors.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

6.	 Make	a	pattern	using	letters.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Directions:	Use	your	crayons	to	make	a	patchwork	quilt.	
Color	the	squares	to	make	a	pattern.
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Forest Doubles
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 373
• Glossary words: double,	female,	insect,	mammal,	nectar,	twice	
• Photos illustrate numbers, doubling, animals
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Math equations included in text
• Math symbols: +, x, =
• Math vocabulary: add,	double,	twice,	multiply

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Hold up two identical objects, such as two pens. Ask students if they are “seeing double.” Point out 

that this means seeing two of the same thing. Write double on the board. Explain that to double 
something can also mean to make two times the amount of something. Hold up one finger and then 
double it by holding up two fingers. Practice with other examples of doubling.

2. Have students look at the photo on the cover of the book. Ask them what is they see two of (deer). 
Ask them how many deer they would have to add to these to double the number of animals (two). 
Write the number sentence: 2 + 2 =4. Ask what other number sentence could be used to show the 
same thing: 2 x 2 = 4. Have students read the title of the book and guess why the book is called 
Forest	Doubles.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. After they have identified 

the animals in the photo, have them guess what animals might be featured in each section in the book. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students identify the animal in the photo and find its name in the text. Then 

have them find and read aloud the number sentences before having them read both pages.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book: identifying the animals, counting them, 

scanning the text for their names, then reading the entire text and equations.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Rewrite the number sentences from the book, omitting the answers to each. Have students give the 

answers to these equations. Then work with 8, 9, and 10 to write number sentences doubling those 
numbers. Challenge students to go as high as they can with accuracy.

• Write +, x, = on the board. Identify those as symbols, or pictures that stand for words. Have students 
give examples of math symbols (- , /) or other symbols used in writing or around the room (&, ©, $, #, 
@, and so on).
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Forest Doubles

Directions: Finish	the	chart.	The	first	one	has	been	done	for	you.

 
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Multiplication 
Sentence

1	x	2	=	2

Directions:	Read	each	set	of	clues.	Write	the	name	of	the	forest	animal	that	matches	
the	clues.

1.	 																																																																																I	have	a	shell,	a	soft	body,	and	no	legs.	

I	move	very	slowly.	

2.	 																																																																																I	sleep	during	the	day	and	hunt	at	

night.	I	look	like	I’m	wearing	a	mask.

3.	 																																																																																I	have	beautiful	wings.	I	sip	nectar	from	

flowers.	I	am	an	insect.

 
Dots

l

 
Doubled Dots

l	l

Addition  
Sentence

1	+	1	=	2
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From 1 to 100
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 483
• Glossary words: digit,	estimate,	equal,	halfway,	numeral,	skip-counting	
• Photos illustrate numbers and objects
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Mix of numerals and words in text
• Compound words: football,	airplane,	birthday
• Proper nouns: U.S.	Senate

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Put 100 of something in a jar and ask students to guess, or estimate, how many items the jar 

contains. Write the estimates on the board. Invite students to help you count the objects. Point out 
that putting them in groups of ten makes them easier to count. Compare their predictions against the 
actual number. Who guessed there were 100?

2. Have students find the number 100 on the cover. Then have them read the title. Have them guess, 
or estimate the number of blocks in the photo. Then point out that the there really is no way to know 
how many blocks are in the photo without counting them, and that would be hard to do since they 
can’t all be seen or be put into groups of 10. 

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students find 100 in the photo. What does that number mean 

on this bill? Have students read the table of contents. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students scan the pages to find the number 100 and the words one 

hundred. Help them make the connection between 10 groups of 10 on each page. Have students read 
both pages.

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book: looking at the pictures, finding significant 
vocabulary in the text, reading the pages.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Discuss what is 100 in students’ lives. Display a calendar, for instance, and work together to find out 

what day it will be 100 days from today. Or have them find a book with 100 pages. Can they find a 
box with 100 crayons? Brainstorm other examples of 100.

• Talk about how the world will change 100 years from now. Have each student write a brief description 
of how the world might look and function in 100 years.
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From 1 to 100

1.	Count	by	ones.	Begin	with	1	and	end	with	100.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

2.	Count	by	fives.	Begin	with	5	and	end	with	100.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

3.	Count	by	tens.	Begin	with	10	and	end	with	100.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ,

																							10	stacks	of	10	cubes

																							1	dollar’s	worth	of	pennies

																							3	stacks	of	50	cubes

																								2	senators	from	each	of	
the	50	states

																							fish	in	a	tank

																							one	hundred

																							a	three-digit	number

																							your	teacher’s	age

Directions:	Draw	a	line	to	match	each	word	with	its	definition.

skip-counting	 any	numeral	from	0	to	9

425	 a	guess	about	an	amount

digit	 the	same	as

estimate	 counting	by	groups	instead	of	one	at	a	time

equal	 a	three-digit	number
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History Rocks!
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 442
• Glossary words: granite,	honor,	marble,	memorial,	monument,	rights
• Photos illustrate text
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Many historical and geographic references
• Proper nouns: Grand	Canyon,	Colorado	River,	Earth,	American	Indians,	Pilgrims,	North	America,	

Massachusetts,	Plymouth	Rock,	Texas,	Mexico,	San	Antonio,	Alamo,	Washington	Monument,	
Washington,	D.C.,	George	Washington,	United	States,	Thomas	Jefferson,	Abraham	Lincoln,	Lincoln	
Memorial,	South	Dakota,	Mount	Rushmore,	Theodore	Roosevelt,	Crazy	Horse,	Sioux

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Brainstorm with students about some of the hardest substances on Earth. When someone says rocks, 

write the word on the board. Also write the word history. Discuss history as an account of things that 
have happened in the past. Talk about what connections there might be between rocks and history.

2. Have students read the title of the book. Discuss what it means when something “rocks” and what 
this might have to do with the photo on the book and the previous group discussion. See if anyone 
can identify the name, location, or historical significance of the “rock” in the photo.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents.   
2. Turn to page 2. Have students identify the photos if they can or scan the text for clues if they can’t. Point 

out that this book has many names of people and places. Talk about proper nouns and how to identify 
them in a text. Also review strategies for reading unfamiliar words.

3. Have students read pages 2 and 3. Briefly discuss any difficult terms or concepts. Continue in a similar 
fashion for the remaining pages of the book.

4. Have children identify the signs on pages 4 and 5, asking them to say where they would find each sign. 
Say the words school and playground and have them find those words in the text.

5. Invite children to identify the sentence pattern in the text (A ____ sign.) Then have students identify the 
signs before reading the text on pages 5 and 6.

6. On page 8, talk about why the sign shows a picture of a deer. Ask children to read the text.

After Reading
• Review the photos in the book. Briefly discuss the significance of each place or thing made from stone. 

As you discuss each example, take a moment to find the location of the example on a map or globe. 
Then talk about examples of history that “rocks” in your state or community.

• Review the definition of proper nouns as the actual names of people, places, or things. Have students 
look through the book for proper nouns. Work together to complete a three-column chart: People, Places, 
Things.
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History Rocks!

Directions: Think	of	a	person	you	admire.	Then	design	a	statue	or	monument	to	honor	
that	person.	Under	your	picture,	finish	the	sentences	to	describe	your	work.

A	person	I	admire	is																																																																																																																						.

I	admire	this	person	because																																																																																																																																									

																																																																																																																																																							.

My	structure	is	a	good	way	to	honor	this	person	because																																																																																																																																									

																																																																																																																																																								.

The	place	I	would	build	my	structure	is																																																																																						

because																																																																																																																																								.
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If the Shoe Fits
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 568
• Glossary words: decorate,	design,	factories,	last,	materials,	protect
• Photos illustrate content
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to nine lines of text on a page
• Historical references
• Proper nouns: Middle	Ages,	Europe,	George	Washington	

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Direct attention to your shoes. Have students describe them. Encourage students to describe not 

only what your shoes look like, but also their purpose. For example, are they fancy shoes? Practical 
shoes? Sports shoes? Talk about what all shoes have in common.

2. Have students read the title of the book. Give them some background on this expression if 
necessary, and talk about how that meaning may or may not relate to the content of this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Talk about the possible 

content of each section, based on the headings listed.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students compare the shoes in the photos on these pages. Talk about how 

they are similar and different. Have students read the text.
3. Look at the photos on pages 4 and 5. Have students read the section heading. Talk about how these 

shoes compare to the shoes students wear. Have them read both pages.
4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages. Help them manage the multiple lines of text by 

modeling how to track print from one line to the next with a finger.
5. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Ask students to share the most surprising thing they learned about shoes from this book. Encourage 

students to imagine they lived long ago. Would they have enjoyed wearing shoes back then? Why or 
why not?

• Have each student take off one shoe and put all the shoes into a pile. Have students come up with 
criteria for sorting the shoes into two groups, such as boys’ shoes and girls’ shoes. Then have students 
think of criteria for sorting the shoes into three groups. Can they do four? More?
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If the Shoe Fits

Directions: Finish	the	time	line	by	writing	in	the	kind	of	shoes	that	match	each	date.	Use	
the	words	in	the	box.	Use	the	book	to	help	you.

4 right	and	left	shoes

4 leaves,	vines,	skins

4 decorated	shoes

4 long	pointed	shoes,	wooden	shoes

4 shoes	made	in	factories

4 tall	platform	shoes

Prehistoric times             Today

4 3

Directions:	Imagine	you	have	just	won	a	contest	to	design	a	fancy	pair	of	shoes	for	a	
movie	star	or	an	athlete	or	some	other	famous	person.	Draw	your	award-winning	design	
below.
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It’s a Dog’s Life
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 359
• Glossary words: guide	dog,	harness,	herding	dog,	scent,	sense,	
	 therapy	dog,	train
• Photos illustrate text
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to five lines of text on some pages
• Sentences in present tense

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Ask students who have pet dogs to share the things their dogs can do. Expand the discussion to 

include dogs that help people.
2. Have students read the title of the book. Point out the two apostrophes, and the difference between 

how they are used (contraction, possessive). Ask students what they think this book might be about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the table of contents and review its purpose. Have students read the entries.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students identify: the section heading, the photos, the body of the text, 

words in bold type. Practice looking up the bold words in the glossary. Have students read both pages.
3. On pages 4 and 5, have students read the section header and both pages. Discuss how the photos on 

each page relate to the text on each page. Read pages 6 and 7.
4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages, encouraging students to use section heads, 

photos, the glossary, and other text features and strategies as needed when they encounter difficulties 
with the reading. 

5. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Write it’s and don’t on the board. Review these contractions, including the use of the apostrophe and 

base words. Have students provide examples of other contractions and their base words. Then write 
dog’s on the board. Review the use of the apostrophes in possessives. Have students provide examples 
of other plurals. Talk about how readers can tell the difference between these two kinds of words when 
they encounter them in text.
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It’s a Dog’s Life

Directions: Use	information	from	the	book	to	finish	the	chart.

 Kind of dog

4 herding	dog

4 police	dog

4 service	dog

4 guide	dog

4 therapy	dog

4 hearing	dog

4 pet	dog

Kind of work it does

																																																																																																								

																																																																																																			

																																																																																																						

																																																																																																		

																																																																																																						

																																																																																																								

																																																																																																								

Directions:	No	matter	what	kind	of	work	a	dog	does,	its	owner’s	job	is	to	take	good	care	
of	that	dog.	In	the	space	below,	list	4	things	that	every	dog	owner	should	do	to	take	
good	care	of	their	pet.

The Job of a Dog Owner:

1.																																																																																																																																																						

2.																																																																																																																																																						

3.																																																																																																																																																						

4.																																																																																																																																																						

Challenge

A	baby	dog	is	called	a	puppy.	What	is	a	baby	cat	called?	How	many	other	baby		
animal	names	do	you	know?	Write	them	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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Leading the Way
Social StudiesProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 566
• Glossary words: Braille,	strike,	union,	wages
• Photos illustrate content
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Section heading on right hand page
• Up to nine lines of text on a page
• Historical and geographical references
• Compound words:	sometimes,	someone,	anyway,	baseball
• Proper nouns: Elizabeth	Blackwell,	United	States,	Cesar	Chavez,	English,	Spanish,	California,	Helen	

Keller,	Annie	Sullivan,	Braille,	Jackie	Robinson,	Major	League	Baseball	

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Ask students to name leaders in the school (principal, teacher, coach, for example). Talk about the 

characteristics these people have in common. List them on the board. Broaden the discussion to include 
qualities that make someone a good leader. Write the word leader on the board.

2. Have students read the title. Ask someone to name the base word for leader and leading. Ask students 
to identify the person in the photo. If they can’t, tell them that they will be learning about this person as 
they read. Ask students what they can learn about this person just by looking at the photo.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students study the photo. If they still do not know who this is, 

ask if they can figure out which pages of the book might tell them the answer. If they already know Jackie 
Robinson, have them speculate about the people who might be considered leaders in medicine and for 
workers. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have children read page 2. Discuss how you can tell the person in the photo is a 
leader. Have students read page 2.

3. Then look at the photo on page 3. Does this look like a leader? Have students read pages 3 through 5 to 
find out who she is.

4. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages, stopping after each section to discuss how each 
person was a leader and what problem they helped to overcome.

After Reading
• Write the names of each person in the book on the board. Ask students to imagine that they could travel 

back in time. Which person in the book would they most like to meet? Have each student write down one 
question that they would most like to ask that person. Ask other questions too, such as which person had the 
most obstacles to overcome? Which person would they most like to have as a substitute teacher? Review 
the term biography and discuss how this book fits into that category. If possible, have some appropriately 
leveled biographies of other notable historical figures for students to read and compare to this one.

• Have students pick a present-day leader to research and write about. Invite students to share their 
biographical sketches with the class.
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Leading the Way

Directions: Use	information	from	the	book	to	finish	the	chart.

Leader Job Problem to Overcome What Changed?

Directions:	Think	about	someone	you	know	who	is	a	leader.	Finish	the	sentences	that	tell	
about	that	person.

																																																																																																																											is	a	good	leader.

I	know	about	this	person	because																																																																																																																											

																																																																																																																																																								.

He/She	is	a	good	leader	because																																																																																																																										

																																																																																																																																																								.

One	thing	that	this	leader	and	I	have	in	common	is																																																																																																																											

																																																																																																																																																								.
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Lend a Hand
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 321
• Glossary words: charity,	community,	neighborhood,	raise,	recycle,	
	 volunteer
• Photos illustrate text
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to five lines of text on some pages
• Compound words: anymore,	cardboard	

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have students help you prepare for the reading session. Have them hand out books, write 

vocabulary words on the board, and so on. When they’re done, discuss what just happened. 
Explain the term	lend	a	hand. Ask for other examples.

2. Have students read the title. Then discuss what the boy in the photo is doing to lend a hand. Discuss 
other ways students lend a hand at home.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Discuss what is being 

done to lend a hand in the photo.
2. Turn to page 2. Have students read the section heading. Then discuss how the people in the photos are 

lending a hand at home. Have students read both pages.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book. Use section headings and discussions about 

photos to preview potentially unfamiliar or difficult concepts and vocabulary in the text.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Go through the book to find verbs that end with –ing. Write these on the board. Then write the base 

word for each verb. Point out that some base words are changed when adding –ing, while others are 
not. Have students work through the list on the board and then add examples of other verbs that are not 
in the book.

• Talk about why lending a hand is important. Have students work together as a group to make a list of 
ways they can help one another in class. Post the list in the room.
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Lend a Hand

Directions: Use	each	word	in	a	sentence	about	helping	others.

1.	 charity																																																																																																																																							.

2.	 community																																																																																																																																.

3.	 neighborhood																																																																																																																											.

4.	 raise																																																																																																																																											.

5.	 recycle																																																																																																																																						.

6.	 volunteer																																																																																																																																			.

4 Where to lend a hand

		 At	home

	 At	school

	 In	the	community

	 On	the	planet

4 How to lend a hand

1.

2.

1.

2.

1.

2.

1.

2.

Challenge

It	feels	good	to	help	someone	else,	but	sometimes	we	need	help	with	things	ourselves.	
On	the	back	of	this	paper,	write	down	something	that	you	would	like	help	with.	Then	
write	down	who	you	could	ask	to	help	you.
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Look and Learn
ScienceProcedure

Before Reading
Review the Supports

• Word count: 417
•	 Glossary words:	algae,	binoculars,	microscope,	MRI	machine,	
	 telescope,	X	ray		
• Photos illustrate content
• Some familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to six lines of text on a page
• Compound word: butterfly,	inside
• Proper nouns: Earth,	MRI	machine

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Show students a pair of eyeglasses and ask what they are used for. Confirm that glasses help people 

see better. Call attention to the glass lens, and point out that the shape helps focus images that are 
far away or close up, depending on what the wearer needs. Ask students if they can think of other 
objects or tools that help people see things far away or close up (magnifying	glass,	microscope,	
binoculars,	telescope).

2. Look at the photo on the cover of the book. Ask students what tool the girl is using 
(microscope). Talk about what microscopes do (make things look bigger) and what scientists 
use them for. Read the title. Use the title, the photo, and the previous discussion to have 
students predict what this book might be about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students guess what the photo shows (close-up of a leaf). Have 

students read the table of contents. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students discuss what the people in the photos are doing and why. If 

students say binoculars, have them find it in the text. If they don’t, introduce it to the discussion and then 
find it in the text. Also have students find scientists before reading both pages.

3. Consider in a similar fashion for the remaining pages. Discuss the section heading and the photos before 
reading the text, using the conversation as an opportunity to preview unfamiliar or difficult vocabulary.

After Reading
• Make a concept web on the board. Write Tools in the center circle. Then go on to list tools scientists use 

(from the book), tools teachers use, tools carpenters use, and so on. Talk about how the tools are different 
and how they are the same. Ask students what tools they use in school as learners.

• Write look on the board. Ask students to change the first letter to make a word that means to have stolen 
something: took. Then ask them to change one letter in took to make a word that describes something 
people use to help them make their work easier: tool. Have students change one more letter to make a 
different word (cool, for instance). See how long students can keep the chain going, changing just one 
letter at a time to make a new word. Or start over with a different word, such as more (move,	love,	lose,	
lost,	list, etc).
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Look and Learn

Directions: Use	the	words	from	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.	(Hint:	You	will	have	to	use	one	
of	the	words	twice.)

Name of Tool

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

Usesful for looking at

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

4 algae

4 binoculars

4 birds

4 body

4 microscope

4 MRI	machine

4 stars

4 telescope

4 X	ray

Directions:	Look	at	all	of	the	letters	that	are	in	these	words.	See	how	many	smaller	words	
you	can	make	out	of	these	big	words.

 4 binoculars      4 microscope

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                

	

	 How long

 How far

 How heavy

	 How hot or cold

	

	 Standard System

1.																																																																			

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

6.																																																																		

7.																																																																			

8.																																																																			

Measure by Measure

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	help	you	fill	in	the	chart.

4 Celsius	scale

4 centimeters

4 Fahrenheit	scale

4 feet

4 grams

4 inches

4 kilograms

4 kilometers

Directions: Each	word	below	comes	from	the	book.	Write	the	word	that	is	the	opposite.

1.	 fast/																												

2.	 hotter/																								

3.	 larger/																								

4.	 same/																									

5.	 long/																										

6.	 tall/																														

	 7.	 wide/																																

	 8.	 always/																											

	 9.	 far/																																				

10.	 boy/																																	

11.	 less	than/																								
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Measure by Measure
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 406
• Glossary: tables featuring Standard Measurement equivalents and 
 Metric Measurement equivalents		
• Photos illustrate objects
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Numerals embedded in text
• Compound words: someone,	something,	football,	fingertips
• Proper nouns: Standard,	Metric,	United	States,	Fahrenheit,	Celsius	

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Say to the group, “I need to put new paper on the bulletin board, but I’m not sure exactly how much 

paper I’ll need. What should I do?” When someone suggests that you measure, write the word on 
the board. Help students read it. Then write measurement next to it.

2. Have students read the title on the cover of the book. Ask what is being measured in the photo and 
how it is being measured. Talk about why someone would want to weigh apples.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students talk about what the boy is measuring in the photo. 

Then have students read the table of contents. Ask them what a measuring glossary might be. Turn to 
page 16 to find out for sure.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students find the words measuring and measurement in the text. Talk about 
what the photos show about measuring. Have students read both pages. 

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Choose something in the classroom to measure. Ask students to find the pages in the book that tell about 

that type of measurement. Encourage students to read those pages aloud. For example, you might look 
outside and wonder how cold it is out there. Students would turn to pages 12 and 13 and read.

• Have students work together to make a list of all of the measuring tools that are in the classroom. Invite 
them to add any others that they might have at home. 

	 Standard System

1.																																																																			

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

6.																																																																		

7.																																																																			

8.																																																																			

	 Metric System

	1.																																																																			

	2.																																																																			

	3.																																																																			

	4.																																																																			

	5.																																																																			

	6.																																																																		

	7.																																																																			

Measure by Measure

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	help	you	fill	in	the	chart.

4 Celsius	scale

4 centimeters

4 Fahrenheit	scale

4 feet

4 grams

4 inches

4 kilograms

4 kilometers

4 meters

4 Metric	tons

4 miles

4 ounces

4 pounds

4 tons

4 yards

Directions: Each	word	below	comes	from	the	book.	Write	the	word	that	is	the	opposite.

	 7.	 wide/																																

	 8.	 always/																											

	 9.	 far/																																				

10.	 boy/																																	

11.	 less	than/																								

12.	 full/																																

13.	 in/																																		

14.	 on/																																

15.	 goes/																												

16.	 no/																																
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	 How long

 How far

 How heavy

	 How hot or cold

	

	 Standard System

1.																																																																			

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

6.																																																																		

7.																																																																			

8.																																																																			

	 Metric System

	1.																																																																			

	2.																																																																			

	3.																																																																			

	4.																																																																			

	5.																																																																			

	6.																																																																		

	7.																																																																			

Measure by Measure

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	help	you	fill	in	the	chart.

4 Celsius	scale

4 centimeters

4 Fahrenheit	scale

4 feet

4 grams

4 inches

4 kilograms

4 kilometers

4 meters

4 Metric	tons

4 miles

4 ounces

4 pounds

4 tons

4 yards

Directions: Each	word	below	comes	from	the	book.	Write	the	word	that	is	the	opposite.

1.	 fast/																												

2.	 hotter/																								

3.	 larger/																								

4.	 same/																									

5.	 long/																										

6.	 tall/																														

	 7.	 wide/																																

	 8.	 always/																											

	 9.	 far/																																				

10.	 boy/																																	

11.	 less	than/																								

12.	 full/																																

13.	 in/																																		

14.	 on/																																

15.	 goes/																												

16.	 no/																																
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Odd and Even
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 388
•	 Glossary words:	between,	numbered,	skip-count	
• Photos illustrate numbers and objects
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to six lines of text on some pages
• Numerals embedded within text
• Compound word: everywhere
• Hyphenated words:	skip-count(ing),	odd-numbered,	even-numbered

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Hold up three fingers on one hand and ask students to count them. Then ask if 3 is an odd or even 

number. Write down their answers. Repeat for 10 fingers. Depending on students’ understanding, 
have them explain or explain to them the difference between odd and even.

2. Have students read the title of the book. Then have them look at the photo to find an odd number of 
something (the dog, the nose, the mouth) and an even number of something (the eyes, the ears).

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students find odd and even things in this photo as well. Then 

have students read the table of contents.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the text together. Demonstrate how to read with fluency the 

numbers that appear in the series, pausing after each comma. Remind students that you read numbers 
just as you would read words. 

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the text. Help students find odd and even items in 
each photo.

4. Encourage children to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Challenge students to explain in their won words the difference between numbers that are odd and 

those that are even. Invite students to count by even numbers and then by odd numbers. Ask students 
why it is important to know odd and even numbers. Explain that it will help them add, subtract, multiply, 
and divide. It is also helpful when choosing players for a game, dividing a big group into smaller 
groups, and so on.

• Write the numbers 0 through 10 on the board. Ask students to read the numbers and then invite 
volunteers to come to the board and write the word for each number next to it. Have another volunteer 
put a star beside the odd numbers, and circle the even numbers.
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Odd and Even

Directions: Finish	the	chart.	Add	the	missing	information.

 How many

4 Pages	in	this	book?				16																										

4 Kids	in	my	class?																																							

4 Girls	in	my	class?																																						

4 Boys	in	my	class?																																					

4 People	in	my	family?																														

4 Years	old	am	I?																																							

4 Years	have	I	gone	to	this	school?	

4 Chairs	in	the	room?																																

4 Lights	in	the	room?																																		

4 Windows	in	the	room?																											

Odd or even?

even                                                    
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              

Directions:	Fill	in	the	missing	numbers.

2																										6																																																12		14																												18																												

1																										5																										9																																																					15		17																								21

H		Put	a	star	next	to	the	row	above	that	shows	even	numbers.

3		Put	a	checkmark	next	to	the	row	that	shows	odd	numbers.

Challenge

Fill	in	the	answers:

odd	number	+	odd	number	=																				number

even	number	+	even	number	=																	number

odd	number	+	even	number	=																			number
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Oh Baby!
Sceince

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 581
•	 Glossary words:	blowhole,	calf,	cub,	herd,	trunk
• Photos illustrate key concepts
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to 13 lines of text on a page
• Text wraps around photo on page 14
• Compound words:	underwater,	sometimes,	blowhole

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have students name the biggest animals they can think of. Write their ideas on the board and have 

them describe what is special about each animal. Then talk about what the babies of each of these 
animal giants might be like.

2. Have students identify the animals in the photo on the book cover. Check to see if it was one of 
the animals students named in the previous step. Have students read the title and make predictions 
about what will be featured in this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students identify the animal in the photo. Have them read the 

table of contents.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students identify the animals in the photos and find tiger in the text. Have 

students read the section heading and both pages. 
3. Continue to read the remainder of the text in a similar fashion: letting students discuss the photos and 

then scan the text for animal names as well as difficult words.
5. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Have students review the ways in which the mother animals help their babies. For example, a blue 

whale helps its calf to the surface to breathe. Then ask students how human parents help their babies. 
You may want to record student responses in a Venn diagram.

• Have students look at page 3 to find the word that names baby tigers (cubs). Make a two-column chart 
on the board and write the name of the adult animal in one column and the name of the baby in the 
other. After you’ve found all that there are in the text, have students add any other examples that they 
know.
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Oh Baby!

Directions: Use	the	words	from	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.	Use	your	own	words	to	finish	
the	last	row.

caribou																elephant																giraffe																hippo																whale

What the baby animal does

stands	on	wobbly	legs

drinks	milk

reaches	leaves	to	eat

learns	to	walk

stands	under	mother	for	safety

learns	to	use	its	trunk

learns	to	run

grows	quickly

grows	antlers

swims	to	the	surface	to	breathe

rides	on	its	mother’s	back

learns	to	walk	on	land

swims	to	the	surface	to	breathe

drinks	lots	and	lots	of	milk

swims	through	the	ocean	with	its	mother

Directions: Imagine	that	you	have	been	hired	to	babysit	one	of	the	baby	animals	listed	
above.	Its	parents	have	left	you	a	list	of	instructions	about	how	to	care	for	their	little	one.	
Write	the	list	you	think	the	baby’s	parents	would	write	if	they	could.

Dear Babysitter,
We are so happy you are helping us take care of our baby                                  .
Here are just a few instructions you might need to know.
1.                                                                                                                  
2.                                                                                                               
3.                                                                                                                
 

Animal name

Human
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Oranges: From Fruit 
to Juice Social Studies
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 511
•	 Glossary words:	filter,	nectar,	pasteurize,	pollen,	pulp
• Photos complement text
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Compound word:	sunshine
• Proper nouns: United	States,	Florida,	California

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Display an orange and/or a carton of orange juice. Ask what the two items have in common 

and agree with students that they are both full of orange juice. Ask students if they know how an 
orange becomes orange juice. Write their suggestions in order on the board, rearranging ideas as 
necessary until students are confident they have the process in correct sequential order.

2. Have students look at the cover of the book and read the title. Point out that the subtitle is a clue that 
this book is going to be about a process, or about how to do something.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Point out that the section 

headings are actually a mini overview of the process they are about to learn: first you have to grow the 
oranges, then you pick them, then you make juice.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the section heading and then both pages. 
3. On pages 4 and 5, have students identify what the photos are showing. Look for the words	trees,	

blossoms, and flowers in the text. Then have them read the entire text. Continue in a similar fashion for 
the remainder of the book.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Remind students that this book is nonfiction and that it shows a process, or how to do something. Have 

students write a short how-to description of something they know how to do, such as tie their shoes or 
make a peanut butter sandwich. Talk about sequence words such as first,	then,	next,	finally. Look for 
some of these words in the text. Have students read other how-to books and compare them to this book.

• Write the steps in a simple sequence, such as getting ready to go the cafeteria or checking out a library 
book, on individual note cards. Mix up the cards so that the steps are out of order. Have students 
rearrange the cards to put the steps in correct sequential order.
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Oranges: From Fruit to Juice

Directions: Read	these	sentences	that	tell	how	oranges	are	made.	Rewrite	them	in	the	
correct	order	below.

4 A	machine	squeezes	the	juice	out	of	the	oranges.	

4 Farmers	plant	orange	trees.	

4 The	juice	is	put	into	bottles	and	cartons.

4 Workers	pick	the	oranges.

4 The	orange	trees	bloom	in	the	spring.

4 The	oranges	are	cleaned	and	sorted.

4 Bees	spread	pollen	on	the	blossoms.

4 The	oranges	are	ready	to	pick	in	the	fall.

4 A	truck	hauls	the	oranges	to	the	factory.

4 Each	blossom	turns	into	an	orange.

	 1.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 2.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 3.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 4.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 5.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 6.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 7.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 8.	 																																																																																																																																																			

	 9.	 																																																																																																																																																			

10.	 																																																																																																																																																			

Challenge

Do	you	know	how	to	make	something?	Write	the	process	for	making	one	of	your	favorite	
snacks	or	recipes	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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Parks of the USA
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 
•	 Glossary words:	active,	bison,	dormant,	geyser,	natural,	protected,	
	 species,	system	
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Geographical references
• Concept vocabulary: United	States,	Yellowstone,	Wyoming,	Old	Faithful,	Death	Valley	National	

Park,	Everglades	National	Park,	Florida,	Denali	National	Park,	Alaska,	Mount	McKinley,	Great	
Smoky	Mountains	National	Park,	Tennessee,	North	Carolina,	The	Smokies,	California,	Earth,	
Redwood	National	Park,	Shenandoah	National	Park,	Virginia,	Skyline	Drive,	Grand	Canyon	
National	Park,	Arizona,	Kentucky,	Mammoth	Cave	National	Park,	Hawaiian	Islands,	Big	Island,	
Hawaii	Volcanoes	National	Park,	Crater	Lake	National	Park,	Oregon,	Biscayne	National	Park	

Pre-Reading Discussion
• Write the words manmade and natural on the board. Discuss the definitions of each word and have 

students give examples of things that fall under each category. Tell students that today they will be 
reading a book about things that are natural rather than manmade.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Lead them to the 

understanding that most of the section headings name things found in nature. Discuss the possible 
significance of this point on their previous predictions about the books’ content.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students scan the text for	national	park. Point out that sometimes the 
words are part of a longer name of a specific place, so they are capitalized. Sometimes they refer to 
no specific park, so they are lowercase. Encourage students to indicate any words that might prove 
challenging and review these before having students read the text. 

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book. In each section, have them scan the text for 
challenging vocabulary and review this first, before having them read the complete text on a page.

After Reading
•  Display a map of the United States. Help students locate the national parks featured in the book. As 

students look at the map, they may notice other national parks not featured in the book. Point out that 
the United States has over 50 national parks. Look for the one nearest to your location. Discuss the 
advantages and possible disadvantages of protecting land for the national park system.

• Review comparative endings: -er, -est. Have students look through the book to find comparative 
adjectives, and list them on the board. Then have students come up with their own sentences using 
comparative adjectives, such as “Our class is the quietest class in the library.”
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Parks of the USA

Directions: Imagine	that	you	went	on	a	trip	to	one	of	the	national	parks	in	the	book.	
Pick	your	favorite,	and	make	a	postcard	about	your	travels.	Draw	a	picture	of	the	park	
in	the	first	space,	and	write	about	your	park	in	the	second	space.

1.		 A																																																																																																																																											sign.

2.	 	It	tells	you	that																																																																																																																									.

3.		You	can	see	a	sign	like	this	one																																																																																														.
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Save the Animals
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 479
•	 Glossary words:	captivity,	climate,	endangered,	habitat,	poaching,	
	 reserve		
• Photos complement text
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Higher order thinking: cause and effect
• Compound word: sometimes,	forever
• Proper nouns: Africa,	Arctic,	Earth

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Write these animal names on the board: African	elephants,	snow	leopards,	polar	bears,	scarlet	

macaws,	black-footed	ferrets. Ask students what these animals have in common. List students’ ideas. 
If they include that these are endangered, show students the book cover. If they don’t mention this, 
show them the book cover and ask if the title gives them a clue about one thing the animals have in 
common.

2. Have students read the title on the book cover. Have them identify the animal on the cover, using the 
list you wrote above to choose from.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students identify the animal in the photo. Have students read 

the table of contents. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students find and read the words in bold on the text. Ask students to 

explain the significance of the words in bold. Have students read both pages. 
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book. For each section, have students first identify 

the animal in the photos, then have them confirm the animal’s name by reading it in the section.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Flip through the book, and pause on one animal at random. Challenge students to recall why this 

animal is in danger. Continue with the other animals in the book. Lead students to the idea of cause and 
effect. Explain that sometimes people’s actions harm plants and animals. Conclude by discussing ways 
in which people can help endangered animals.

• Point out that sometimes /er/ appears in the middle of a word, and sometimes the /er/ sound can be 
spelled or or ur. Have students find examples of each kind of spelling in the book, and list them under 
these headings: -er, -or, -ur.
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Save the Animals

Directions: Use	information	from	the	book	to	finish	the	chart.	The	first	row	has	been	
done	for	you.

 Animal

4 African	elephant

4 snow	leopard

4 polar	bear

4 scarlet	macaw

4 ferret

 Cause of Danger

	 	people	build	on		
grazing	land

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

 Effect of danger

	 	elephants	can’t	find	
enough	food	to	eat

2.																																																																			

3.																																																																			

4.																																																																			

5.																																																																			

Directions:	Write	one	fact	about	each	animal.	Use	your	book	to	help	you.

African	elephant:																																																																																																																											

snow	leopard:																																																																																																																																					

polar	bear:																																																																																																																																											

scarlet	macaw:																																																																																																																														

ferret:																																																																																																																																																		

Challenge

Design	a	welcome	sign	for	the	entrance	to	an	animal	reserve.	
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Share and Be Fair
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 356
•	 Glossary words:	decide,	fair,	half,	patience,	share		
• Photos illustrate numbers and objects
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven words on a page
• Compound words: someone,	everyone,	whatever,	yourself,	sometimes,	popcorn

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Gather a collection of paper clips, pencils, books, or some other handy item. Ask students how they 

could split the items to share between two people. Have students make two piles. How about for 
three people? Four? Five? Encourage students to use problem-solving skills to figure out what to do if 
there are not enough for even amounts for each person.

2. Have students read the title on the book cover. Ask what it means to share, and what it means to be 
fair. Talk about how the kids on the cover are sharing a drink. How else could they share it?

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Talk about what the photo 

has to do with fair sharing.  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the words in bold. Ask where else they’ve seen or could 

find these words (title, section header). Discuss what the photos show about sharing an orange. Have 
students read both pages.  

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book: discuss what the photos illustrate about 
sharing and review any difficult vocabulary before reading each page.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Have students practice sharing. Ask two students to draw a picture with only one pencil or something 

similar. Ask students to give examples of times they have to share at school or at home. Talk about how 
they decide to share and why it’s important for it to be fair.

• Tell students that this is actually a math book. Have them find the word Math on the back cover. Ask 
them what this book has to do with math. Accept all reasonable answers. Then review some simple 
division problems or illustrate some division problems on the board. Discuss how this book relates to 
division.
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Share and Be Fair

Directions: Use	each	word	in	a	sentence	about	fair	sharing.

1.	 amount																																																																																																																																						.

2.	 decide																																																																																																																																							.

3.	 enough																																																																																																																																						.	

4.	 equal																																																																																																																																									.	

5.	 split																																																																																																																																													.	

6.	 half																																																																																																																																													.	

Directions:	Draw	lines	to	show	how	you	would	share	each	set	of	things	with	friends.

Example:	12	peaches	shared	by	3	friends

V V V V V V V V V V V V

   V V V V V V
	 7.		6	peaches	shared	by	3	friends

   V V V V V V V V
	 8.	 8	peaches	shared	by	4	friends

   V V V V V V V V V V
	 9.	 10	peaches	shared	by	2	friends

   V V V V V V V V V
10.	 9	peaches	shared	by	3	friends

   V V V V V V
11.	 6	peaches	shared	by	3	friends

   V V V V
12.	 4	peaches	shared	by	2	friends

Challenge

Share	and	fair	are	rhyming	words.	What	other	words	can	you	think	of	that	rhyme	with	
share	and	fair?	Write	them	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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Taking Shape
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 417
•	 Glossary words:	cone,	cube,	cylinder,	face,	pyramid,	sphere		
• Photos illustrate concept vocabulary
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar images in photos
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to six lines of text on a page
• Compound word: everywhere

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Draw the following shapes on the board: triangle, square, circle. Have students identify each 

shape. Label the shapes. Point out that these are all flat shapes. Hold up a ball or wooden cube 
and ask which flat shape it most resembles. Point out that objects are not flat. They have height and 
width and are solid.

2. Have students look at the photo on the cover of the book. Which shape on the board do these 
pyramids most resemble? Have students read the title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Practice using the page 

references by calling out shape names and having students turn to the page in the book where each 
shape is featured.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students look at the photos and identify as many shapes as they can in 
each picture. Have them look for those shape names in the text. Have them read both pages.  

3. As students continue to read the rest of the book, make sure they read section headings when they turn 
to a new page. Discuss the photos as a way to preview any unfamiliar or difficult vocabulary.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Have students look around the room for examples of items that are cubes, spheres, cylinders, cones, 

and pyramids (hard to find; you might have to refer to the photo on the cover of the book). Count the 
number of faces on each one. 

• Ask students to look through the book for words with the letter y (everywhere,	you,	many,	try,	they,	
probably,	cylinder,	party,	pretty,	easy,	pyramid,	say). Have them say the words and then sort them 
based on the sound of the letter y in the word. Point out that y can make different sounds in different 
words, depending on where it is placed. 
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Taking Shape

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	finish	the	chart.

Name

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

An	example	of	it

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

Name

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

A	real-world		
example	of	it

																																																																														

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

4 circle
4 cone
4 cube

4 cylinder
4 pyramid
4 rectangle

4 sphere
4 square
4 triangle

Solid ShapesFlat Shapes

Directions:	Write	the	name	of	each	solid	shape	next	to	its	description.	Use	the	chart	
above	to	help	you.

1.	 																												a	solid	shape	with	six	equal	sides

2.	 																												a	solid	shape	with	a	circle	at	each	end	and	a	long,	thin	middle

3.	 																												a	solid	shape	that	has	no	faces	or	corners;	round	like	a	ball

4.	 																												a	solid	shape	with	a	square	face	on	the	bottom	and	triangular	sides

5.	 																													a	solid	shape	with	a	circle	at	one	end,	a	point	at	the	other,	and	
round	smooth	sides

Challenge

Write	a	description	of	each	flat	shape.

1.	 square																																																																																																																																							

2.	 rectangle																																																																																																																																									

3.	 triangle																																																																																																																																						

4.	 circle																																																																																																																																												
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The Moon Book
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 433
•	 Glossary words:	astronaut,	craters,	gravity,	orbits,	phases,	reflects		
• Photos illustrate concept vocabulary
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content
• Diagrams with labels reinforce text

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Compound word: sunlight,	cannot,	sometimes,	yourself	
• Proper nouns: Earth(’s)

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Using a white crayon on black paper or white chalk on the blackboard, begin to draw stars. 

Ask students what you’re making. Confirm that it’s a picture of the night sky. Ask students what it 
missing. When someone suggests the moon, invite a volunteer to draw the moon in the picture. 
Begin a KWL chart and ask students to share what they know about the moon.

2. Have students read the title of the book. Discuss the photo. What details can you see? 
What questions do students have about the moon? Add to the KWL chart if anything new 
comes up.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the title page. Review the questions from the 

KWL chart. Predict in which sections some of the questions might be answered. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the heading and then the text. Review vocabulary that will 

turn up throughout the book, such as light, shine, and night.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book. On pages 7, 8, and 9, take a little extra 

time to make sure students understand the diagrams, including how to use them and what information 
they provide.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review with students the questions they had before reading, as recorded in the KWL chart. Add 

anything students have learned from reading the book. Talk about personal experiences students have 
had looking at the moon or reading about it. Include popular myths about the moon, including that it is 
made of green cheese and that a man lives in it.

• Give each student a white paper plate and invite them to use it to show something they’ve learned 
about the moon. They might write moon facts on it, or make a concept web about the moon on it. They 
might draw in and label craters, hills, valleys, and astronauts. They might cut off part of the plate to 
represent one of the moon’s phases. Display the finished projects in class.
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The Moon Book

Directions: Use	the	book	to	find	the	answer	to	each	question.

	 1.	 What	is	the	brightest	object	in	the	night	sky?																																																																							

	 2.	 What	is	Earth’s	closest	neighbor	in	space?																																																																											

	 3.	 What	makes	the	moon	shine?																																																																																															

	 4.	 How	long	does	it	take	the	moon	to	make	one	trip	around	the	Earth?

	 	 									 																																																																																																																				

	 5.	 What	do	we	call	the	different	shapes	of	the	moon?																																																																							

	 6.	 What	are	the	big	holes	on	the	moon	called?																																																																							

	 7.	 How	much	wind	and	water	is	on	the	moon?																																																																							

	 8.	 What	happened	on	the	moon	in	1969?																																																																																

									 																																																																																																																				

	 9.	 What	is	the	temperature	like	on	the	moon?																																																																								

10.	 What	do	scientists	think	they	might	be	able	to	build	on	the	moon	someday?

			 																																																																																																																																																		

Challenge

Imagine	that	you	have	traveled	through	time	into	the	future,	when	humans	are	living	
on	the	moon.	Write	a	letter	to	your	friend,	who	lives	on	another	planet,	telling	all	about	
what	life	is	like	on	the	moon.	Write	your	letter	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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The Right Place
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 485
•	 Glossary words:	digits,	hundreds	place,	numeral,	ones	place,	
	 place	value,	tens	place,	three-digit	number,	two-digit	number,	total,	value		
• Photos illustrate numbers and objects
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Familiar images in photographs
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Mix of number words and numerals
• Compound word: basketballs
• Hyphenated words: two-digit,	three-digit	

Pre-Reading Discussion
• Write the following numerals on the board: 100,	10,	1. Ask how the numbers are different (some 

have more zeros, bigger/smaller than each other, have only one digit, and so on). Point to each 
digit and explain that each place where you write a numeral has a value. The place where a digit 
appears gives it its value. 

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Ask them to find words 

they may have heard before, such as tens or ones.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students count the number of chicks in the photo. Have them find 10 and 

tens in the text. Have students read both pages. 
3. On pages 4 and 5, have students read both pages first, and then look at the photos. The photos 

illustrate the concepts explained in the text. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Challenge students to summarize the book by explaining place value in their own words. Help students 

conclude that every digit in a number has a place, and that place tells us the value of the digit in that 
number. For practice, write random numbers on the board. Point to digits within the numbers and ask if 
they show hundreds, tens, or ones.

• Give each student three self-stick notes. Have them write 1 on a note, 2 on a second note, and 3 on 
the third note. Have them use the notes to make the following numbers: 132, 321, 213, and so on. For 
each number, ask which digit is in the hundreds place, which is in the tens place, and which is in the 
ones place.
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The Right Place

Directions: Read	each	number.	Explain	the	place	value	of	each	digit.

Example: 465 = 400 + 60 + 5             

1.	 692	=																																																																					

2.	 523	=																																																																					

3.	 734	=																																																																						

4.	 921	=																																																																					

5.	 385	=																																																																						

Example:	211 =  2 hundreds,  1  tens ,  1  ones

1.	 73	=																																tens	+																																								ones

2.	 263	=																														hundreds	+																															tens	+																																								ones

3.	 727	=																														hundreds	+																															tens	+																																								ones

4.	 164	=																														hundreds	+																															tens	+																																								ones

5.	 400	=																														hundreds	+																															tens	+																																								ones

Example:	6 hundreds + 3 tens +  7 ones = 637

1.	 3	hundreds	+	0	tens	+	1	ones	=																																																																																													

2.	 8	hundreds	+	9	tens	+	9	ones	=																																																																																													

3.	 1	hundreds	+	5	tens	+	0	ones	=																																																																																													

4.	 0	hundreds	+	0	tens	+	3	ones	=																																																																																													

5.	 2	hundreds	+	2	tens	+	2	ones	=																																																																																													

Challenge

How	many	different	three-digit	numbers	can	you	make	using	these	digits:	7,	8,	9?		
Write	them	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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The Story of Corn
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 582
•	 Glossary words:	cob,	corn	syrup,	ear,	harvest,	husk,	kernel,	maize,	
	 pollen		
• Photos illustrate content
• Some familiar images
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• More complex sentence structures
• Historical references
• Compound words: inside,	cornmeal,	popcorn,	Thanksgiving
• Proper nouns: North,	South,	America,	American	Indians,	Europe,	Thanksgiving

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Bring in a can of corn or an ear of corn. Ask students to identify the food. Have them make a list of 

the things they know about corn, or have them start a KWL chart about corn.
2. Have students read the title of the book and predict what kinds of information the book might 

include. Also have them speculate why it might be worthwhile to read an entire book about corn.

During Reading
1. Have students read the title page. Compare the section headers with the predictions students made 

about the possible content of the book. Were their guesses confirmed or refuted by the table of contents?   
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the section heading and match the terms to the photos. Have 

students read the words in bold, and review how to use the glossary. Have students read both pages.  
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book. Encourage students to notice the details in 

the photos that reinforce the text. Work together the finish the KWL chart you began before reading.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Reread some statements from the book about corn, and make up some other statements that are not 

true about corn. For instance: “Ears of corn grow on the stalks of the corn plant” (true). “Corn cobs are 
made out of cornmeal” (false). Have students tell you which statements are true and which are false.

• Talk with students about how corn was important to Native Americans, European settlers, and to us 
today. Discuss the various foods that corn is found in, as well as other products made from corn, such 
as ethanol. Look on the school lunch menu for the month, and circle any foods that include or are made 
from corn.
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The Story of Corn

Directions: Write	the	correct	labels	on	the	diagram	of	a	corn	plant.

4 cob						4 leaf						4 ear						4 silk						4 husk						4 kernel						4 leaf						4 tassels

Directions: Read	each	description	and	write	the	name	of	the	matching	food.

4 corn	syrup

4 mush

4 corn	dogs

4 corn	chips

	 4 popcorn

	 4 cornmeal

	 4 corn	bread

	 4 corn	cereal

1.	 																																																										Corn	kernels	heated	until	they	burst	open

2.	 																																																										A	sweet	liquid	made	from	the	natural	sugars	in	corn

3.	 																																																										Hot	dogs	fried	in	batter	made	from	cornmeal

4.	 																																																											Crunchy	pieces	of	fried	dough	made	from	
cornmeal

5.	 																																																										Crunchy	breakfast	food	eaten	with	milk

6.	 																																																											Sometimes	used	on	pizza	crust	to	keep	it	from	
sticking	to	the	pan

7.	 																																																											Dried	corn	kernels	that	have	been	ground	up	and	
cooked	into	a	soft	pudding

8.	 																																																										Baked	cornmeal	dough
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Then and Now
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 442
•	 Glossary words:	cell	phone,	digital,	invention,	lightbulb,	

microwave	oven			
• Photos illustrate text
• Draws on prior knowledge
• Familiar, everyday objects
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Historical references
• Compound word: everything,	lightbulb,	someone,	wherever

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Point out an object in the classroom that did not exist 100 years ago. Talk about what people did 

without this item. For example, how did people listen to music before CDs were invented? Ask 
students to offer other examples, and discuss them.

2. Have students identify the object on the cover of the book. Talk about what people used for light 
before lightbulbs were invented. Read the title, and invite students to predict what this book is going 
to be about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and see if students can identify the significance of the two photos 

(chamber pot, modern toilet). Ask which photo was “then” and which is “now.” Have students read the 
table of contents and see if they can guess which invention(s) might be included in each section.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students skim the text for words that might prove difficult. Invite students 
to read the text on both pages. Proceed this way with the remaining pages, letting students point out 
difficult words before reading the entire text.

3. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Have students choose the object from the book that they think has had the biggest impact on their lives. 

Is it the phone? Lighbulb? Cars? Have them explain their choice. Then have students think about how 
something they use now might change in the future.

• Write each of these words on the board, and challenge students to come up with an invention that 
matches it. For example: brighter (lightbulb), faster (car, microwave oven), closer (telephone), easier 
(camera), safer (helmets). Invite students to provide a descriptor and see if you can come up with 
matching invention.
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Then and Now

Directions: Use	the	words	in	the	box	to	complete	the	chart.

Then

  pencil                                                                            

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

Now

  keyboard                                                                            

																																																																	

																																																																

																																																																

																																																																			

																																																																	

																																																																	

4 camera

4 lightbulb

4 candle

4 microwave	oven

4 cars

4 padded	seats

4 fire

4 painting

4 horses

4 telephone

4 letters

4 wooden	seat

Directions:	Which	invention	on	the	chart	above	is	your	favorite?	Pick	one	of	the	items	in	
the	Now	column,	and	write	a	thank-you	note	to	the	person	who	invented	it.

Dear Inventor,
Thank you for inventing the                                                                                 . 
I am glad you invented this because                                                                                       
                           . If you had not thought of this invention, I would not be able to                                                 
                                                     .  I would have to                                                      
instead. You were a good problem solver. When I grow up, I would like to try to 
solve this problem:                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                          .

Sincerely,
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Tiling Shapes
Math

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 442
•	 Glossary words:	equal,	flip,	rotate,	tiling			
• Photos illustrate shapes
• Diagrams and labels illustrate concepts
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming content
• No more than fives lines of text on a page

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Requires good visualizing and spatial thinking
• Compound word: beehive

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Give each student a self-stick note of the same size but different color. Invite students to work 

together to arrange them in a pleasing design. As individuals offer suggestions, explain that the 
notes should meet up side to side, without any space in between.

2. Share the cover of the book, and have students compare this design with the one they’ve just 
created. Ask what they notice that is the same, and confirm that both designs are made from 
shapes with straight sides and no spaces between them. Read the title together, and explain that the 
process used to create their paper design is an example of tiling.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students identify the object in the photo. Discuss how it is an 

example of tiling shapes. Have students read the table of contents. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students identify the tiling shapes in each photo. Have them look for 

squares in the text. Have them read both pages.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the text, looking at the photos and finding the shape 

words in the text before reading the pages.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Have students look around the classroom to find tiling shapes. Have them study tiles on the floor or 

ceiling, plaid fabric, game boards, and book covers. 
• Give students cutouts of various shapes such as those in the book. Make a pattern and have students 

replicate it with their own shapes. Talk about rotating and flipping tiles. Then have students make their 
own tiling patterns.
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Tiling Shapes

Directions: Use	a	ruler	to	draw	lines	on	each	shape.

1.		 Draw	1	line	through	the	square	to	make	2	triangles.

2.		Draw	2	lines	through	the	square	to	make	4	triangles.

3.		Draw	2	lines	through	the	square	to	make	4	smaller	squares.

4.		Draw	1	line	through	the	triangle	to	make	2	smaller	triangles.

5.		Draw	2	lines	through	the	trapezoid	to	make	2	triangles	and	1	square.

6.		Draw	1	line	through	the	hexagon	to	make	2	trapezoids.

7.		Draw	2	lines	through	the	hexagon	to	make	4	triangles.

8.		Draw	3	lines	through	the	hexagon	to	make	2	squares	and	4	triangles.
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To Fly in the Sky
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 488
•	 Glossary words:	airplane,	glider,	helicopter,	hot	air	balloon
• Photos complement text
• Draws on prior knowledge
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Some historical references
• Compound word:	someone,	airplane(s)
• Proper nouns: Chinese,	France,	United	States,	Wilbur	and	Orville	Wright,	Wright	Flyer,	December

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Share the following riddle with students:	I	can	fly,	but	I’m	not	a	bird.	I’m	not	a	bat	or	a	bee. I	can	fly	

way	up	high.	What	am	I? Write students’ guesses on the board and point out that there are several 
possible answers to this riddle.

2. Have students identify the objects in the photo on the book cover. Were hot air balloons one of 
their guesses for the riddle? Have students read the title of the book and guess what else might be 
featured in the book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students note the photo. Was this one of their answers to the 

riddle? Have students read the section headings. 
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read both pages. Encourage them to make connections with their 

own experiences watching birds or flying kites. 
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book. Use the photos to preview concepts and 

vocabulary in the text on each page, and to encourage students to make connections with their own 
experiences and knowledge.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Encourage students to explain why people would want to fly. Ask questions such as “What can you 

see from the air that you can’t see from the ground? What do you think of the inventors who tried to 
make flying machines? What kind of people were they—brave, smart, foolish?” Invite students to name 
the kind of flying machine featured in the book they would most like to take a ride in. Ask them to give 
reasons to support their choices.

• Draw a Venn diagram on the board to compare two of the flying machines from the book. Use to lead 
into a broader discussion of the experience of flying in the past and the experience today.
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To Fly in the Sky

Directions: Put	the	flying	machines	in	order	from	oldest	to	newest.	Use	your	book	to	help	
you	remember	when	each	machine	was	made.

4 Wright	Flyer

4 large	flapping	strap-on	wings

4 hot	air	balloon

4 jet	plane

4 glider

4 kite

4 rocket

4 helicopter

Directions:	Imagine	that	you	woke	up	with	wings	this	morning	and	now	you	can	fly.	
Write	about	where	you	will	fly	and	what	you	will	see	from	up	high.

																																																																																																																																																																									

																																																																																																																																																																								

																																																																																																																																																																									

• • • • Oldest • • • •

• • • • Newest • • • •
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Too Much Snow!
Science

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 368
• Glossary words: blizzard,	drift,	ice	crystals,	meteorologist,	
	 stranded,	whiteout
• Photos illustrate content
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to five lines of text on a page
• Some historical references
 • Compound words: snowflake(s),	sidewalks,	snowplows,	snowstorm(s),	doorways,	sometimes,	

someone,	whiteout,	cannot
•	 Proper nouns: Washington,	D.C.	

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Ask children to supply words and phrase that describe the day’s weather. Write these on the board. 

Talk about how a person can find out what the weather is going to be (look outside, watch the 
news, read the paper, check a web site, and so on). Discuss why people have to pay attention to 
the weather. How did the day’s weather affect decisions students have made today?

2. Have students look at the cover photo and list any weather words that come to mind. Then have 
them read the title and predict what this book might be about.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students identify what’s happening in the photo. Have them 

read the table of contents.  
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the section heading and find snowflake(s)	in the text. Then 

have them read both pages.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the book.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Make a two-column chart on the board. In one column, list all of the words that describe snow students 

can find in the book (light,	fluffy,	wet,	heavy,	tiny,	frozen, and so on). In the second column, have 
students supply words that describe a different weather phenomenon, such as rain or fog or something 
common to your area. 

• There are many compound words that begin with snow (snowball,	snowblower,	snowboard,	snowdrift,	
snowfall,	snowflake,	snowman,	snowmobile,	snowplow,	snowshoe,	snowstorm,	snowsuit). Give students 
clues that will help them guess one of these words. For instance, “A blizzard and a whiteout are 
examples of bad ________ (snowstorms).”
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Too Much Snow!

Directions: Blizzards	are	big	news.	People	want	to	know	when	the	snow	started,	how	
much	snow	fell,	when	the	snow	is	supposed	to	stop,	and	what	happened	because		
of	all	the	snow.	Sometimes	roads,	schools	and	airports	are	closed	in	a	blizzard.

Pretend	that	you	are	a	TV	reporter.	You	are	reporting	about	a	blizzard	in	your	
community.	Write	the	report	that	you	would	read	on	TV.

d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d

d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d	d

d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d

d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
	d
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Welcome to Mexico!
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 414
•	 Glossary words:	Aztecs,	fiesta,	Mayan,	salsa,	tortilla
• High-interest topic
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming text

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Spanish words:	hola,	fiesta,	piñata,	tortillas,	salsa
• Proper nouns: Spanish,	Mexico,	North	America,	United	States,	Mexican,	Mayan,	Aztec,	Mexico	

City

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Play a guessing game. Give students clues about Mexico, such as “I can see the beach. I can eat 

tortillas. People are speaking Spanish.” Ask them to guess the location you are describing. Write 
Mexico on the board.

2. Have students find the word Mexico in the title and then read the whole title. Discuss the photo. 
Have students predict the kinds of things they might read about in a book with this title.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Help them with any 

unfamiliar terms, such as fiesta.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Look at the photo and find Mexico on the map. Have students read both pages.
3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining spreads, using the discussion of the photos to introduce 

any new or tricky vocabulary students might encounter as they read.
4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Prompt students to recall the places, foods, and other images they read about when they read this book. 

Have them explain how some aspects of Mexico are similar to and yet different from things in the United 
States. Start a Venn diagram to record ideas as you discuss. Have students look through the book to find 
terms and ideas to use in the diagram.

• Review the Spanish words in the book, and write their English equivalents, if appropriate. Have students 
share other Spanish words they might know, or words from other languages that name things from the 
book. Talk about how words from many languages have become words we use every day.
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Welcome to Mexico!

Directions: Make	a	poster	to	invite	visitors	to	Mexico.	Include	both	words	and	pictures	
on	your	poster.

Challenge

If	you	could	travel	anywhere	in	the	world,	where	would	you	go?	

																																																																																																																																																																		

Write	about	your	trip	of	a	lifetime	on	the	back	of	this	paper.
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Welcome to North 
America Social Studies
Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 503
•	 Glossary words:	capital,	continent,	identity,	independent,	official,	
	 resident
• Photos illustrate content
• Draws on some prior knowledge
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to nine lines of text on a page
• Geographical and historical references
• Compound words: woodlands,	fireworks,	Greenland
• Proper nouns: North	America(n),	Earth,	Canada,	Mexico,	United	States,	Canadian,	Ottawa,	French,	

English,	Canada	Day,	July,	Mexico	City,	Cinco	de	Mayo,	Spanish,	Washington,	D.C.,	George	
Washington,	Fourth	of	July,	Greenland	

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have a volunteer find the United States on a map. Have another volunteer find Mexico and another 

Canada. Explain that these countries are all found on the continent of North	America. Find the other 
continents on the map.

2. Have students find the words North America in the title and then read the complete title. Have 
students flip through the book to find the sections about Canada, Mexico, and the United States. 
Discuss what they might learn about these countries in this book.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and identify the photo. Ask them which section of the book would tell 

about the country where this statue is found. Have students read the table of contents.
2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students compare the map on page 2 with the map you looked at before 

reading. Identify the photo on page 3 as Niagara Falls and find it on the map, on the border between 
Canada and the United States. Have students scan the text for unfamiliar words, and review these 
before having students read both pages.

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remaining pages in the book, discussing the photos and previewing 
vocabulary before having students read the pages.

After Reading
• Draw a Venn diagram on the board and review its purpose. Ask students to name two of the three 

countries that make up North America. Complete the diagram, comparing these two countries. 
For instance, Canada and Mexico are both in North America, both have a capital city, both have 
mountains, and so on. Then list how they differ in the outer circles.

• Write the following pairs of words on the board:	Canada/Canadian,	America/American,	Mexico/
Mexican. Point out that the first word is a noun that names a place, and the second is an adjective that 
names people who come from that place. Have students give other examples, including other countries, 
states, and/or cities.
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Welcome to North America

Directions: Use	information	from	the	book	to	complete	the	chart	below.

Challenge

Do	some	research	and	find	out	more	about	these	islands	that	are	part	of	North	America.

4 North America 4 Canada 4 Mexico 4 United States

4 North America 4 Greenland 4 Puerto Rico

Location	in	North	
America

Natural	Areas

Capitol	city

Official	language

National	holiday	
(name	and	date)

Location	in	North	
America

Natural	Areas

Capitol	city

Official	language

National	holiday	
(name	and	date)
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What Scientists Do
Sceince

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 502
•	 Glossary words:	field,	fossils,	lab,	microscope,	space	station
• Photos complement text
• High-interest topic
• Headings preview upcoming content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to eight lines of text on a page
• Compound words: faraway,	someday
• Proper noun: Earth

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have students volunteer some jobs that they are interested in having when they grow up. If no one 

suggests scientist, add that one to the list and see who might be interested in it.

2. Have students look at the photo and find the word scientists in the title. Talk about what 
the scientist in the photo might be doing. Talk about the setting of the photo and what one 
might study in a lab.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students read the table of contents. Aside from the last two 

items, point out that the first three entries are all things that scientists do. Talk about what the scientist in 
the photo might be doing. 

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Have students read the section heading and then find those words in the text. 
Have students scan the text for any other unfamiliar or difficult words and review those first, before 
having students read both pages. 

3. Continue in a similar fashion for the remainder of the text. Have students discuss what the scientists are 
or might be doing in the photos before having them read the text to confirm their guesses.

4. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Review the various scientists students read about in the book. Talk about what all of the scientists have 

in common. Make a list on the board as students volunteer answers. Answers might include: they all use 
special tools, they try to learn new things about the world, they study specific fields, and so on. Then ask 
students what they think would be the best thing about being a scientist. The worst?

• Write scientist on the board. Read the word together, asking students to clap the syllables as you do so. 
Have students look through the book to find other three-syllable words. Challenge them to find a four-
syllable word: experiment,	interesting,	discoveries.
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What Scientists Do

Directions: Use	what	you	know	about	scientists	and	what	you	read	in	the	book	to	finish	
each	sentence.

	 1.	 Some	scientists	study																																																																																																														.

	 2.	 Some	scientists	use																																																																																																																	.

	 3.	 Some	scientists	work																																																																																																															.

	 4.	 Some	scientists	make																																																																																																														.

	 5.	 Scientists	are	interested	in																																																																																																						.

	 6.	 Scientists	want	to																																																																																																																				.

	 7.	 Scientists	like	to																																																																																																																							.

	 8.	 Scientists	spend	their	time																																																																																																						.

	 9.	 Scientists	are																																																																																																																												.

10.	 	If	I	could	meet	a	scientist,	I	would	ask	him	or	her	this	question:																																																																																																																																							

	 	 																																																																																																																																																?

Challenge

What	would	you	like	to	be	when	you	grow	up?	

																																																																																																																																																									

Write	about	it	on	the	back	of	this	paper.	

Tell	why	you	think	this	kind	of	work	sounds	interesting.	What	would	you	do	in	this	job?
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Where People Live
Social Studies

Procedure
Before Reading

Review the Supports
• Word count: 487
•	 Glossary words:	adobe,	canals,	fuel,	plains,	rain	forest,	stilts,	sleigh
• Familiar concepts connect new content

Discuss the Challenges in the Text
• Up to seven lines of text on a page
• Compound words: fishermen,	inside,	everywhere

Pre-Reading Discussion
1. Have students work together to make a list of words and phrases that describe where they live. 

Have them come up with as many descriptors as possible. For example: in a house, in a city, in the 
mountains, in North America, in the state of Washington, on the shore of a lake, and so on. Discuss 
the fact that we all live in relation to other people, in specific climates, near specific landforms, and 
so on.

2. Have students look at the cover of the book and read the title. Then have them come up with 
descriptive phrases that describe where the people in the photo appear to live: in a house, in the 
desert, where it is hot, and so on.

During Reading
1. Open the book to the title page and have students come up with phrases that describe where the people 

in the photo live: in an apartment, in a skyscraper, in the city, near the water, and so on. Then have 
students read the table of contents.

2. Turn to pages 2 and 3. Tell students that in this book they will be reading about how people have 
learned to live on the land around them. Have students read both pages. Briefly discuss places students 
have traveled and what they noticed about how the people lived there. 

3. Have students read the rest of the book. For each spread, first discuss the photos, asking students what 
they can guess about where each person lives based on the information provided by the photo. Then 
have them read each page to confirm, expand, or refute their conclusions.

4. When students have finished reading, talk about the location in the book that most closely matches 
where students live. Encourage students to reread the book on their own.

After Reading
• Invite students to explain the main idea of the book, and confirm that it is that people live in different 

places. Have students vote on two places in the book that they found particularly interesting. Draw a 
Venn diagram on the board, and work together to fill in this information based on what students already 
know and have learned about these locations. Conclude by asking students to explain what all of the 
locations in the book have in common, and agree that they are all, no matter how hot or cold, flat or 
hilly, places where people live.

• Write the word people on the board and ask students to provide the singular form of this word (person). 
Point out that people is an irregular plural. Have students look through the book to find two more 
examples of irregular plurals (fish,	fishermen). Then have them come up with other examples they might 
know. Or, write the singular form of an irregular plural on the board and have students say the plural 
form.
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Where People Live

Directions: Look	through	the	words	and	pictures	in	the	book	to	find	information	that	
will	help	you	finish	the	chart.		
(Hint:	You	will	have	to	look	at	the	photos	too	in	order	to	finish	the	chart.)

4  Types of Home
People Live In

4  Places on the 
Earth Where  
People Live

4  Foods People 
Eat

4  Forms of Travel
People Use

1.	

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.	

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.	

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.	

2.

3.

4.

5.

Directions: Now	think	about	where	you	would	live	if	you	could	live	anywhere	on	Earth.	
Tell	about	it	in	the	spaces	below.

I	would	live																																																																																																																																					.

My	home	would	be																																																																																																																							.

The	food	I	would	eat	would	include																																																																																											.

I	would	travel	from	place	to	place	using																																																																																			.

I	would	like	to	live	here	because																																																																																																																																				

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																												

																																																																																																																																																												.
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Teacher’s Guide and Program Overview
This guide contains lesson support for each of the 118 Wonder Readers 
nonfiction leveled books.  Lesson instruction for each title includes:
	 •	Before	Reading	
	 •	Front	loading	difficult	language	and	concepts
	 •	Pre-Reading	Discussion
	 •	During	Reading	support
	 •	After	Reading	and	Extension
	 •	1	Graphic	Organizer	for	each	title

Wonder Readers Program Components
	 •	36	Emergent	Level	Nonfiction	books-	Levels	A-E
	 •	44	Early	Level	Nonfiction	books-	Levels	F-I
	 •	38	Fluent	Level	Nonfiction	books-	Levels	J-M
	 •	9	Big	Books	for	Shared	Reading
	 •	Teacher’s	Guide	and	Program	Overview
	 •	Program	Assessment	Handbook
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